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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

DHIIjTA. SIOH4A. Oi4ICR.ON R.E H A Bl LITATl ON SER-VICE F" R. AT E R. NI X Tf

Alpha Chaplfr

Unwtnily of lUmou at Urbana-Champaign RehaMilatum-Educatum Center 1207 South Oak Strtel. Chami nUmau 61820

Dear readers:

Acting as the Editor of this year's Sigma Signs has been a challenging but enjoyable task for me I wanted to create

a magazine that will change the way that persons with disabilities are looked at and portrayed. I knew that m order

to accomplish this many barriers are needed to be removed in society. It is my hope and the hope of others that the

University of Illinois sets a standard for the rest of the world to live by. So. it only makes sense to call this year's theme.

"Expectations for the Future; Removing Architectural, Educational, and Attitudinal Barriers."

Current happenings at the University of Illinois seem to indicate that many architectural, educational, and attitudinal

barriers will be obstacles of the past. Many architectural barriers have been removed from campus buildmgs to comply

with the Americans with Disabilities Act. For example, elevators have been added to Ilhni Hall and Institute of Labor

and Industnal Relations Building, and are currently being constructed for Noyes Lab and Nuclear Engmeenng Building.

TTiis last year, approximately 95 automatic doors have been added or are planned. Also, educational bamers should

be removed in the near future due to adaptive technology and in part, though the efforts of Project PURSLTT. whKh

informs persons with disabilities how to achieve a higher education. La.st but not least, increased participation m the

annual "Wheel Awareness" event and the dissolving of "Handicapping Language" should help eliminate stereoty-pes.

providing less attitudinal barriers for persons with disabilities to overcome, (see Main Features)

I hope that you. the reader, find the articles to be interesting and thought-provoking. I would like to take this opportunity

to thank Mike Cafferty, Ron Phelps. Christina Kuta, Paige Lewis, and all the writers who made this issue possible, especially.

U of I graduate Mike Massow and Robbie Edwards who volunteered their time to do the layout.

Please feel free to e-mail me any comments, whether good or bad, that you might have about this issue.

Sincerely,

'^oy^xm f^njo^
Br> an Pratt. Editor

Sigma Signs 1 995- 1 996

E-MAIL; bpratt@uiuc.edu

DEDICJATED XO EDUCAXION. R, K S E A Ft C H AND SER.V1CE IN R. E H A B 1 1- IXAX 1 O N
TO ajCDKCisa ovm ikBii.i'riBa to /^ waximuw bo as to winiwtEa ou« i5i»» Bii-iTim* tkat -^m wat ui^a movt awo sarnvm msar-
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT OF DELTA SIGMA OMICRON

DHJUTA. SIOS2A O^tflCR-OKT R-EH ABIL.ITATI O N SER-VICE F R, AT B K, N I T Y

Alpha Chapter

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Rehabilitation-Education Center 1207 South Oak Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820

Dear friends of DSO,

Before I begin, I would like to thank all Delta Sigma Omicron Alumni for their past efforts which have allowed hundreds

of students with disabilities the opportunity to receive an education at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

As President of Delta Sigma Omicron during the 1995-96 school year, I was grateful for the dedication of the executive

board. Namely Matt Lakin, Vice-President, who did an outstanding job coordinating this year's Hoop-A-Thon, Mike

Quach for his enthusiasm as Treasurer and Allan Creep as Secretary.

Moreover, I was pleased with the interest of this years' members of DSO. Because of their interest, it was easy to

accomplish the goals that we had set. The Christmas Party at the Top of the Inn was a blast and the Annual Awards

Banquet was also a success. The Hoop-A-Thon packed Kenny Gym and participants of the Wheel-A-Thon

swarmed the Quad. We established the Distinguished Teaching Awards, which recognizes exemplary staff at UTUC

for their implementation and/or accommodations for students with disabilities, (see articles)

To further enhance DSO, we need to actively welcome a variety of members, not exclusively residents from Beckwith

Hall. We (students with disabilities) could be such a powerful force, but the willingness to become one must exist. In

a few short years accessibility for wheelchairs will be a thing of the past. We need to continue our focus on awareness

and more importantly, on breaking the barriers to educational access. A cohesive Delta Sigma Omicron could

eliminate many educational barriers, especially access to computer programs, which seem imminent. If we don't start

immediately, we will be excluded from many educational opportunities, similar to what the founders of DSO faced

with accessibility. To strengthen DSO further, we must send a representative to student government meetings, which

did not happen this year. Lastly, it would not hurt to welcome people from the Chancellor's office to address some of

our concerns. Actually, I think they would enjoy the conversation, and the pizza—depending where you ordered from.

Knowing next year's officers, I am confident they will make great strides for Delta Sigma Omicron. My only request

is that they remember some of the ideas that I have expressed. As for now, I would like to this opportunity to thank

Paige Lewis for her advice throughout the school year. Brad Hedrick, and Bryan Pratt for his patience and dedication

to this year's publication oi Sigma Signs. Finally, I hope that you will not only enjoy this edition of Sigma Signs, but

that you have a better understanding of what Delta Sigma Omicron is and what we represent.

Sincerely,

Mike Cafferty

DSO President

DEDICATED TO EDUCATION, R.ESEAR.CH, AND SBR.VICE IN REHABILITATION
TO HJXHlROiea) OUR ABII-ITIBS TO A UAXIMUU SO AS TO MIMIKIZB OUR. DIBX BILITIMB TMAT -WM MAY l^IVB MOBT AMD BBIftVa) BBaT
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LETTER FROM THE CHANCELLOR

University oF Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign

Office of the Cluncellor

Swanlund Administration Building

601 East lohn Street

Champaign, IL 61820

217 33)^290
217 244-4121 fa

Dear Readers

:

Welcome to Sigma Signs, the magazine of Delta Si^ia Onicroa.

The editors tell me their theme for this edition is: "Expectations

for the Future: Removing Architectural, Educational and Attitudinal
Barriers." Issues of accessibility and perception are important to

the administration of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Chaapaign,
and DSO plays an active role in explaining what is being dooe on this

campus to address them. We are proud that our campus is one of the

most accessible in the nation, but we understand that it is vital to

continue to live up to our reputation through a constant effort
aimed at removing the barriers you face on canpus each day.

As one of the nation's premier institutions, the University of

Illinois is academically challenging. I am confident, however, that

you will find the experience exciting and rewarding.

I wish you a successful academic career!

Sincerely,

^(^(^
Michael Aiken
Chcuicellor

4 SIGMA- SIGNS



LETTER FROM THE INTERIM DIRECTOR

University of Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign

Division of Rehabilitation Education Services

1207 South Oak Street

Champaign, IL 61820

Dear Readers

It is a pleasure to greet you through the Sigma Signs 1995-96.

Much continues to occur at the Division of Rehabilitation Education
Services. The preceding year was one of considerable introspection and
change for the Division. As reported in the previous edition of Sigma
Signs, the suspension of the search for a DRES Director in the Spring
of 1995 necessitated the inplanentation of an interim iranageitient inodel

for the 1995-96 acadanic year. In this interim anrangenent , I assumed
responsibility for the administiration of ERES services, Nancy
tfensfield, as Administrative Aide, assumed oversight responsibility
for support staff, facilities and budget and personnel tiransactions

,

and Professor Reggie Alston assumed responsibility for the si^servision

of ERES acadanic programs.

In Novariber, at the request of Provost Larry Faulkner, an
external review of the Division's structure and programs was performed.
Based \span the strong recanrendation of the review panel, it was
determined to be in the best interest of ERES services and the acadanic
program for the two functions to be organizationally separated. As a
result, the graduate program in rehabilitation will join the Department
of Connunity Health on July 1, and I31ES services will continue as a
separate unit within the College of ^^pplied Life Studies. As for the
future, rest assure that the staff of the Division will continue to
advantage UHX: students with disabilities through the promotion and/or
provision of state-of the-art assistive and accartnodative services,

vdiile continuing to serve as a technical and infonrational resource to

the connunity, state, nation and the world.

I hope that you find this edition of Sigma Signs to be both
interesting and informative. Additionally, if your travels bring you
back to Urbana-Chairpaign, I hope that you'll step to visit with the
Division's staff and students. Indeed plans are presently underway to
celebrate both the 50th anniversary of the Division, and to introduce
the first scientist to hold the Timothy J. Nugent Endowed Chair in

Rehabilitation during the 1997 Fall Sanester. In the months ahead you
will be receiving information on these events, and an invitzation to

attend. So, enjoy Signs Signs, and I hope to see you next year as we
celebrate both of these historic milestones.

Sincerely,

Brad Hedrick, Ph.D ^^
Interim Director of Services

S1GMA-SIGN.S 5
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The Road To Campus Accessibility
By John Kamradt

From its humble beginnings in 1949 at

the UIUC campus, the accessibility to

campus buildings continues to be an

ongoing effort that has been further inten-

sified by the passage of the Americans with

Disabilities Act of 1990. What was initially

accomplished by DRES founder Timothy J.

Nugent and his staff in those early years

continues today with the most recent campus

plan that addresses accessibility improvements.

Let us begin our journey by identifying

some of those initial efforts to remove archi-

tectural barriers. The first permanent residence

hall to be accessible was Van Dorcn Hall,

which was built with a ground level entrance.

The first permanent ramp to access a dining

hall was located at Flagg Hall. The planning

of Allen Hall by the campus was ajoint effort

with DRES to allow the inclusion of ramps

placed beside stairs, widened toilet doors,

fold down shower seats, restroom sinks placed

at a useable height, beds at a level that was

convenient for transfers, and accessible desks

and closets. The ability for

DRES to be directly

involved with the remod-

eling of existing buildings

and the planning of new

facilities resulted in

improved accessibility for

persons with disabilities, yet

major obstacles remained.

Most of the older buildings

presented barriers that were

quite difficult to make acces-

sible. Several of these facil-

ities had an elevator shaft

built into them, yet no

elevator had ever been

installed. Aclose inspection

of these buildings revealed

that the shafts were much to

small to accommodate the

dimensions of the elevator

as required by the ADA.
This is but one example of

the many scenarios that

must he addressed. All of

the curb cuts on campus

were too sleep or narrow to

meet applicable codes and

be safely useable, as they

were originally constructed for vendors using

carts for the delivery of goods and only

doubled as an accessible path of travel for

the wheelchair user.

In recent years, the accessibility projects

have been a cooperative effort with the Office

of Facility Planning and Management, Capitol

Programs, and DRES. The realization of visible

and useable improvements have been many;

with many left to do. This past year, all of the

curbs cuLs on Wright Street have been replaced

with new ones that meet ADA guidelines,

several automatic door openers have been

installed or are planned, totalling 95 plus

units in such buildings as DCL, Kenney Gym,

Beckman Institute, Foellinger Auditorium,

Commerce West, and Henry Administration

Building to name a few. Last year, a joint

effort with the Office of Telecommunication

yielded the fabrication of an accessible

emergency telephone.

Elevators have been installed at Labor and

Industrial Relations. Illini Hall. Old Ae

Ahnve: Recently, under the University's ADA Compliance Flan, a

new ramp was constructed on the west side of the building, providing

an accessible entry to the lower level. An elevator was also added to

make all Poors within the building accessible. The former ramp was

demolished once the new one was added In addition, an automatic

door opener was installed at the ramped entry door and a set of

reslronms were remodeledfor accessibility

Engineering. Noyes Lab. and the Armorv and

are in progress at Mechanical Enginccnng.

Huff Hall. Nuclear Engineenng. and Computing

Applications. The President's House has

received a chair lift and an accessible

restroom. A preliminar> design is in progress

to address the remodeling of campus rcstrooms

for ADA compliance and over 100 buildings

have been reviewed for proper signage.

The road to accessibihty has not been a

super highway by any sense of the imagi-

nation, yet the excursion moves on by means

of Federal and Stale mandates and improved

lines of communication

.Above: The Institute of Labor and Industrial

Relations Building, located at ike tomtliM-ett

corner of Fifth and A rmory Streets. «r«i

constructed in 1962 The mam emtrmmce is off

Armory and up several steps from the side w>
level. .\ concrete pedestrian ramp with pife

handrails was added at the north side ofAe

building adjacent to the serrice irirt and entry.

The ramp did not comply with the AOA

regarding slope, width, landing and handrail

criteria and it made a severe curve as it

approached the top landing The ramp provided

access only to the mam floor—the lower mud

upperfloors vert mot accessihU.

6 SIGMA-.SIGN.S
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Sixties Fallout Returns and Does Good
By Bryan Pratt

In
1968 Carl Lewis arrived on campus having

no idea what was in store for him. With

almost 20 years work experience under his

belt, Carl returned to the U of I in 1987 to finish

what he had started-his Bachelor of Science

degree in Architecture. Although it wasn't

easy, Carl demonstrated his talent in the field

and upon graduation in 1991, he was accepted

into the Master's of Architecture program.

Carl graduated with his degree in 1992. Once

again, he was taken by surprise when the School

of Architecture offered him a tenure track

position as an Assistant Professor of Design.

Professor Lewis thought that his life had

really turned around. In nine years, he earned

two degrees, remarried, became a father to two

beautiful sons, and had an excellent job. What

more could he ask for? How about a position

on the United States Architectural and

Transportation Barriers Compliance Board

(Access Board)?? No way, that is to farfetched!

!

Think again, Carl was nominated for this

Presidential appointed position and learned

on March 1 2, 1 996 that he was to be one of the

13 general public to sit on this 25 member

board for a four year term. The other 12

members are Federal Executive members.

The Access Board is a Federal regulatory

agency which has four Primary responsibilities:

• Establish minimum guidelines and require-

ments for the standards issued under the

Architectural Barriers Act of 1968 (Public

Law 90-480) and Titles II and III of the

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (Public

Law 101-336).

• Ensure compliance with the standards

pursuant to the Architectural Barriers Act

.

• Provide technical assistance to persons

and public or private entities on accessibility.

• Investigate and examine alternative

approaches to the architectural, transportation,

communication, and attitudinal barriers

confronting persons with disabilities.

In an interview with a New Gazette Staff

Writer, Carl said that his appointment shows

the quality of his U of I education. He also said

that he came to the U of I because of its

wheelchair sports program. Professor Lewis

intends to emphasize making the environment

more usable for those with disabilities as an

Access Board member.

In 1996, Carl was a Visual Information

Specialist for the Air Force Intelligence Unit

at the Pentagon prior to his return to the U of

I. He had also worked as an Illustrator at

Chanute Air Force Base before his tenure in

Washington, D.C.

Carl is beginning to realize that he still

doesn't know what is in store for him. And for

that matter, he isn't going to consider his options.

Carl Lewis and his family; Carson (4-1/2),

Morgan (3-1/2), and Paige.

When You Encounter an Architectural Barrier.

By JoEllen Francis

If
a student encounters a facility-related

problem preventing him or her from

attending a program or service offered by

the University, please call the Division of

Rehabilitation Education Services at 333-

4603 or 333-4617. ORES will contact the appro-

priate campus office with the information and

will work with them on developing a solution

for removing the barrier or reassigning the

program to an accessible facility. In order to

effect a good solution, please be very

descriptive about the building element and its

location and describe the nature of the barrier

and how it prevents access. An example of a

reported problem was that the control panel

in the cab of the elevator located in Everitt

Lab was too high for the person to reach. If

you provide your name and telephone number

or email address, a campus representative or

ORES will likely contact you to ask further

questions. Feel free to make suggestions,

share ideas and ask questions.

SIGMASIGNS 7
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Project PURSUIT:

If You Have a Dream, PURSUE It!! ^
By Sarah Weaver

PURSUIT is a multifaceted approach to

encouraging students with disabihties to

pursue their academic and professional

dreams. PURSUIT focuses on opening doors to

classes and careers in science, engineering

and mathematics beginning at the high school

level. We offer valuable resources for college

bound students, college students, teachers,

counselors, special educators, university

faculty, and parents of students with disabilities.

The services available through PURSUIT include:

• WORKSHOPS for high .school teachers,

administrators, counselors, students with

disabilities and their parents, and III. State

Dept. Of Rehab Counselors (DORS ). These

workshops emphasize educational opportunities

and resources available about disabilities. In

addition, information is given to teachers,

students and parents about accommodations

available at the college level.

• MINIGRANTS make aiurses in laboratories,

classrooms, and computers more accessible to

students with disabilities. These grants are

available to Central Illinois high school teachers

and University of Illinois faculty only.

Beth Link presenting during one ofthe sessions of the first PVRSVIT

Workshop in January, 1995.

• PEER ADVISOR/MENTOR PROGRAM
for high school ;uxl univcrNily sliidcnts interested

in meeting role nuxlels with di.sabiiilics working

in the fields of science, engineering and mathe-

matics or college students currently meeting the

challenges of campus life.

• INTERNETACCESS AND ELECTRONIC
MAIL for anyone interested in issues of

disability, science, engineering, mathematics,

computers, assistive technology, and much

more. Our World Wide Web address is:

http://pursuit.rehab.uiuc.edu.

• SUMMER CAMPS are provided through the

University of Illinois for those students with

disabilities interested in the exploration of

science, engineenng and mathematics. Spend

a day, a week, or two weeks. Project PLT^SLTT

offers financial assistance to Central Illinois

high school students.

• SPECIAL ADVISORS for the science.

engineering, and mathematics departments

(SEM). One faculty member in each SEM
department represents their department as

an advocate for students with disabilities,

acting as a resource to other faculty members

in their departments.

A library of resources containing books,

articles, and videos about disabilities will be

given to each science, engineering and mathe-

matics department at the University of Illinois

at Urbana/Champaign.

PLTISLTT has made 75 v^slts

to high schools throughout

Central Illinois introducing

high school personnel and

students to the PURSUIT
Project. Teachers ha\e asked

us to return bringing college

students with disabilities finm

the University of Illinois to

speak to high school students

with disabilities.

We arc grateful to Carolyn

Birmingham. Stephanie

Brewer. Michael CatTeny.

Patrick Cottini, Yusef Dale.

Fernando Gonsalez. Steve

Kilgore. James Nance.

Carrie Pinter, Cynthia

Smith. Yolanda St. Clair, and Keith W^s-sel for

tlicir presentations at tlK wtirkshops ;UKl/iir high

schixil pavscntations. TIksc students have been

a valuable source of information for students,

teachers, parents, and counselors and we have

received many comments about the impact

these students have made, some of which

PURSUING CAREERS IN EWGINEERIHG,
SaENCE & MATHEnATlCS

include. "After hearing these students talk

about their experierices. as a teacher this has

helped me to realize the impact that I can

make m each students life by my attitude

about disabilities and my reaction to these

students." "I am exated about the opportunities

available to me in college. I didn't know all of

these accommodations were out there for

me." "Its so great as a parent to know that

these students have been successful in college

even though they have had to struggle with

a disability."

PURSLTT has conducted 6 workshops for

teachers, students with disabilities, their

parents, and DORS counselors.

PURSLTT has 10 peer advisor/mentor

matches for students with disabilities in high

school and college students with disabilities

as role models.

PURSLTT has collected over 500 surveys

from students w ith disabilities, rehab profes-

sionals, university faculty, high school

teachers/counselors, and others. These surveys

are part of our research to tr> to determine why

students with disabilities are under repre-

sented in the fields of scierKe. engineenng.

and mathematics. Our research reveals that

information about transiuon from high school

to college is severely lacking. Professors arc

very interested in oNaining more information

about issues related to disability. Many high

school teachers/counselors are unaware of

accommodations available at the college fev^el

for students with disabilities.

If you are interested in receiving acUmcnal

information about Prviject PURSLTT. please

contact us at 1-800.^67- 1736.

PiRSilT STAFF

Dr. Mark Slraus$:

Pni(ecl r>)rector

Dr. Sarah Wearer:

Project Coordinator. Woiishcv Co<

Coonlmatcr/ Prcscmor of (TeacJier^ Htgfi Sdnol (

lations. Coordinator of FlUStfT Sfvciai ^d>^i»^ ftiyi^
Ci>->rdina»or of .\d>Tsory Boird for Project PURSDIT

FrrdBartiwi:

CoordiMtor of iMemet Acocs<k Rd

Speaa]i<4. Rcscach^vahutii'nTanvWartakc^f

Patti Goj-rn;

CixMdinalor of Outreach. Coordinator/ Prttcinor of

(Students High School fiicxnuDon!;. Wnij4irf< Prcjenw
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Christine Pierson:

Staff Secretar>'. Office Manager

Rowena Arbiter:

Coordinator of Mmigrant program. Coordinator of Peer

Advisor/Mentor Program

Jenna Caldwell:

Coordinator of Research/Evaluation

Michelle Gruver:

Coordinator of Summer Camps,

Research/Evaluation Team

Mariellen Gilpin:

Outreach Specialist. Workshop team member

Christopher Ward:

Coordinator of Mmigrant Program. Coordinator of Peer

Advisor/Mentor Program

Bruce Strom:

Coordinator of PURSUIT Poster Project and Special

Advisor Resource Library Project

Joe Herl:

Database Administrator

Nathan Camarillo:

Peer Advisor/Mentor Program Assistant, Minigrant

Program Assistant

Larry Schrof:

World Wide Web Administrator

Employment Program at PACE
By Rika Esser

There I was—setting: Geimany— looking

for a job to bridge a few months between

my Voluntary Social Year at the Multiple

Sclerosis Society and the start of my studies

at Mainz University. I applied to many

different companies and employment agencies.

Most of the interviews soon turned out to be

discriminatory-interviewers told me that

"you can't work where people will see you."

or "you should continue working at the MS
Society, they are more understanding of

disabilities." The best comment was: "I'm

very sorry—even though you have the quali-

fications, we cannot accept your application.

Our clients will not hire a person with a

disability, " This rather simple job search task

clearly shows that there are definite barriers

for persons with disabilities who want to

apply for a job!

I interviewed Roseann McCartney, who is

in charge of the employment program at the

Center of Independent Living (PACE) in

Urbana, in order to find out more about major

barriers to finding a job and the methods

employed to overcome those barriers.

First of all, the approach at PACE is based

on the individual—therefore, every indivi-

dual has to cope with different barriers, which

do not have to be related to a disability by the

way. Nevertheless, there are some generic

bamers, which affect many people with disabil-

ities. Transportation is often a problem,

especially for persons with lower income.

Internal barriers can be crucial in job inter-

viewing situations. Again, these barriers do not

necessarily have to be related to a disability.

Internal barriers include for example lack of

knowledge about ourselves, lack of

assertivencss. flexibility, and inappropriate

goals. Some of these barriers can be strengths

as well. Take flexibility—on the one hand, if

you are not able to change your job goals

according to the situation on the job market,

then it can be a barrier to your job search. On

the other hand, if you pursue a job goal persis-

tently even if it seems hopeless in the

beginning, this can be the key to success also.

The focus of counseling at PACE is on the

internal as well as external barriers and on the

individual's power to overcome these barriers

him/herself. Last but not least, attitudes,

stereotypes, and misconceptions in society

concerning people with disabilities can be an

obstacle. But Roseann pointed out that some

companies themselves call her and ask for

advice. Often, employers are willing to

overcome physical barriers but simply do not

know how. Especially successful in the past

were very small and large companies. People

with disabilities are sometimes included in

affirmative action policies, even though this

is not written down in the ADA.

So, what services does PACE provide?

The general counseling process is rooted in the

Independent Living philosophy. Therefore, the

counselor and the client identify the individual

barriers and work on possible solutions to

overcome the obstacles. The consumer sets the

goals themself. At the same time, the focus is

on the client's strengths. The things which

interfere with the ways to reach the goals

are looked at, and solutions often need to

be brainstormed. The overall goal of

counseling is to enable the consumers to

remove the barriers them,selves. The different

services include Job Seeking Skills Training,

which include basic things, such as writing

resumes and other fun stuff. Other iinportant

services are assistance in finding the right

job and Job Retention Skills. It's the holistic

approach which makes the scnicc unique: the

client is seen as a whole person, and as many

aspects of the individual's life which are

related to employment can be brought up.

Often, the situation in the family or legal

questions play an important part. What if

family members work against your attempts

at getting a job? When do you want to

disclose that you are disabled? Do you want

to disclose the fact at all (okay, that's not

applicable to everyone!)?

So what about college graduates? It's hard

to generalize, but some things occur frequently.

A general strength of people who studied is that

they are usually more independent because

they moved out of their parents' house. Other

strengths are dependent on the field of study

—

on the question if the field of study fits one's

abilities and interests, and if there is a demand

on the job market. Often, people with disabil-

ities are put into certain categories and lines

of study, according to the specific disability.

The individual's interests are sometimes

forgotten in this process. Many students are not

very assertive about themselves. Roseann got

the impression that graduates are relatively shy

in presenting their strengths. Furthcnnore,

the Champaign-Urbana area bears more "traps."

Since the support system and the accessibility

are relatively good in C-U, students with

disabilities tend to stay in this area. The

negative side is the competition in general, but

especially among job applicants with disabil-

ities, is very high here. Roseann recommends

what everyone else should do anyway: "You

should go where the jobs are,

"

If you want to use the employment training

services, dial:

Voice: (217)344-54.^3

TTY: (217).344-.')024

I-AX: (217)344-2414
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Learning Disabilities:

An Interview witli Janet IVIacomber
By Bryan Pratt

Janet Macomber, Ph.D., holds the position

of Assistant Professor and Learning

Disabilities Specialist. The position related

to learning disabilities involves interpretation

of the disability from the assessment

documents, consultation with students about

the impact of the learning disabilities on their

academic performance, writing with the

student, a Request for Accommodation

document for their professors, and being a

resource person for faculty and staff in imple-

menting the accommodations.

Bryan Pratt: What defines a learning disability?

Janet Macomber: The condition now referred

to as a learning disability has been found and

documented by many different names.

Medically, the condition is a unique pattern of

cognitive processing caused by the physical

shape of the brain, the pathways used for

processing and remembering infonnation and

skills, and the neurotransmitter functioning.

Since all brains are different, the disability

comes in when the brain is required to

function in some particular way in a particular

situation, and it is unable to function as

directed. Everyone probably has a learning

disability in some type of cognitive ftinctioning.

The learning disabilities that are most

familiar are those associated with learning

academic skills, especially reading and

spelling, and those associated with using

social skills. However, there are .some that arc

associated with balance, coordination, lime

management and spatial associations. These

influence learning in the academic skills,

and other performance areas as well. These

other areas arc associated with activities of

daily living and the development of

personal relationships.

The diagnosis of a learning disability

traditionally has been hy comp;iring the level

and quality performance of school-related

subjecLs. More forward looking diagnciscs assess

cognitive functioning in short and long tenn

memory in the visual and auditory channels,

analysis and synthesis of infonnation Tliis

type of diagnosis is helpful in predicting when

the effects of the learning disability will

interfere with learning specific types of infor-

mation. When the subtest profile is prepared

and there is one standard deviation between

subtests, or between the verbal and perfor-

mance sections, a learning disability has been

located. The uneven profile of subtests can occur

at any level of intelligence, and in combi-

nation with other disabilities. For instance

with mental retardation, head injury, back

injury and cerebral palsy. But, the learning

disability is a secondary disability.

Legally, a person has a learning disability

and is entitled services and accommodations

if it is not the result of some other condition,

has existed life long, is a presumed central

neurological dysfunction, exhibits average

or above intelligence but with certain dysfunc-

tional cognitive areas.

BP: How many people have learning disabil-

ities nationally and on this campus?

JM: Determining the number of people with

learning disabilities is impossible, because

the learning disability is completely unique to

each individual and to situations that

individual encounters. If the person avoids

the situations that will expose the learning

disability, it is possible to hide the learning

disability completely and to function

competitively. An individual must know

his/her own cognitive level and any dysfunc-

tional cognitive process in order to predict and

avoid any dysfunction. WTien an individual is

caught in a situation which demands the use

of a cognitive dysfunction, such as sequencing

in reading, spelling and language expression,

then accommodations are needed.

BP: What are some of the common learning

disabilities?

JM: One way to think about common learning

disabilities is to consider common situations

in w hich a person could be dis,iblc»^l The first is

tlic siKial skills disability \v hich is detected as

early as preschool. The next situation is

learning to rc.id. write and spell Balance and

coordination disabilities arc detected in the

ability to participate in sports.

Professional athletes may have shatcomings

in certain academic skills as they are compared

to the superior athletic abi I ities ofan Ind i V Idua I

.

A person who is supenor acaderTucally may
have learning disabilities in spons.

Even in these performance areas there will

be deficient sub-skills A person gifted m track

may have a deficiency in figtire skating. A
person who is a fast and accurate reader may
have a deficierKy in mathematics. An artrsL

I
gifted in sculpture or photography involving

spatial processing, may be deficient in vocab-

ulary or language processing.

BP: UTiat accommodations have lo be made
for learning disabilities?

JM: The key to accommodating learning

!
disabilities is to route the information to he

learned into the best learning channel, or lo

allow extra time to take the information

through a channel that processes nK>re slo« ly

neurologically. Really, it is as simple as that

and all it takes is imagination to con\^rt the

information into a different intake channel or

to break it into smaller chunks. There is a lot

to learn from accommodations for pasons
with total disabilities to apply to persons widi

learning disabilities. The basic approach is to

locate the best intake chanr>el and the best

reasoning ability, then route the teaching/

learning through that way.

BP: Are there any bamers that have to he

removed to proMde these accommodations''

JM: The same bamers exist in proMding

' accommodations for learning disabilities as for

any other disability : lack of imagination,

tradition, and resistance to change EconomK

I

hanlship IS rarely a substantial excuse, because

most accommodations are only mildly incon-

veniencing to the proMdcr

BP: GiNC some pers<">nal expencnces of people

with learning disabilities

JM: From the rcp«">rts I hear, the success

stones arc from individuals whc> stay within

1 the boundaries of their very high cognitive
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abilities and negotiate for assistance with

their learning disabilities. When this is

possible, success always happens. The failure

stories are always from people who have

multiple personal problems and the learning

disability. The personal problems interfere

with concentration and memory recall. One

typical pattern of behavior leading to failure

is to live in fantasy and believe that all it

takes for success is to a) try harder, or b)

have other people do the work.

An increasing awareness for Attention

Deficit Disorder (ADD) is enabhng individuals

to recognize the behavior associated with

ADD. The most common characteristic for this

group IS procrastinating. Because the

individuals are accustomed to their rapid

processing, they believe they can wait longer

to start a task than is really possible. At the post

secondary level, academic assignments are

lengthy and the amount of work is much

greater than in secondary schools. If the

student has never had to plan and budget time

for many assignments all due within a very

short time period, the skill is missing.

BP: What are some misnomers or fallacies

about people with learning disabilities?

JM: The worst fallacies about people with

learning disabilities are that a) they are not

trying, and/or b) overall, they are stupid. The

first assumption is that if one tries, one can do

anything one sets their mind on and b) if

learning doesn't take place and the person is

trying, the problem then must logically be that

the person is stupid. Instead of being charitable

and imaginative, the teacher/instructor

becomes accusative.

BP: Do you have any expectations from the

U of I for providing more accommodations?

JM: My expectations for the U of I to provide

accommodations in the future might be for the

instructors to learn more about how people

learn as a typical cognitive function. As

instructors begin to facilitate learning

processes, they will discontinue much of

lecturing and feature the content to be mastered

in a variety of formats. Testing for mastery of

content would be available in a variety of

formats. The revelation probably would yield

data that students are capable of mastering

most academic material at a high grade level.

Another expectation might be that overall,

the concept of "fair and equal" is modified

from the notion of "fair is identical treatment"

to fair access to the content of the course.

I also expect that the attitude to develop is

that people with disabilities can be competitive

academically with reasonable and documented

need for specific accommodations. The result

would be that a degree from the U of I would

remain prestigious and that it is obtained

without academic pampering or manipulation

of academic standards.

Perhaps there will exist a procedure for at

risk students to receive counseling on better

academic pursuits, and career possibilities that

will place them into a situation where the

learning disability will not be a handicap.

BP: Do you have any future expectations for

people with learning disabi'lities?

JM: My expectations for people with learning

disabilities would be the same as for any

person: to be the best you can be, by using

your talents and compensating for any short-

coming. This is a capsulization of many sub-

steps which includes evaluation of potential,

interests, talents, to get a competitive appraisal

of the level of competitive talents, and a

situation where they can develop with a

minimum of interference.

My most complete expectation would be

that when students graduate that they have

made lifelong friends, know themselves in

terms of mental, physical and spiritual

creatures and have self confidence and self

esteem to pursue their goals.

Extracurricular Interests

Students requiring wheelchair seating at Assembly Hall or Memorial Stadium events may obtain tickets

in the wheelchair seating section of these facilities by contacting the DRES Business Office at 333-1970.

Students must present a valid identification card to obtain tickets.

Information about the disability services available at the sites/services listed below may be obtained by

contacting the individual contact person at the number listed.

Assembly Hall

Campus Parking

Division of Intercollegiate Athletics

mini Union Board

Krannert Art Museum
Krannert Center for the Performing Arts

Museum of Natural History

UIUC Library

World Heritage Museum

Susan Walker 332-2923

Rose Jones 333-3530

Jerry Bennett 333-3471

Mention specific program and

ask for staff program advisor 333-3660

Linda Duke 244-4173

Charlie Krebs 333-9716

Douglas Brewer 333-2517

Janice Johnson 333-3503

Diana Johnson 333-2360
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Where There is a Wheel There is a Way
By Kan N. Hor

What was the purpose of Wheel

Awareness '95? It was a new program

created to commemorate Disability

Awareness month which takes place during the

month of October. However, the main goal of

this event was to raise awareness on campus,

as well as the surrounding community,

concerning the presence of the disabled

community. We, the Beckwith Hall .Student

Government, wanted to raise awareness by

having able-bodied individuals use a wheel-

chair trying to do everything that they normally

do without getting out of the chair. By doing

this, we hoped that the participants would

learn a valuable lesson that could only be

obtained by an actual wheelchair experience.

In addition, our hopes included having the

participants' visibility during class and in

between classes provoke curiosity among the

campus community. From the observations

and the stories told by some participants, the

goal was met with the success that we

expected. By just having the able-bodied

participants go to class in a wheelchair, we

provoked questions from curious individuals

who may have never thought about what it is

like to use a wheelchair. For the participants

themselves, a valuable lesson was learned

which we hope will spark them to share their

experiences with other individuals who did not

have this opportunity. Overall, it was the

hopes of the creators of this event (Beckwith

Hall Student Government) to help the partic-

ipants, as well as the community, to be more

aware of the presence of the disabled

community at this campus and others around

the nation. Wc not only v\ anted the community

to be aware of the disabled community, but for

them to respect and treat the disabled

community as they \\ ould want to be treated.

For my piirt, my goal was to go to class and

be visible and ready to answer any questions

that my able-bodied peers had. 1 hoped that my
presence would spark some sense of curiosity

among my classmates and provoke tlicm to

think abiiut how it felt to have to u.se a wheel-

chair and engage in day-to-day activities. I felt

that my goals were met with great success,

because I saw many people stare at me who
were probably wondering how I ended up in

the chair. I was determined to go a whole

week without getting out ofmy chair until I got

home. Even though I was able to complete my
goal, the toll of pushing the chair to my classes

everyday for a week took a lot out of me. At

times my body ached and begged me to stop

and rest or even to get out of the chair.

allkinds of bamen. but none of them can stop

you as long as you put your heart into what

you are doing.

Another benefit of Wheel Awareness "95

w as the fundraiser, winch was panly sponsored

by the Greater Champaign County Chapter of

the Amencan Business Clubs (AMBUCSi
and Delta Sigma Omicron (DSO). They helped

to get the program started by proMding money

to buy T-shirts, w hich were gi>«n to all portic-

W'heel Awareness participants left to right: R.A. Kim Ivashila. R.\. Kon It', utdr Quint R<ygtn.

and aide Finn Hung.

How ever, I w as detennined to go on, because

I did not want to cheat myself and the

ctMiimunity of the valuable lesson. I learned to

appreciate the students w ith disabilities that I

live w Ith more and more as the week slowly

rolled by, but I also learned that the students

that I li\cd with do not want to be felt sorry (or:

but to be treated as an indnidual who just

happens to be in a wheelchair As I sat in my
w hcclchair for that w eek, I began to see w hat

they meant. As I pushed down the rugged

and uneven streets I realized that life is full of

ipants who pushed to raise awareness

Although we onU expected to raise aw arei>css

and a small amount of money, the result was

plea.santly surpnsing. Thanks to all the partK-

ipants and sponsors we raised well over two

thousand dollars, a laryc part of which was

donated back to .\MBl"CS. a ni->n-profit oi^gara-

zation dedicated to pn^Niding programs and

catering to the needs of individuals with

physical disabilities, especially children

.WIBl'CS IS also involved in making the

community more accessible by VToluntecnng
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heir time and money to build ramps and

Baking otherwise inaccessible places more

iccessible. In addition, we turned DSO's

generous donation around by giving them a

jortion of the money in hopes that it will help

he organization further their causes.

In conclusion, the first annual "Wheel

\wareness" was a great success because it

)rought our small community together and it

ilso provided awareness to the larger

;ommunity. We hope that the event not only

wrought awareness, but compassion and

espect for disabled community's world wide.

:n addition, we hope that the event taught

)ur students to take life actively and that no

carrier no matter how great, can ever keep a

determined individual from crushing it on

heir way to achieving their goals.

President of Beckwith Hall's

student government, Ron

Phelps, gives AMBUCS'
President, Alan Edwards, a

check for a thousand dollars.

Also present (left to right):

Treasurer Bryan Pratt, R.A.

Kan Hor, andAMBUCS
member Deanna Eddy.

Challenge of the Day
By Kim Iwashita

Spending a day in a wheelchair for "Wheel

Awareness '95'" gave me the chance to

experience my life from a new per-

spective. Suddenly, I was at the same eye

evel as the friends I live with in my dorm who

ise wheelchairs every day. It sounds corny, but

[ felt a common bond that I'd never felt

Defore—it was nice. My friends were very

telpful because they advised me on the best

'outes to take to class, where to find accessible

entrances into buildings, how to slow down on

steep hills, etc., etc. Without their advice, I

would have been late to my classes and had

many more near-death experiences!

Throughout my day I got a lot of attention

From "able-bodied" strangers—they smiled at

me, of)ened doors for me, stopped their cars so

I could cross the street— I almost felt like a

:elebrity! My "disabled" appearance attracted

curiosity and hospitality from most everyone,

which was helpful when I got stuck in a

bathroom in the Union and a nice student

opened the door for me. However, sometimes

the attention got to be too much. For example,

a woman in her car refused to move forward

until I crossed the street—a street that I didn't

even intend to cross!

But even with all the attention, I felt

strangely separate from the walking world. I

spent most of my day in the streets since

traveling is much easier on a smooth road

than on the cracked and jagged sidewalks. I

had to work hard to get wherever I was going,

especially if it was uphill. Sometimes as I

huffed and puffed and pushed (with arms that

weren't used to such a workout!), I'd glance

up and see someone staring at me. For a

minute I'd remember how different I probably

looked to them, but then I'd return to my
preoccupation with just surviving the day.

I remember being relieved when I saw

other people in wheelchairs, especially people

I knew. I ran into Brent (from the dorm) on my
way to Walgreen's, and he decided to go with

me. We cruised down to Green Street, and

Brent got to see me get smashed in the

automatic door at the store— I guess I wasn't

moving fast enough. Shopping at Walgreen's

was a good experience. The make-up I wanted

to buy was positioned on a shelf loo high for

my reach, so I had to ask a fellow shopper if

she could get it down for me.

The most difficult part of my experience

had to be the pushing and the sitting. I got so

tired and sweaty and cramped! At the

beginning of the day I vowed that I would stay

in the chair until 10 p.m. that night; however,

at around 3:30 p.m., when I was studying at the

Union, I just couldn't take anymore sitting.

My legs hurt and I was tired and crabby, so I

pushed home and took a nap. Unfortunately,

I had a class at 5:30, and I really had to force

myself to get back into the chair. In fact, I

waited until the very last minute to leave,

and I ended up being late for my exam.

After my last class, I pushed home for the

last time andgot out of thechair (I didn't quite

make it to ten o'clock). 1 had expected the day

to be challenging, but I didn't expect it to be

so uncomfortable! However, it was an

excellent experience— I'll always remember

the feeling of separateness and the frustration

of working so hard to climb hills and ramps.

I admire people who deal with their wheel-

chairs and the environment everyday and

who have experiences for which a short time

in a wheelchair doesn't allow. I think that

everyone should spend a day in a wheel-

chair— it's a great way to raise awareness

and humility.
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Handicapping Language:
A Guide for Journalists and tlie Public

Reprintkd with thk Permission of Illinois Department of Rehabilitation Services

When Shakespeare penned those

immortal words for "Romeo and

Juhet," he didn't have people with

disabilities in mind. Words like "handicapped,"

"wheelchair bound ' and "polio victim" may

sound neutral or sympathetic, but people with

disabilities find them patronizing and

offensive. The language people and news

organizations use can reinforce negative

stereotypes and misconceptions. Or, they can

help change attitudes toward people with

disabilities by describing them and their condi-

tions accurately.

Below are six general rules for writing or

talking about people with disabilities, followed

by tips on interacting and a short glossary of

outdated terms and suggested alternatives.

Many of the new terms are slightly longer, but

using them will help avoid being perceived as

insensitive or "behind the times."

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
"Handicapped" has a negative connotation

for many people, so most social service

agencies and news organizations now use

"[)erson with a disability." Handicap descnbes

a condition or barrier caused by society or the

environment, i.e., "She is handicapped by

inaccessible transportation," or "stairs are a

handicap to him."

PERSON FIRST
The person precedes the disability, both

figuratively and literally. It's "people with

disabilities," not "disabled persons," and

"person with cerebral palsy," not "cerebral

palsy victim".

AVOID PITY
People with disabilities aren't "victims'! As

one woman who uses a wheelchair noted,

"I'm not a wheelchair victim. Wheelchair

victims are the people I bump into with my
footrest at the supcnnarket." Nor should people

be described as "inspirational" or "courageous"

jast because tlKy h;wc adisability.

ADJECTIVES AREN'T NOUNS
Use an adjective as a description, not a

category or group, i.e., "people who are

disabled, " not "the disabled," and "person

with epilepsy," not "an epileptic."

AVOID BEING CUTE
Terms like "physically challenged",

"special ", and "differently-abled " are patron-

izing. If appropriate, note that a person has a

physical, sensory or mental impairment and

leave it at that. Also, people without disabil-

ities aren't "normal", because that infers that

people with disabilities are abnormal. Rather,

they are "non-disabled" or "able-bodied".

GERMANENESS
People with disabilities should be treated

just like everyone else. You wouldn't mention

the physical condition of a non-disabled person

unless it was germane to the conversation or

story, so unless the person's disability is

relevant, leave it out.

INTERACTING WITH PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES

When introduced to a person with a

disability, it is polite to shake hands. Most

people with limited use of their hands, or

artificial limbs, can .shake hands. If you're not

sure, let the other person make the first move.

Adults should be treated as adults. The

presence of a physical impairment does not

necessarily mean someone has a mental

impairment as well. So treat people with

disabilities with the same respect you treat

others; speak directly to them instead of to a

companion or interpreter who may be along

and leave the baby talk for babies.

Common expressions such as "see you

later" or "I've got to run along" are not

insulting to those who can't, so don't feel

uncomfortable if they creep into your conver-

sation. Don't be embarrassed to offer to help

someone with a disability, but wait until the

offer is accepted and instructions are given

before proceeding

SPEECH IMPAIRMENTS
Ask questions that can he answered in few

words or with a nixl of the Ikad Di'in't pretend

to understand \%hen you don't Repeat what

you think the person said, and if all else fails

use written notes.

DEAF OR HARD OF HEARING
To get the persons attention, touch the

person lightly, wave your hand, or use some

other physical sign. If an interpreter is being

used, speak to the person being interviewed

rather than to the interpreter.

If the person is lip-reading. look directly at

the person, speak slowly and clearly, but do not

exaggerate your lip movements and especially

don't shout Speak expressively because the

person will use your facial expressions.

gestures, and body movements to help under-

stand.

Don't stand with a bright light behind you

and keep your hands, cigarettes. ar>d food

away from your mouth wtten speaking. If you

are still having troubk communicating, feel free

to use written notes. Even the best lip-reader

can pick up less than half the words you

speak.

VISUAL IMPAIRMENTS
When meeting someone with a severe

visual impairment, identify yourself and

introduce anyone else who is present Before

trying to shake hands, say something like

"Shall we shake hands!"" or reach for the

other person s extended hand. When ofTenng

seating, place the persons hand on the back or

arm of the chair

If walking from one location to another.

offer your arm as a guide and alert the person

to any obstacles such as steps, curbs, or low

arches. If dining, don't feel emharrassed to

orientate the person as to the location ot

silverware or other items. Let the person

know when you are leaving.

PEOPLE IN WHEELCHAIRS OR ON
CRUTCHES

Consider a persons wheelchair pan of the

person It's not polite to touch or lean on the

chair unless the person gives permission

Never pat a person m a wheekhair on the head

NMien talking to someone in a wheelchair

or on crutches for more than a few minuie^s. sii

IX place yourself at the other person's eye

level. Let people who use wheelchairs or

crutches keep them within reach

Make sure the meeting site is acces-siblc

i.e.. that the person can reach the location
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that parking, bathrooms and other facihties are

accessible, and that there are elevators or

ramps. If you think there may be a problem,

let the person know in advance so other plans

can be made.

COGNITIVE DISABILITIES

Talk in short simple sentences and

maintain eye contact. Ask open ended rather

than yes-no or either-or questions. When possible,

use pictures to explain what you mean.

Don't get frustrated if you are having a hard

time communicating. Be patient and

reassuring. Often it helps to have a friend of

the person along to put the person at ease

and interpret questions and responses.

If you have questions about appropriate

terminology or interviewing etiquette, call

the Illinois Department of Rehabilitation

Services' Division of Media and Public Affairs

at 217/785-3893 (VATY).

Below is a list of outdated expressions and recommended alternatives:

Objectional Preferred

afflicted has binh defect

bora with disabled since birth,

cerebral-palsied has cerebral palsy

cnpple. cnp walks with the aid of crutches

deaf mute deaf

defective impaired

deformed has a physical disability

dummy pre-lingually deaf

Elephant Man's disease neurofibromatosis

emotionally disturbed behavior disordered

epileptic has epilepsy

former mental patient mentally restored

handicapped disabled, disability

handicapped accessible accessible to people with disabilities.

fully accessible

hunchbacked has a spmal curvature

insane, deranged, deviant has a mental impairment

lame walks with a limp, uses crutches

midget, dwarf short-statured or little person

Mongoloid idiot Down syndrome

normal non-disabled, able-bodied

paralytic, arthritic is paralyzed, has arthntis

retarded cognitive disability.

wheelchair-bound or
developmentally disabled

confined to a wheelchair uses a wheelchair

The Lighter Side

Shoe

Reprinted with permission of Tnbune Media Services
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Breaking Down the Barriers
By KEtTH Wessel

Any
disabled college student can tell you

that college is a challenging environment.

This level of study is stressful enough.

When you add the extra problems of dealing

with a disability, the job can become

exhausting and often nearly impossible. In

most cases, there's always somewhere to go

and someone to talk to work through these

problems. As a blind computer science major

in the College of Engineering, I work with a

lot of new technology. TTiere's often no one to

talk to. I must discover the solutions for myself

My major presents a lot of classes with

computer-based learning. From programming

to homework on the world wide web, I run into

access barriers on a daily basis. My IBM PC

with a speech synthesizer and screen reading

software can only do so much for me. This is

when I use a skill at which every computer

science major, and every disabled student

must be a master—problem solving. One of

Keilh utilizing a braille output device

my CS classes this semester is the perfect

example of this. All of our homework assign-

ments and class notes are stored in a highly

graphical format, which my classmates view

under the Unix operating system. I can connect

over the Internet to one of these Unix

computers, but my synthesizer isn"t able to

read the graphical homeworks. I learned this

immediately after the start of the semester. So,

I talked to my TA and worked out a solution.

They were able to convert my assignments into

a readable format, and I did my homework

using this. For notes'? It doesn't hurt to be low-

tech once in a while. A good friend in the class

took hand-written notes which I read with

other friends.

At work, I find similar access issues. I'm

a system administrator at the National Center

for Supercomputing Applications. Currently.

I use a PC there, too, with a more portable

speech synthesizer on it. New job duties have

.shown the limitations in this system. After, the

department gave me a new machine running

the previously mentioned Unix, I found a

larger problem even though I wasn't dealing

with graphics, the speech synthesizer would

not work with Unix. After some research, I

found a solution to this one. A braille output

device, like a computer screen in braille, will

work with Unix. There's never any harm in

asking, so I requested that the department

purchase me one. We're currently shopping

around, but I hope to have one of these by the

fall semester.

Not all problems are as easy to work

through. Expertise in making things accessible

can help, though. My physics course, for

instance, uses a computer-based system for

quizzes. The Novanet system, used by several

classes on campus, is all completely graphical

Even on my PC, my synthesizer tells me that

my screen is blank. Last semester. I made

some contacts about this issue. Soon enough.

I found the C source code for the Novanet

software in my possession. I'm working with

Novanet Corporation to make the software

work with a speech synthesizer. Although my
efforts are too late to help me in class, it uill

be available the next time a visually impaired

student takes any Novanet-based course.

Campus travel can present many
geographical troubles, also. My German
Shepherd guide dog. Apollo, and I can

generally cross any street or find any class

Apollo has my schedule down so well that I

rarely need to tell him where to go. Of course.

there are times when Apollo doesn't want to

go where we need to go. On the angled

sidewalks of our quad. I often don't catch

him until we' re a few blocks in the wrong

direction. . and I'm late to class. Other times.

Apollo and I find ourselves looking for a new

place. The sparse braille room numbers on

campus make this challenging. We have to

look around until we find someone to help us.

Overall. Apollo does a spectacular job Ma>i>e

if he could read, wed be even better off.

The barriers I find in my daily routine arc

over* helming. I can't let them o\-erwhclm me.

though, if I want this degree. I have to reach

for one main goal—success. My positive

attitude, expertise, and problem-solving

abilities all dnve me toward this goal. And I

won't except any excuses for myself Others

would see the extra problems caused by my
disability as a nuisance. I see them as a

challenge. Overcoming the challenge helps me

toward my goal. It makes me a better person,

paves the way for other disabled students,

and bnngs me closer to success. Even w^n
there's no one to tum to. > ou can't p\'e up Keep

try ing. and no matter what, you'll get there

Errors in Last Year's Issue

There were two significant errors niuHe on (In- first paRc in last year's uisuc ofSigma Signs. First. Mike CafFcrty

was mistakenly left out as a co-editor. .Second, Paipc Lewis was referred to as faulty advisor (which might

be true when she gives tips on how to play tennis), but wo all think she makes a better faculty ad\lsor of

Delta Sigma Omicmn. We regret any inconveniences or emotional traumas that thi.s has caused.
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DS Medical
5600 Oakbrook Parkway W Suite 260 "^ Norcross ^ GA 30093 ^ 800-722-2604

WbwW }'Oii like to spend less ofyour money on medical supplies?

Would you like your supplies delivered right to yourfront door?

Would you like to call one numberfor your supplies and medications?

Would you like us to handle the mountains ofpaperworkfor you?

Would you like to talk to a U of IAlum? If so, askfor Kirk Bonnell or Barbi Baum.

If you answered

"YES"
to any of these questions,

you need

DS Medical!

With just one phone call, DS Medical can meet all of your

service and supply needs. We take the hassle out of

getting your medical supplies.

Call us now for FREE samples

1-800-722-2604

The Spinal Cord Injury Experts
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Delta Sigma Omicron 1995-1996

This year's DSO members: Front Row (l-r): Grace Tsao, Mall Lakin, Mike Quach. Malt Mannos,

Rika Esser. Second Row: Bryan Prall. Steve Piorkowski. Joe Hampton. Mike Cafferly. Ron Phelps.

Back Row: Molly Drew, Allen Creep, Kirsten DeHaai, Paige l^wis. Quint Rogers.

Let's Surf The World Wide Web!

What is Delta Sigma Omicron? How can I get involved with Project Pl^RSUIT' What can the Division of

Rchabihtation Education Services do for me? Where can I gel information on wheelchair sports? All these

questions can be answered by visiting and exploring the home pages listed below.

Bcckuith Hall

http://www.als.uiuc.edu/dres/beckwith/index.html

Delta Sigma Omicron

http://www.als.uiuc cdu/dres/dso/index.html

Division of Rehabilitation Education Services

hltp://www.ais.uiuc edu/drcs/dicshonic hlml

Government for the Advancement of Beckwith

htlp://www.als.uiuc.edu/dre,s/gab/indcx.htinl

Project Pl'RSlUT

http://pursuil.rchab.uiuc.edu

UIUC Wheelchair Access Buildin); Index

http://w\\ w als uiuc.cdu/drcs/whcclchair/whcclchair.top.html

Wheelchair Sports

hllp://www.als.uiuc.edu/dres/wc-sports/indcx.html
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DSO New Student Picnic
By Mike Rembis

The 1995-96 New Student Picnic was a

wonderful success. The executive board

made a wise decision in choosing a

location for the annual event. In the past, the

New Student Picnic had been held at the

Rehabilitation Education Center TTiis year,

DSO President Mike Cafferty and others

deviated from tradition, and held the New
Student Picnic at Beckwith Hall; a university

dormitory for students with disabilities.

Beckwith's large cafeteria and sunny patio

provided an excellent setting for individuals

to socialize. Many members of the university

faculty and staff, as well as senior members of

DSO were present to greet the new students

and their families. Beckwith Hall came alive

with the sounds of power wheelchairs and

adaptive eating utensils. Students could be

heard mumbling instructions to their atten-

dants; pile on the pickles, more mustard, and

a big hunk of cheese please. People smiled and

talked of Illini victory, quad rugby, and, of

course, "old times," as they ingested their

fair share of potato chips and grape soda. The

new students that attended this year's picnic

will undoubtedly have fond memories of their

first DSO function.

Avery sincere thank you must be extended

to all of the individuals that contributed to the

1995-96 New Student Picnic. Also, Paige

Lewis must be commended for her excellent

work on the grill. The hot dogs and hamburgers

were delicious! See you all again next year!

Tlie Niglit of Gliosts and Goblins
By Mike Quach

On
Saturday, October 28, 1995, Delta

Sigma Omicron held its Annual

Halloween Party. This year's party was

a great success. The party welcomed DSO
members, DRES staff, and friends. As in

previous years, this year's party consisted of

plenty of food and a costume contest. The

costumes were judged on creativity, elegance,

and original ideas. Like past years, there was

a variety of costumes, as well as difficulty

in judging the contestants. Rika Esser, a

foreign exchange student from Germany, won

first place. Rika was dressed as a witch wearing

a black gown, a witch's hat, and a white

painted face- she looked very scary ! As the first

place winner, she received a $15 gift certificate

for a CD at Street Side Records. The second

place award went to Mike Quach, treasurer of

DSO. Mike or Michelle, as his name was for

that night, dressed as (you guessed it) a

woman. He was very convincing in his black

mini skirt, makeup, and a wig. Michelle was

quite hilarious. As the second place winner, he

was awarded $10. The third place winner, a

freshman at the University of Illinois, was

Grace Tsao. Grace was quite dazzling. She

wore a white dress and gold apparel, as she

portrayed Cleopatra. She received $5 as a

Dean Michael Ellis and his scary date Michelle,

aka Mike Quach.

third place winner. Many other costumes seen

at the party were Batman, Ying-Yang, the

Piper, a scarecrow, three lovely Charlie's

angels, and a hippie.

Another exciting event at the party was

bobbing for apples. Everyone seeined to enjoy

this event, as wet faces emerged from the

bowl. Bobbing for apples became so much fun

for some people that they stuck their whole

head in the bowl. The fearless Mike Cafferty

bobbed for an apple as he did a somersault

from one of the cafeteria's tables into the

bowl—he received a standing ovation. At

least that's what 1 think happened'.'? The night

continued as people conversed, and the

ghosts and goblins stuffed their faces. One
couple's costumes suikingly resembled Dean

Ellis and his wife, as they stopped by to

enjoy the festivities.

For all the people that could not make it, I

hope to see you next year and all dressed up

as wild as can be. Til' next year, this is Mike

Quach (Michelle) signing off. I promise to

dress a little more decent next year. Special

thanks to Paige Lewis, Kerry Zimmerman,

Tice Food Service for the food and drinks, and

Carole Boland for decorating Beckwith Hall.

Halloween contestants Grace Tsao [Cleopatra)

and Rika Esser (witch).
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DSO Annual Awards Banquet
By Mike Cafferty

Delta Sigma Omicron's 46th Annual

Awards banquet welcomed alumni, the

Department of Rehabilitation Education

Services staff, current members, and friends.

The award ceremony, like past awards

banquets, was preceded by a social hour

where alumni and friends were acquainted

once more. One thing that was unique at this

year's banquet was that more current students

attended, due in large part to a generous

donation by Tom and Louise Jones, which

reduced the pncc of the tickets. Soon after the

social hour, I, Michael Cafferty, gave the

President's message for this year's members

of Delta Sigma Omicron. [basically thanked

everyone for attending this year's banquet,

stated what the current members were doing,

and more importantly, (especially for myself)

thanked the alumni of Delta Sigma Omicron

for their past efforts which have afforded

hundreds of persons with disabilities to attend

the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

(Hey, since I'm the one writing this article, I'll

say it again—Thank you very much!).

After a tasty dinner and an opportunity to

get the last minute jokes in. Brad Hedrick,

Interim Director of Services gave his remarks

for the Department of Rehabilitation Education

Services. Brad addressed some of the changes

that have occurred at ORES in the past year and

mentioned some future goals. Immediately

after, guest speaker Jon Gundcrson. a Visiting

Assistant Professor at ORES, gave an infor-

mative talk on the "Curbcuts for the Information

Superhighway." He mentioned how in the

past, persons with disabilities had difficulties

with some computer programs and the trends

that will allow equal access in the future. The

awards ceremony began with the presen-

tation of the retirement plaque, given by Brad

Hedrick to Dan Elam.

Dan, a native of Urbana. 11,. started working

at the University of Illinois in 1964 as an

Administrative Assistant with the Physics

Department. Later, he transferred to the

Malcnals Research Labs and then moved to the

School of Chemical Sciences as an

Administrative Assistant. Einally in 1978.

Dan came to the Division of Rehabilitation

Education Services and worked as an

Accountant II under the direction of Tim

Nugent Founder and Director Emeritus of the

Division of Rehabilitation

Education Services at the

University of Illinois. While

working at DRES, Dan

volunteered much of his

time to student activities.

He devoted a significant

portion of his time to the

athletic department of DRES,

Delta Sigma Omicron's New
Student Picnic, and to the

mini Classic. In March of

1994, after working at DRES
for sixteen years, Dan

elected to take retirement.

The evenings first award

was the Joseph R. Liirsen

Rehabilitation Education

Graduate Student Award.

This award was established

by the faculty of the Rehabilitation Education

Master's Program in honor of Dr. Joseph R.

Larsen. Dr. Larsen was the founder of

academic programs of DRES and developed

the graduate degree program in Rehabilitation

at the LI of I. In order to be considered for this

award, students must demonstrate academic

excellence and extraordinary service commit-

ment during their graduate studies. This year's

award was presented by Reggie Alston. Intenm

Director of Graduate Studies to Peggy Martin.

Peggy is a Master of Science candidate in

Rehabilitation, who graduated in January.

While attending school. Peggy has managed

to be an advcKate for persons w ith disabilities.

She developed a comprehensive staff training

program and provided technical assistance/

training on the implementation of work accom-

modations as an intern in a rehabilitation

facility in Spnng Lake Park. Minnesota. Peggy

has also provided job placement and devel-

opment services to persons with develop-

mental disabilities as a practicum student

with the Illinois Department of Rehabilitation

Services. In addition. Peggy is an active

member of Chi Sigma lota Counseling and

Professional Honor Sixicty. maintains a high

G.P.A . and still tinds time to compete in

wheelchair track and basketball

Tlic Pamela Borclli & Family Leadership

Achievement Aw.ird is presented each Fall

Semester to two students with disabilities

Reggie Ahlon prsents the Joseph R Lanen Rehabilitation Educmtiom

Graduate Student Avard to Peggy Martin.

who have demonstrated a C+ or better G.RA..

a well balanced participation in academics, and

leadership capacity in a stixknt organizabon.

Dean of Applied Life Studies. Michael Ellis

presented the awards to James Sharpies and

Jana Stump. James is a senior in Civil

Engineering, with a 4 2 G P A. He is a member

of the Alpha Lambda Delta National Collegute

Honor Society. Chi Epsilon Civil Engineenng

Honor Society, and Phi Eta Sigma National

Collegiate Honor Society James has also

been the recipient of the Avery -Brundagc and

Dr. Gordon D Myers Student Athlete

Scholarships, the National Merit Scholarship,

the Tom and Louise Jones Leadership Award,

and the George Hufl .Award for .Academic

and Athletic Excellence Furthermore, he is a

member of Sigma Tau Gamma Fratcmitv. a

four year letterman in wheelchair basketball.

a member of the College Republicans, and a

member of the .\mencan Society of Cml
Engineers. Lastly. James played on the 1995

Fighting Illini team which won the Naboiul

Intercollegiate Championship

The second award winner. Jana Stump, is

a junior majonng in Broadcast Journalism.

She IS a three-year letterman in wheelchair

basketball and is currently on the develop-

mental team for the 1996 l"S.\ ParalympK

team. She is an active member of Delta

Gamma sorxmiy and has served oflicc as song

leader Jana has also been involved in sc\icral
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clubs on campus including Illini Pride, tiie

Journalism Club, and Volunteer Illini Projects.

In addition, she is a volunteer for U of I

Special Projects, she is paired up in the

friendship program, and is in the mentor

program at Leal Elementary School. In her

freshman year she received Most Improved

Player in wheelchair basketball. To add to

Jana's accomplishments, she has also received

the George Huff Award for Academic and

Athletic Excellence.

The Bill Stewart Memorial Award was

established by the Moore Foundation of

Indianapolis, Indiana to foster student

leadership in DRES at UIUC. The primary

focus of the fund is an annual award which is

presented to an undergraduate or graduate

student with a disability who demonstrates

spirit, courage, and concern for others. What

is unique about this award is that the recipient

will "Pass the Baton" by choosing how a

portion of the money will be used to benefit

other students with disabilities at the University

of Illinois. This year's award was presented by

Martin Moore to Kevin Jarboe.

Kevin was born in Washington, IL, where

he attended a Catholic grammar school and

was active in various sports. While in high

school Kevin was ranked No. 1 academically

while he participated in baseball, football,

and student government. In his sophomore

year of high school Kevin experienced a

brain stem stroke. Although he was almost

completely paralyzed in the beginning, through

rigorous physical therapy he improved

substantially. This improvement was high-

lighted by a computer presentation to the

Dean Michael Ellis presents the Pamela Borelli

& Family Leadership Achievement Award to

James Sharpies.

staff of the rehabilitation hospital, where he

was awarded the Outstanding Rehabilitation

Achievement Award. Because of the

impairment to his right hand, he had to learn

to write with his left. Kevin's tenacity

continued by finishing sixth m his high school

graduating class, where he was invited to

give the address to his graduating class.

Kevin's persistence has continued as is

evident by his 5.0 G.P.A., as a freshman in

Bioengineering at the University of Illinois.

Kevin is also a member of the Astronomical

Society and is currently a member of the

Institute of Electronics and Electric Engineers.

Sue Johnson-Smith presented Delta Sigma

Omicron's Honorary Life Membership Award

for 1995 to Dean Roger Martin. Dean Martin

earned a B. A. in English from the University

of Illinois and later worked as an Advertising

Manager for the National Council ofTeachers

of English. In 1961, he started working for the

University of Illinois as Assistant to the Dean

in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Although his work consisted primarily of

budgetary and administrative concerns. Dean

Martin dedicated his free time to working

with students with disabilities. In 1963, Dean

Martin started his tenure in the Office of the

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. While

working as Associate Vice Chancellor for

Academic Affairs, Dean Martin has helped

DRES in numerous areas. He served as chair

of the Beckwith Review Committee in 1994,

and in 1 995, served as the Chair of the Search

Committee for the Division Director. He was

a member of the DRES Review Committee,

appointed by the Provost for two years. While

working for the University, Dean Martin has

continually worked with DRES to ensure that

students with disabilities have the same

academic and extracurricular opportunities

as their nondisabled counterparts.

The next award was the T J. Nugent Award

which was established by the student members

of Delta Sigma Omicron to honor ProfessorT
J. Nugent, Founder and Director Emeritus of

the Division of Rehabilitation Education

Services at the University of Illinois. The

award was presented by last year's award

winner Shelly Houlihan, to Michael Rembis,

a Graduate Fellow in the College of Education.

Michael earned a BA in History with minors

in Geography and Sociology in 1994. He has

been a member of Delta Sigma Omicron since

1990 and was Vice President during the 1994-

95 school year. Michael was also the Co-

Tim Nugent presents the Harold Scharper

Achievement Award to Lynda Koopman.

Editor of 1992-93 and 1993-94 Sigma Signs

editions and Editor of the 1 994-95 edition. In

addition, Mike has been a member of the

University of Illinois Quad Rugby Team
which competed at Nationals in 1992.

The next awards were the Harold Scharper

Awards, named after the first paraplegic to

attend the University of Illinois. The awards

were established to commemorate the

tremendous role that Harold Scharper

played in the early developments of the

programs at the U of I and the opportunity that

now exists for the education of persons with

disabilities. The awards are given with the

thought that Harold would prefer that the

services and unselfish achievements of others

be recognized above all other things.

The first award was the Harold Scharper

Service Award which was presented by Brad

Hedrick to Kaitlin Sherwood. Kaitlin

graduated from the University of Illinois with

a B.S. in Metallurgical Engineering. And after

enrolling in General Engineering, she became

acquainted with the World Wide Web. With

time, she developed prototypes for catalogs,

courses, maps and building floor plans, virtual

campus tours, and timetables for the University

of Illinois. However, Kaitlin realized that the

prototypes could be most useful for persons with

disabilities. Consequently, she interviewed

wheelchair users and began to identify the

locations of building ramps and elevators in

campus facilities, and included this infor-

mation in her on-line resource guides.

The second award was the Harold Schiirper

Achievement Award, presented by Tim Nugent

to Lynda Koopman. Lynda graduated from the

University of Illinois with two degrees in

Mathematics. The B.S. degree was earned in

AW3ruS Conlimtfd on next page.
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St. Nick Rides Again
By Allan Greep

Once a year, the members of Delta Sigma

Omicron gather together to brighten the

lives ofchildren with disabilities during

the celebration of the Christmas Holiday.

This year, on December 9th at the University

Inn, Delta Sigma Omicron held their Annual

Holiday Party. This would have not been

possible without the donation of the

banquet room by the University Inn. Also,

the children in attendance received gifts and

entertainment through the generous donations

Musical guests, Kevin Sterns and "The Rip Chords

of ourfavorite Christmas songs, while the kids join

musical instruments.

of the Greater Champaign County Chapter of

AMBUCS and C-U Optimist Club.

In addition to the gifts, entertainment was

provided by very talented individuals who

brought out the Christmas spirit in everyone. The

kids enjoyed the entertainment of The

Guardian who was on hand to give out

coloring books and sign autographs. But their

favorite visitor of the day was none other

than St. Nicholas himself. TTie children were

called up individually to receive their gifts and

tell Santa what good boys/

girls they have been. The

musical entertainment was

provided by the wonderful

women's octet. "The Rip

Chords", whose renditions

of our favorite Christmas

carols were beautifully

delivered. Kevin Sterns,

who also provided music-

al entertainment, brought

smiles to their faces and

joy to their hearts. The kids

all participated in playing

instruments and joined in

singing with Kevin.

Although the event lasted

only two hours, the enjoy-

ment the kids experienced

, ,vin^ some

in with

will last a lifetime. But the kids weren't the

only ones to receive some kind of enjoyment

out of the event: the members of Delta Sigma

Omicron did as well. The joyous occasion was

shared by all. and will hopefully continue to

be in the future. Thanks again for all of you

who made this event possible.

Santa gives one of the children a pi/L

Awards CiHiliniictI

1 962 and the M.S. degree in 1 967. As a student

at Illinois. Lynda was a member of Delta

Sigma Omicron and also served as Editor of

Siiiimi Sifiiis. In addition, Lynda was a cheer-

leader for the Mens Wheelchair Basketball

Team and a member of the Square Dance

Team. After completing her first degree in

1962, she worked as a mathematical statistician

for the Ammunition Procurement and Supply

agency. Alter her second degree. 1 yniia

worked for the Shell Development Company
in Houston, Texas, and later ad\ anced to the

position (>!,Senior Processing Gcophysicists.

Although Lynda has retired, she is a member

of the University of Illinois President s Council

and continued her long time support of Delia

Sigma Omicron and ORES.

"To exercise our abilities to a maximum so

as to minimize our disabilities, that we may
live most and serve best," has been the Delta

Sigma Omicron motto for nearly .^0 ye;irs. As

was evident at the 46th .Annual Awards

Banquet, iIk aw aixi w inners ha\e not only been

examples of this motto, but the\ have

surpassed it. Wc. members of Delta Sigma

Omicron and DRES. arc afforded the luxury

of knowing these outstanding award winners

Moreover, knowing the individuals for whom

the awards hiw been named after. In a couple

of years, during the 48th Annual Awards

Banquet, we will ha\ c the chance to rcflcct on

50 years of Delta Sigma Omicron Hopefully,

everyone will have the opportunity to partake

in this golden moment m DSO histivy and

remember what role they played. Finally, wc

must give thanks to those who made the

banquet pi-issible. Tcme Brewcr-Gnndlcy.

Paige Lewis. Bill and Judy Cam iM BLOSSOM
B.VSKET. Nancy Mansfield. Peggy Swanson.

Tom and Louise Jones. Brad Hcdnck. Reggie

Alston. John Kamravli. Wally L»M/, and The

Chancellor Hotel.
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Hoop-A-Thon Raises Money and Awareness
By Matt Lakin

A
successful 3 on 3 wheelchair basketball

tournament was held on February 17,

1996 at Kenney Gym. The tournament

was put on by Delta Sigma Omicron with

the hope of raising money for the National

Spinal Cord Association. The tournament

field consisted of fourteen teams and each team

was allowed to have members. The teams in

the tournament were composed of able-bodied

individuals and individuals with disabilities

who have not had any previous wheelchair

basketball experience. Each team played at

least two games, with the top four teams

advancing to a championship bracket where

they competed for prizes donated by local

businesses. When it was all over, the team

named the ATC's won the event.

It was mentioned earlier that the tournament

was put on to raise money for the National

The ATCs were the winning team of the Hoop-A-

Thon. Picturedfrom left to right, Dave Connors,

Zac Sowa, Anthony Templeton, and Tammy

Anderson. (Brian Thompson not pictured)

Spmal Cord Association. A total of $400 was

raised. The tournament served several other

purposes as well. It allowed Delta Sigma

Omicron to get much needed publicity to let

the public know that DSO is out there trying

to push disability issues. Another purpose of

the tournament was to raise awareness of

wheelchair athletics. A main point of the event

was to get able-bodied people involved so that

they could see that there are sports for persons

with disabilities. It was a learning experience

for almost everyone involved. Overall, it

was a good time for everyone.

Zac Sowa, one of the ATC's, commented,

"wheelchair basketball is much tougher than

it looks. It really takes a great deal of upper

body strength to maneuver the chair and shoot

the ball. I have a greater appreciation for

wheelchair basketball athletes after partici-

pating in this tournament."

Obviously, the tournament could not be put

on by itself. Many people and businesses got

involved to help make it a success. A big

thank you goes out to everyone that was

involved. Matt Lakin and Matt Mannos were

the ones in charge of organizing the

tournament. They had some specific people

and businesses that they would like to thank.

Paige Lewis, the men's and women's wheel-

chair basketball teams, Mike Quach, Ron

Phelps, Mike Cafferty, Kevin Jarboe, Bryan

Pratt, and Kan Hor were all important in

organizing the tournament and making sure it

ran smoothly. Papa Johns, TTie Bombay Bicycle

Participants of this year's Hoop-A-Thon

hard at play.

Club, and Garcia's Pizza should be thanked for

supplying the prizes for the winners. Also,

WCIA-TV and the Daily lUini helped to get the

word out about the tournament and provided

media coverage dunng the tournament.

Delta Sigma Omicron plans on continuing

the tournament. In fact, there could be two

tournaments next year; one in the fall and

one in the spring. It will be moved from

Kenney Gym to IMPE, so that the tournament

can be bigger and draw more spectators. One

thing is for sure, it seems that Hoop-A-

TTion will be a lasting fund-raiser for Delta

Sigma Omicron.

Wheel-A-Thon
By Mike Cafferty

The Wheel-A-Thon started on a cool

Sunday morning on the Quad, as Paige

Lewis and graduate assistant Kim Long

unloaded a variety of wheelchairs from DRES'

white van. I arrived with a decked out Wheel-

A-Thon sign, which everyone marveled at

—

yeah right! I looked around the Quad

desperately searching for participants. I was

anticipating everyone to be there at 1 on the

dot. Then I came back to reality and said to

myself, "Mike, it's 10 o'clock on a Sunday

morning, would you be here at 10 o'clock if

you didn't organize it?—enough said.

With time, thanks to mother nature, we had

a sunny day and a great turnout. At 12 sharp,

the acapella group. The Other Guys, dazzled

the crowd, performing 5 of their songs. Then

slowly, the wheelchairs that were once vacant,

swarmed the Quad. Occasionally, partici-

pants had to wait for wheelchairs. I felt bad,

but they soon got their chance to do laps.

One person in particular, named Casey, who

once claimed. "Ill never be able to push the

chair", said to a friend, "hey, that was fun, let's

go around again." 1 just shook my head and said

to her, "I thought you weren't going to be able

to push." she just smiled at me and laughed.

The hand-bikes were the main attraction.

I guess most people had never seen that type

of chair—everyone wanted to use them. The

"sun worshippers" on the Quad probably

thought they were at the Illini 500. due to the

number of participants. In all. the Wheel-A-

Thon was enjoyed by everyone. It was also

gratifying to know that while we were having

fun, we were benefitting the National Spinal

Cord Injury Association and sponsoring a

youngster for the Illinois Junior Wheelchair

Sports Camp.
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Two Distinguished Deans Awarded
By Ron Phelps

This has been a good year for DSO. There

has bccnaresurgerKK ofmembership, active

participation in events, and innovative

ideas, especially in regards to the inaugural

DSO Distinguished Teaching Awards.

The DRES staff along with members of

DSO thought it was time to recognize

members of the teaching faculty and staff

for their outstanding efforts in implementing

and/or advocating innovative instructional

strategies, technologies, and accommoda-

tions, which affords students with disabil-

ities equal access to an education here at the

UIUC campus.

The DSO awards consist of one award for

a distinguished faculty member and one award

for a distinguished graduate teaching assistant.

Each award comes with a commemorative

plaque and a check for $750.

Each Spring, the Chancellor's Office hosts

a banquet to recognize excellence in teaching,

what a better way to get publicity for DSO
and better yet, publicity of those well deserving

it, The awards were presented at this year's

banquet on Monday, April 29 at the lUini Union.

This year's committee received only two

nominations, both for the distinguished faculty

award. Since there were no nominations for the

graduate leaching assistant and both faculty

nominees had excellent achievements in

assisting students with disabilities, they each

received an award. The two nominees were the

Associate Dean of the College of Law, Jc>hn

D. Colombo, and the College of Veterinary

Medicine Associate Dean for Academic and

Student Affairs, Dr. Gay Y. Miller.

Dean Colombo has been instrumental in

spearheading the accommodation of services

for students with disabilities at the College of

Law. At the beginning of each semester, he

personally contacts each professor who has a

student with a disability, and urges them to

provide the Office of Sensory Accom-
modations with a syllabus as well as any

other print material so that it can be converted

into a usable format for the student. He was

also responsible in helping a student gain

access to a specialized law research program

from his dorm room, which was previously

only accessible from the Law School. Finally,

the College of Law, with Dean Colombo's

help, installed a computer with a speech syntlK-
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Medicine Associate Dean for Academic and Student Affairs thrUnri

sizer for CCSO student

accounts. A scanner has just

been installed to the com-

puter so class notes and other

documents can be transcribed

into Braille.

Dean Miller has demon-

strated a devoted concern

to minimizing the academic

barriers sUidenLs with disabil

ities are confronted with in

the College of Veterinary

Medicine. She has devoted

one class period of her ethics

class to the subject of

Accommodations. Dean

Miller, in her administrative

capacity, has worked extra

hours to develop a policy

for the College of Veterinary

Medicine in regards to psO President \Uke Cafferty presents the DSO DistiMguuked
performance standards for

reac/i.nff Awards to John D. Colombo. AssociM, Dtmm 0flkt CoUege
the curriculum as it applies „^^^^. ,^^^,,^, „„^ ^^ ^^,.

,.
„,„^^ ^„„^^, ^^ Veteri,^

to accommodations. Dr.

Miller arranged for a learn-

ing disabilities specialist to

do a task analysis of third

year Vet Med student's

clinical practice. This was

part of her effort to define

the necessary limitations

of quality performance

which is required of all

graduating students.

These are not the only

noteworthy accomplishmeni>

displayed by these individ-

uals, but just a few. Both

noininees have shown

leadership in their respect-

ive College when it comes

to promoting the needs

of accommodations for

students with disabilities. Dean Ciilonibo.

Dean Miller, and the Colleges of Law &
Veterinary Medicine have set the slandarvl by

which all staff and Colleges at the University

of Illinois and elsewhere should measure

tlKinscK es by. Congratulations Dean Colombo
and Dean Miller, keep up the good work

I
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Tom Jones Elected to Basketball Hall of Fame
By Bryan Pratt

Former television sports director and

University of Illinois graduate, Tom
Jones, has been elected to the Illinois

Basketball Coaches Association Hall of Fame

in the media division.

Jones, a native of Carbondale, Illinois,

graduated from the U of I with a BS degree in

journalism in 1959 and earned an MS in television

in 1971. He was employed at CBS Television

affiliate WCIA in Champaign from 1957 until

1976 and served as the station's sports director

for the last five years of his employment.

Jones, and other Hall of Fame inductees,

including former University of Illinois basket-

ball star Kenny Battle, was honored at the

organization's 24th annual banquet at Illinois

State University in Normal on April 27, 1 996.

Jones started his sports broadcasting career

at the age of 15 for WFRX radio in West

Frankfort, Illinois. He performed a regular

studio sports program and tape recorded many

high school basketball games that were broad-

casted on the station the next day. Before

graduating from high school, he performed the

same duties for WCIL radio in Carbondale.

Jones was hired by WCIA-TV in March of

1 957, during his sophomore year at the U of I. He

performed the duties of weekend and substitute

sports reporter and interviewed many of the

area high school coaches and players. After

being named the station's sports director in

1971, he served as play-by-play announcer on

the University of Illinois basketball telecasts,

which were seen on both WCIA and WMBD
in Peoria. In addition, he announced several state

high school basketball tournaments on a Peoria

radio station. Each week during the basketball

season, he performed a half-hour interview

show with U of I basketball coaches... first,

Harv Schmidt and then Gene Bartow.

After leaving WCIA and being named

director of broadcast services for the University

of Illinois Office of Public Affairs, Jones

broadcasted several U of I men's and women's

basketball games on WILL, the University's

own television station. He also broadcasted

some of the women's games on a Paxton,

Illinois radio station. The University "loaned"

him to the Prairie State Games for three years

where he provided the media with information

about all sports involved in the games,

including high school and open basketball

competition. Jones also served as public address

announcer for U of I women's basketball

games and was master of ceremonies for

several of the team's honors banquets.

Jones ended his career in 1991 as associate

director of the Division of Rehabilitation

Education Services. Jones performed all his

duties with the help of a wheelchair, having

become a paraplegic at the age of six as the

result of an accidental gunshot.
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1996 Atlanta Paralympic Games
Paralympic information, courtesy oh Atlanta Paralympic Organizing Committee (APOC)
By Ellen Shafer

The 1996 Paralympic Games will be held

August 1 5-25 in Atlanta, GA. The second

largest sporting event in the world, the

Paralympics will host over 100 nations, 17

sports and two demonstration sports during the

ten days of competitions. The fundamental

philosophy guiding the Paralympic movement

is that elite level athletes with physical dis-

abilities should have opportunities and ex-

periences equivalent to those afforded elite

athletes without disabilities. The Paralympics

are recognized by the International Olympic

Committee (IOC) and are governed by the

International Paralympic Committee (IPC).

In terms of athlete services, the Paralympics

will be roughly one-third the size of the

Olympics with 3.500 athletes; 1 ,000 coaches

and technical staff; 1,500 officials, technical

personnel and the Paralympic Family and

1 2,000 volunteers. In order to compete in the

Paralympics, each athlete must meet strict

qualifying standards.

PARALYMPIC ROOTS
The first Paralympic Games were bom with

the vision of .Sir Ludwig Guttman, an English

Neurosurgeon at Stoke Mandcvillc Hospital

in Aylesbury, England, who in 1948 organized

the International Wheelchair Games to

coincide with the 1948 London Olympics.

The first deliberate attempt to connect the

Olympics and Paralympics was made in 1 960

when the Paralympic Games were held in

Rome, just a few weeks after the 1 960 Rome
Olympics. In the first years of the games,

only wheelchair athletes competed. Through

the years, the games were expanded to include

amputees, persons with cerebral palsy, persons

with visual impairments and other athletes,

including little persons.

THE GAMES
Sports featured at the Atlanta games are:

archery, athletics (track and field), boccia.

.^^r"^%.

cycling, equestrian, fencing, goal-ball, judo,

lawn bowls, powerlifting, soccer, shooting,

swimming, table tennis, volleyball, quad

rugby and yachting (both demonstration

sports). Competitions are held at the same

venues as the Olympic events, which are held

immediately prior to the Paralympics.

OUTREACH
The Atlanta Paralympics have provided

many outreach and public education opportu-

nities. Some outreach projects include

Paralympic Day in the Schools (athletes visit

with school children), Paralympic Youth

Camp, 4-H projects, high school media

projects, mentor programs, and a wealth of

sports information, including a video tape.

U OF I ATHLETES COMPETE
Tlie University of Illinois is home to sev-

enteen Paralympic candidates. These athletes

compete in track and field events (ranging fmm
1 (X)- 1 ().(KX)m plus marathon ) and/or basketball

and have met preliminary qualifying criteria

to continue in the selection pnvcss for slots on

the I'S and Canadian National Teams.

Fighting Illini athletes in contention for sloCs

on the rS or Canadian Natu>n.il Teams arc Jeff

Balok. James Briggs. Derek Brown. Pat

Cottini. Keith Davis. Jean Dn&coll. Josh

Fabian. Tracey Ferguson (Canada). Scoi

Hollenbeck. Rob KiughL Nonn Lyduch. Peggy

Martin. Shawn Meredith. Ruth Nunez.

Margaret Stran. Jana Stump, and Ann Wallers.

Track athletes are required to finish a

sanctioned event with a qualifying time or

finish in the top four of either of r» o qualify ing

meets in order to advance to the next round m
the selection process for that event Those

who met one or both of the standards continued

onto the Paralympic Tnals which were just

held in May
Basketball hopefuls were selected to aoend

a tryout camp, where each individual's skilk

were evaluated and a team was chosen

Anumber of University of riinois alumni,

coaches, and staff are also contributing to the

Paralympic movement Illini coaches Brad

Hedrick and Maureen Mausser serve as

coaches in basketball and track, respectively.

Marty Morse. U of I Track and Field and

Road Racing Coach, and Tim Millikan.

Physical Therapist, both serve as technical

consultants. Alumni. .\nn Cody is the APOC
Venue Coordinator for basketball and Maura

McVann is in Community Relations. Ellen

Shafer a graduate intern in Recreation and

Athletics last semester will be presenting

research at the 3rd Annual Paralympic

Scientific Conference Ellen will also be

serving as a member of the medical team.

Racer and staff member Scot Hollenheck is

currently employed by the Advertising De-

partment of Coca Cola, sponsor of the 19%
Atlanta Olympic & Paralympic Games.

TICKET INFORMATION
Ticket ordering infonnaaon may he ohained

by calling the .Atlanta ParalympK Organizing

Committee (.\POC) at I -404-5&8- 1 -^^

|1996-1997 Annual DSO/DRES Awards Banquet

The Banquet will be held on Saturday, November 16. 19%. The Social will begin at 6:00pm. with dinner

being served at 7:00pm. "Gifts Beyond Healing" will premiere on this night.
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Men's Wheelchair Basketball Season
By Paige Lewis

As
with the Women's Wheelchair

Basketball Team, a lot of changes took

place with the Men's team. Primarily, it

was a coaching change. Maureen Mausser

took over the challenge of the Head Coach

position. The name might be familiar, Maureen

was a graduate assistant for the basketball

team for the previous two seasons. Maureen

was assisted by Josh Fabian.

The other change was in the size of the

team. The lUini competed against teams twice

as large as their six member roster; though that

did not seem to intimidate them. They

concluded their season 25-6, their best finish

in the past several years. Although the rankings

are not announced yet from the National

Wheelchair Basketball Association, the Illini

should be ranked between ninth and twelfth.

Personal successes throughout the season

were twofold. First, Rob Knight being selected

as one of the United States Paralympic Men's

Wheelchair Basketball Team members.

Lastly, Josh Fabian was voted to be a member

of the Midwest Sectional All Tournament

Team. The Illini are looking forward to next

season, but they do not look forward to the loss

of their seniors Josh Fabian. Jamie Sharpies,

Keith Davis, and Jamie Nance. They have

all contributed greatly to the success of the

team for the past four years. Thanks for your

hard work and dedication.

The 1995-1996 Men 's Wheelchair Basketball Team: Front Row (l-r): Jamie Sharpies. Jim Shaw, Jamie Nance.

Back Row: Derek Brown, Maureen Mausser, William Waller, Rob Knight, Keith Davis, Steve Geiger, Josh Fabian.
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Experience and New Talent Come Together
By Peggy Martin

The variety of new player talent and

experience made for an exciting 1995-

1996 season for the Illinois Women's

Wheelchair Basketball Team. Along with the

addition of several new players, there was a

new coach this year. Ann Walters, a former

Illinois player, took on the challenge of estab-

lishing her expertise to the players. TTie sea.son

was filled with many challenges. They experi-

enced injuries early in the season. Moreover,

the team lost several players midway through

the season due to work or school related

responsibilities.

The mini were ranked third going into the

National Championships at Irvine, California.

The mini beat Texas in their first game, and

Southern California Sunrise in the second

game. A loss to the Minnesota Timberwol ves

in game three forced the Illini to play Casa

Colina, the number one seed of the tournament.

After a close first half. Casa Colina ran away

in the second half. In the consolation final.

Illinois defeated Mexico City decisively, and

placed third at the tournament.

The National Tournament provided the

team with fierce competition, but time was also

provided for relaxation. Courtesy of the Stump

family, the players spent a day at Disneyland.

Although the home of Mickey Mouse. Winnie-

the-pooh was voted as most popular character

by this team.

Growth was evident throughout the year,

especially at the National Tournament. Jana

Stump and Ruth Nunez were named to the

First All Tournament Team. Margaret Stran and

Tracey Ferguson were named to the Second All

Tournament Team. The Illinois team had

several other honors such as Jana Stump being

named Most Improved Player of the

Tournament. Lastly. Ruth Nunez. Jana Stump.

Margaret Stran. and Minam Niblcy were all

invited to try out for the 1996 Paral>-mpic

team Ruth. Jana. and Margaret made the

team. Good luck m Atlanta-

It was realized that the success of our team

is not strictly based on skill but includes

contributions of leadership, loyalty, internal

growth and stability. With that urKlerstanding.

Pat Bowen. Teresa Brandenburg. Jennifer

Syer. and Robbie Edwards should be thanked

for their roles in the success of the season. We
do not look forward to the loss of our

graduates. Peggy Martin. Margaret Stran.

Julie Sak. and Cecelia Perkins, but we wish

them the best in their professional pursuits

The 1995-199(1 Women's Haskelhall Team: Front Row: Teresa Hrandenburf;. SUnam Sihlex. Marxarel Stran. Jennifer Syer. Pat

Bowen. Second Row: Rohhie T.dwards, Traeey Ferguson. Jana Slump. Cecelia Perkins, Ruth \unez. Teggy Marum, Jube S«k.

Back Row: Sieve Geiger, Ann Wallers, Maureen Mausser.
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An Abbreviated Season for Quad Rugby
By Shawn Meredith

Illinois's Quad Rugby Team experienced a

great deal of change leading up to the 1995-

96 playing season. Three-fourths of last

years' starters would not return. Paul LeVasseur

and Bill Renje left the U of I with Masters

degrees in hand, ready to face the real world.

Denny Wesemann, winner of the Lenny

O'Shaunessy award, chose to forego his

education in order to pursue a lucrative career

in sales; it was rumored that he was seen

driving around campus with a sticker on his car

reading "Honk and I'll sell you some perfume."

Unfortunately for the Elini, these three would

all relocate to the Windy City and join forces

with the rival Chicago Cruisers.

With 1996 being a Paralympic year, it was

decided early on that this would be an

abbreviated season. A substantial portion of the

team was trying to make the US wheelchair

track team, and a long rugby season would

possibly have been detrimental to track training.

The mini would host the annual Terror on the

Tundra Invitational, attend the Middle

Tennessee State Tournament in Murfreesboro,

and then call it a season.

The Terror on the Tundra tournament was

held on an unusually warm weekend in early

December. Teams from Chicago, Wichita

State, Wright State, St. Louis and Pittsburgh

traveled to Champaign to compete for the

coveted Tundra trophy. The lUini easily won

the collegiate round; Chicago would go on to

win the overall tournament honors.

The Tennessee tournament has grown

greatly since its humble beginnings in an

abandoned bam on the banks of the Skweelboy

River. This years contest attracted teams from

as far away as California, and was held in a

beautiful new facility on the campus of Middle

Tennessee State University. The level of

competition has also increased at this

tournament; at least half of the teams in atten-

dance went on to compete at the National

Championships in Houston, Texas.

Illinois played tough games against

Columbus, Houston, Chicago, Tennessee,

and California. Unfortunately, only one win

(vs. Columbus) was posted in the preliminary

rounds. The Illini placed sixth overall by

defeating the Atlanta Rolling Thunder.

So, there you have it folks; an abbreviated

synopsis of an abbreviated season. Thanks to

everyone who made this year fun and exciting.

The 1995-1996 Quad Rugby Team: Front Row (l-r): Shawn Meredith, Norm Lyduch, Ian Rice, Brad Johnson.

Back Row: Jeff Balok, Kim Long, Ron Phelps, Paige Lewis, Steve Piorkowski, Chad Hebel.
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Boston (and Back Again)
By Jamks C. Shaw

The magical land of Beantown beckoned

the mighty "Rolling Illini" numerous

times over the past season with entice-

ments including fame, fortune, and victory.

Last June an unprecedented number of Head

Coach Marty Morse's finest took to the track

and displayed themselves on athletic excel-

lence at a sight world renowned for academic

excellence. ..the Massachu.setts Institute for

Technology. Despite alarmingly high heat

and humidity, the Illini battled their way

amidst the finest competition in the country for

coveted spots at the Paralympic trials to be held

in May of 1996. The ones to watch shined

amongst the best and promised to make the

U of I proud by bringing an impressively

enormous representation to the Trials.

Be sure to look for Norm Lyduch to be the

one to beat in the T-1 division and world-

record holder, Shawn Meredith, as a T-2

favorite at the Trials. "Prodigal Son" Patrick

Cottini (who was gone for the fall semester on

an internship in Southern California) has

returned and shows an amazingly high level

of competitiveness despite his hiatus from

the personal coaching expertise of Morse.

Al.so, be sure to watch for Jean "the Machine"

Driscoll as she battles her way to Olympic and

Paralympic fame once again. Ann Walters

also promises to make Champaign-Urbana

proud by being a shoe-in as a medal contender

in her ."Jrd Paralympic Games. Sprinters Derek

Brown and Cainan Willison will also be fierce

contenders in the I00m-400m events as they

hope to bring additional fame and glory back

to the cornfields of Central Illinois. Senior

Keith Davis shows amazingly high potential

as a pentathlete by his 3rd place finish at

M.I.T., despite short experience in this event.

Last, but definitely not least, sole Canadian

Tracey Ferguson, in her country's National

Games, also qualified to test her mettle for a spot

to represent the Canadians in (he Paralympics

as the world turns to Atlanta once again in

August of 19%.

The road also rewarded the Illiru (his season

with an equally ample amount of fame,

fortune, and victory. The marathon and

roadracing season turned out a magnificent

number of wins and impressive finishes in all

divisions. The Chicago Marathon graced

defending Champion Ann Walters with yel

another victory as she soundly defeated fierce

competitor-and-roadracing veteran. Candace

Cable of California. Nearly a month later.

Walters braved fierce Mid-west winter condi-

tions to finish second in the Columbus

Marathon. It should also be noted that fierce

competition between the Illini was present as

teammate fought against teammate do«ii the

w indy stretch of Lakeshore Dnve that made

up the finish- In a turn of events. Jason Fowler

beat out Cainan Wilison at the finish, almost

The I99S-I996 Illinois Kaciitu Tciiin: Front Rov: Ruth Sunn, /r.itf v / fr>;ii»<in. Jen Syer. Ann Watttrs, Cectlia Ferkins. Jim Skmw.

Second Row: Jason Fowler. Sorm Lyduch. Chad Hehel. Andy Schmidt. Jeff Balok. Ian Rice.

Third Row: Pal Bowen. Keith Davis, Cainan Willison, Sieve Piorkowski, Shawn Meredith. Jean nriscoll. Miriam SiNex. Oerek Bntvn.

Back Row: Maureen Mausser. Marly Morse, Brian Thompson. James Briggs, Steve Geiger, Kim l^ng, Scot HoHonheck.
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as form ofjustice as the opposite took place the

previous year. In the women's division, Ruth

Nunez made an awesome strive to close the

gap on her field after making a wrong turn

early within the race. She did this by pulling

herself over 20 some miles of road to defeat

teammate Tracey Ferguson in a heated

sprint. Nunez was also fresh from her first

roadracing victory at the Tulsa Run 15k

earlier that October.

Finally in April, the Illini once again

returned to Boston. The 100th running of the

Boston Marathon was held with an unprece-

dented amount of media-coverage, ceremony,

"hoopla," and athletic display unlike any

other roadrace in the world. A hearty group of

Illini made up of Keith Davis, six-time

champion Jean DriscoU, Tracey Ferguson,

Jim Shaw, Ann Walters, and Cainan Wilison

traveled to "Beantown" to take on the "Mighty

Bear of Boston." Jean Driscoll amazed the

world once again with her unprecedented

seventh victory in the Women's Wheelchair

Division. Her hunger and strive paid-off

following a water-skiing-related accident the

previous summer, which hindered her from

pushing in a racing chair until late winter.

Ann Walters finished 5th in her division and

took incredibly roughly 10 minutes off of her

time from the previous year. Keith Davis, in

his second marathon, teamed up with former

Illini, Jason Fowler, to finishjust shy of the top

25, while Willison and Shaw finished just

shy of the top 3rd.

Overall, this past year was simply amazing.

Our Illini showed the world that we are indeed

a force to be reckoned with and will continue

to do so. Aside from all those that are

Atlanta/Tnals bound, this summer promises to

be equally successful on the road and

elsewhere on the track as underclassmen

begin to stake their claims. Freshmen Pat

Bowen and Miriam Nibley, having made

incredible gains over the past season, show

damaging potential as they prepare for the

Junior National Track Championships to be

held in Birmingham, Alabama in June. With

the intense desire and determination along

with the relentless and incomparable guidance

of Marty Morse, this summer will be one to

watch. I encourage the reader to do just that

and come out to watch a roadrace, a track meet

(the Illini Classic in June, perhaps), or even a

team practice this summer and fall in love with

the sport just as I did once again. ..sprinting my
way down that final stretch of the Boston

Marathon with thousands of spectators pushing

me every stroke of the way and to an emotional

high unlike any I've ever experienced.

The Search for Future Wheelchair Athletes
By Gary Cabatingan

Every summer for the last ten years a

unique opportunity has been available to

people with disabilities who are wheel-

chair users. It is called the Illinois Summer

Wheelchair Sports Camp and takes place

right here at the University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign. Last summer camp took

place June 24-29.

Twenty-nine participants between the ages

of 10-21 from all around the United States, of

all ability levels converged on the UIUC
campus utilizing the Florida Avenue Residence

Halls, IMPE, ORES, the track, CRC-E, and

Freer Tennis Courts. A variety of sports

including track, tennis, rugby, basketball,

swimming, football, fitness & nutrition

counseling were available for the athletes to

experience. Those interested in enhancing/

learning skills in track either brought or

borrowed a U'ack chair Others chose to U7 one

of the sports programs hand bikes.

'^Ts CAW^
Sports is not the only skill which the staff try

to teach the athletes. The U of I student

athletes' primary role is as mentors for the

upcoming athletes. By the end of camp, the

athletes have increased their level if indepen-

dence, self-esteem and social skills dramat-

ically. By having the student athletes work one

to one with the athletes, they also can

emphasize the importance of planning now for

college. This rare opportunity depicts the

expectations of the future for this group of

young athletes.

After conducting a short interview with

Quint Rogers, who volunteered at the camp last

summer, I found out that most of the athletes

who went to camp were very enthusiastic

about it. Rogers filmed a videotape of the

camp which gave me further insight into the

sports camp. The videotape showed the main

highlights of the event, complete with a picnic

on the final day of camp. The camp director,

Paige Lewis, was interviewed for a segment

on the local news. Because of the university's

history of supporting wheelchair sports, the

sports camp has become an annual event and

will continue again this year June 22-27.

Hopefully, after attending the wheelchair sports

camp, some of the participanLs will be inspired

to become future athletes at the U of 1.
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Information Technology and Wheelchair Sports
By Shawn Mf-.Ri-niTH

Sporting events are a major part of

American culture. Regardless of the

method of quantifying the popularity of

these events (e.g., attendance figures, television

viewing hours, merchandise sales), watching

ahic-bodied athletes perform is a major leisure

activity in the United States. Since their

inception in the late I940"s, wheelchair sports

have evolved from rehabilitation to providing

a competitive outlet for individuals with

disabilities. Wheelchair sports have experi-

enced a great deal of growth since their humble

beginnings in terms of the level of competition,

performance achievements and standards,

technology, and opportunities for partici-

pation in elite, international athletic events. For

example, the Paralympic Games, the pinnacle

of sport for persons with disabilities, are

expected to host over 4,000 athletes in Atlanta

two weeks after the close of the Centennial

Olympic Games; compared to the 400 athletes

who competed in the 1960 Paralympic Games

in Rome. There has clearly been a steady

increase in the number of athletes involved in

these sports.

However, there has not been a corre-

sponding increase of spectator support or

corporate sponsorship for wheelchair sport

competitions. Often, spectators at these events

consist largely of families and friends of the

athletes, and many seats remain unfilled or are

given away for free. Sponsors tend to be

primarily wheelchair manufacturers, rehabil-

itation centers, and medical supply companies.

This lack of spectator and mainstream corporate

support hits been implicated as a major problem

precluding widespread acceptance of wheel-

chair sports as a legitimate sport.

Clearly, there is a large degree of disparity

between the popularity of even marginal able-

bodied sports and that of wheelchair sports.

Why does this disparity exist? One possible

reason for this difference in levels of spccta-

torship and support is the lack of infomiation

available to the general public regarding

wheelchair sports. In a study conducted in

1987, researchers Asken and doodling found

a general lack of awareness of wheelchair

sport competitions and suggested that this

intormalion deficiency was a significant

contributing factcir to the paucity of spectators

present at these competitions.
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Information accessible through the use of

computer network technology would help

facilitate the growth of wheelchair sports

worldwide in terms of both participants and

spectators. Development of wheelchair sports

databases, listservers, and newsgroups have

helped to improve availability and dissemi-

nation of information related to wheelchair

sports. The phenomenal growth of the Internet,

particularly the World Wide Web, has made

this information instantaneously available to

millions of people around the globe. The user-

friendly, graphical interfaces of popular web

browsers such as Mosaic and Netscape have

made textual information, sound files, and

video readily available to virtually everyone

with Internet access. Commercial online

services have created widespread interest in tfie

Net and typically do not require users to learn

cryptic commands or have extraordinary

computer skills.

Regardless of the exponential growth of the

Internet and the improvements of communi-

cations .software, there is currently little infor-

mation specifically pertaining to wheelchair

sports available on the Web in hypertext form.

The creation of Web documents containing

wheelchair sports information could aid in the

distribution of information regarding compe-

tition schedules and locations; provide access

to research papers and competition results; and

serve to enhance communication between

athletes, coaches, administrators, and other

interested parties.

The University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign (UIUC) has been an innovator

and leader in services for people w ith disabil-

ities since 1948, when Tim Nugent founded the

Division of Rehabilitation Education Sen ices

(DRES). This program was the first of its

type in the world, allowing individuals with

disabilities (mostly World War II veterans at

the time) the opptirtunity to pursue a university

education. Nugent believed that physical

activity and spi^rts had positive benefits for

everyone, including people with disabilities.

Tliis led to the development of the nation's first

collegiate wheelchair sports program This

program has established itself as a pioneer and

leader in w heclchair sports pcrfomiancc and

technology. I'll'C student athletes with disabil-

ities have won honors nationally and intcma-

tionallv in track, field, basketball, and n>ad

racing. To further illustrate the program's

success. LTUC w1ieek:hair racers comprised 1/3

of the entire USA track arKl field team m the

1992 Barcelona Paralympic Games and half of

the women's wheelchair basketball team wttc

LTUC students or alumni.

This same institution is also renowned for

excellence and innovation in the realm of

computer technology. Engineers at UIUC
created one of the first computers, known as

"Illiac " in the late 1940's. This behemoth

literally filled a room with its inner workings

and had data processing power analogous to

a modem pocket calculator. UTUC continues

to be on the leading edge of information

technology as evidenced by the development

of the popular web browsers Mosaic and

Netscape mentioned above.

UIUC and DRES is once again a leader.

advancing wheelchair sports into the infor-

mation age with the creation of the

University of Illinois Wheelchair Sports

web pages. located at the following LTIL;

<http://www.als.uiuc.edu/dres/wc-sports>.

As mentioned previously, a major obstacle to

the growth and widespread acceplarKC of

wheelchair sports has been a lack of readily

available information. It is anticipated that

these web pages will help to fill this void and

perhaps provide the impetus necessary to

effectuate the development of similar sites for

other programs and disabled sports or]ganiz>-

tions nationwide.

The University of Illinois Wheelchair

Sports Page is the first of its kind in the United

States and one of few currently existing in

cyberspace. The World Wide Web is an

excellent means of facilitating the worldwide

dissemination of information. The devel-

opment of this web page is a small step in

advancing wheelchair sptTts into the infor-

mation age It IS hoped that the existence of the

document on the Web will create interest in

creating similar sites around the ct'Hjntry . The

collection of this nctw ork of data and infor-

mation could help wheelchair sports to gain

legitimacy wuhin the brc>ader realm of sports.

.Vthlctic competition has been recognized

as a common method by which to gain respect

and social approval since ancient times.

Perhaps technology can help to elevate sports

for people with disabilities to a status compa-

rable to 'normal " or able-bodied sports.
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You're Never Too OldXo Learn
By Robbie Edwards

MIy

association with wheelchair athletes,

and to be honest any person in a wheel-

chair is very short despite the fact that

I have used a wheelchair for about 5 years.

Osteomyelitis at birth left me with defor-

mities of major bones, leading to an amputation

ofmy left leg in 1969, and using a wheelchair

from 1 991 . When I first began using a chair my
main thought was "I want to lead the exact life

that I did before." This I suppose was a good

attitude, but it was also an attitude of an

ostrich putting it's head in the sand.

I buried my emotions in my job. I was

fortunate that the building I worked in was all

one level and so getting around wasn't too bad,

even though for the first 6 months I used one

of those 45-lb wheelchairs.

My first experience of having to face up to

the fact that life wasn't going to be the same

was when I was told by Marty Morse, who at

that time had very kindly advised me to first

get out of the 45-lb chair and into a lightweight

one, that there was an event at the Quad which

would give me the opportunity to try out

some lightweight wheelchairs—I went, but

once I'got there I froze! I was absolutely

terrified. The self-confident person had

somehow gone, and left a person so unsure of

herself it was terrible. I wanted to run, and it's

not until now, I know what I was afraid of

—

being in a wheelchair. It suddenly hit me,

this was forever.

OK that's how it was. . .but now things are

different, and why, because after four years of

making sure my career was in tact, I realized

rather by accident or fate, if you believe in fate,

that I needed the companionship/friendship,

support of other people who used wheelchairs.

In the spring of 1995 my life was about to

change, and drastically. I worked at that time

in KINKO's as a desktop publishing typesetter,

and noticed a young gentleman whizzing

around KINKO's in a wheelchair. We got

chatting and he told me he was an athlete at the

U of I. We chatted many other times, and the

more I heard about what people with disabil-

ities were doing, the more interested I got.

But where to start? Fate! A gentleman

came into KINKO's to have a project worked

on, I hadn't really looked at his face as I was

busy typesetting, but the moment I had the

document in my hand that he wanted working

on my heart leapt... Mike Harnes from

Harness Gloves was sitting at my desk.

Something inside me said, "Robbie ask for his

help," which I did. Mike was great, somehow

he saw my need to be put in the right direction.

He gave me Scot Hollenbeck's telephone

number, who at that time was right in the

middle of putting together the 1995 Inline

Race, and needed volunteers. I phoned Scot,

he invited me over to a meeting at his home,

where I met a lot of other volunteers, plus get

blasted with Scot's favorite music (hope this

isn't a secret) ABBA!
This volunteering led to bigger and better

things. I volunteered to help with the 1995

Illinois Classic where I was introduced to

Brad Hedrick. A couple of days later Brad and

I met to discuss the possibility of me playing

wheelchair basketball. I was so excited, yet

nervous at this meeting, I forgot I was 40

years of age— I felt like a kid.

There's a point I want to make here. I

mentioned earlier in this article about burying

my emotions in my job. Well in some ways that

wasn't too healthy, but what was/has been

good for me all my life is knowing that I

have a career, a career that has given me the

ability to support myself. Anyway, Brad

showed me a magazine called "U of I

1994/1995 Guide to Athletics for Students

with Disabilities," and explained that all the

Athletes contribute, in one way or another to

publish this document. The meeting ended with

me given the opportunity to be on the U of I

Women's W/C Basketball Team, and volunteering

to redesign and format the "L' of! 1995/1996

Guide to Athletics for Students with Disabil-

ities." I was thrilled about both opportunities.

In the next eight months I learned a great

deal about myself. I never became the

second Michael Jordan in the game of

basketball, but I sure learned about team

spirit, friendship, and most of all, hard work

& dedication. I learned this from my fellow

basketball colleagues, other athletes,

coaches, physical therapists, interns, office

personnel, in fact anyone I have come in

contact with through the Rehabilitation

Center and Delta Sigma Omicron.

I learned that age is not important,

something I really felt uncomfortable about

when I first joined the basketball team.

When I first started going to the Rehab

Center, I felt extremely shy; even intimidated.

My thoughts were "All these great athletes,

what can I possibly offer or have in common?"

But you know what, I soon found out that they

all have a common goal—to succeed, not just

in sports, but in life.

I didn't quite make a whole season at the

basketball thing, but like Ann Walters said at

a recent banquet "A thing like a career move

caused me to quit the team", and at the

beginning of this year I started my own desktop

publishing company, and not wanting to sound

too mushy here, I could not of done it without

the support and encouragement I have received

from all the people I have met through my
association with the U of I Rehabilitation

Center and Delta Sigma Omicron.

You see, like the title of this article reads

"You're Never too Old to Learn!"

Lost Alumni

Remember, if you know the location of any "Lost Alumni," please contact Delta Sigma Omicron

immediately so we can update our records
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Beckwith Hall and Personal Assistance
By Stacih Rc)Bkrt.s(^n

Beckwith Hall was first conceived piior to

the implementation of governmental

laws which mandate the provision of

services for people with more severe disabil-

ities. Beckwith was originally developed by

people who were interested in seeing that

students with severe disabilities had the oppor-

tunity to attend a University, obtain a degree

and thus increase their chances at locating

employment and ultimately independence.

Beckwith was developed to offer these

students the opportunity to learn the skills

needed to gain independence in regards to

attendant management and housing concerns.

Although Beckwith has undergone many

managerial changes throughout the years, the

main focus remains the same. This is to

provide the students with the skills necessary

to be able to function independently after

leaving the U of I.

In the Spring of 1995, Interim Director

Michael Ellis formed a committee to review and

make recommendations concerning Beckwith 's

philosophy and mission. In order to assure that

the reconceplualization of this mission and

philosophy was in congruence with the needs

of the students and the staff, the project review

team held several meetings with those involved

and/or interested in Beckwith functioning.

In the end, the review team determined that

there were four major areas of interest that

interacted with the mission and philosophy.

These areas were found to be the Personal

Assistant program, the Resident Development

program, financial concerns, and staffing

concerns. Of the four, the Personal Assistant

program and the Resident Development

program have the most direct affect on the

students of Beckwith.

The Personal Assistant program was also

determined to be an integral part of the

functioning of Beckwith and the students that

reside within. The overall concerns of those

involved in the research focused on who is to

be responsible for personal assistant training,

when and where should the personal assistants

be recruited, and the development of

employment policies and pioceduies. A main

issue within the Personal Assistant program

was resident empovvcnnenl. Research showed

that to empower the residents w iili disabilities,

the residents should have as much iin ol\ cnient

in the .selection, training, and evaluation

process of personal assistants as possible.

Personal empowerment of the residents will

then allow them the option of resolving issues

at the closest point of concern.

The focus of the Resident Development

program is to allow the residents the empow-

erment needed to achieve their personal goals

regarding independence and their goals as a

UIUC student The nssearch committee recognized

that each resident is different and has a

different set of needs and goals. The main

issues of the resident development program

model raised in the forums included: individu-

iili/ed plans for independent living skills training,

orientation needs, and an increased involvement

with the University as a whole.

Since one of our main focuses at Beckwith

is to empower students with disabilities, it was

decided that this would indeed be a good

program change. However, it w as also deter-

mined that these changes could possibly be a

large step for new students to take. In most

situations, new students have had their needs

taken care of by their parents and have not had

the opportunity of hiring their own personal

aides. In an attempt to make this a smooth

transition. Beckwith's staff developed a

checklist that describes the Personal Assistant

program to the new students and identifies

things to look for in the interviewing process.

RECRUITING
Beckwith staff is responsible for the hiring,

screening, and training of the Beckwith

personal assistants (P.A.'s). This process

involves advertising for assistants in the major

media fomis available to us here at UIUC. This

includes advertising in the local and University

newspapers, sending out flyers to the various

campus departments, and ad\ertising with

the local Community College. Tlie screening

process is made up of Beckwith staff

checking various personal and professional

references. We al.so interview potential P..\.'s

and perfonn background security checks on

each potential PA.

Tlie naming of the PA. covers six major

areas. Tlicsc areas include: an overview of

sju'ciric disability care needs. pro|vr transfer

techniques, skin c;ire. bowel and bladder care,

and universal precautions. This training is

meant to be a general overview for the RA.'s.

The individual student is then asked to provide

specific training in regards to their speafic care

needs.

After each PA. has been scTeer>cd. they arc

placed on a list. This list is given oui to the

students so that ihey can contact those

individuals that they are interested in hthng.

The student then performs their o^n suutning.

interviewing, and hinng

Here are some suggestions that the

Beckwith staff have developed in regards to

screening, interviewing, and hinng:

SCREENING AND INTERVIEWING
Students should start the interview process

by giving a bnef description of the duties

and hours. Ask a few basic questions such as

applicants name, address, telephone number

and related schooling or job experience. If the

applicant sounds qualified, the student should

inform them that they arc interested in setting

up a personal interview.

The students can go over the applicants'

information and decide which indiMdual they

want to personally interview (applicants infor-

mation is available for review ). Students usually

conduct their interv lew s in a pnvate location

in order to protect their privacy.

When the applicant amves the student and

applicant usually spend the first few minutes

getting acquainted Next, the student would

explain theu^ personal needs and whal caregiver

responsibilities would be. At this point it is a

good idea to have a wntten checklist of specific

duties. This enables the applicant to get a

% isual picture of w hat the student will require.

Toward the end of the interview, the students

inform the applicant of the hours they will need

a P.A. to work. The students are encoun^ed to

allow the applicant lime to ask questions.

During the decision making process,

students should ask thcmselNcs the follovung

questions:

• NSTiat are my expectations?

• \\ hat personal qualities do I want my RA.

to have?

• What minimum requirements am I willing

to settle for?
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• Is the applicant available in an emergency?

• How long will it take the person to reach me ?

HIRING
The next step is hiring someone. One way

to make sure each other's needs are understood

is to develop an employment contract. This

should contain such items as work schedule,

salary, P.A. responsibilities, student's respon-

sibilities, absences and tardiness. It is advisable

to tailor the contract to meet individual needs.

If a schedule is being followed, neither

the student nor the P.A. should have to wait more

than 15 minutes for the other party, barring an

emergency or an unexpected situation.

If for some reason the student does not need

their P.A. during a scheduled time, or if their

schedule needs to be changed, the student is

required to contact their P.A. with this infor-

mation in advance. It is the student and the

P.A.'s responsibility to keep up with the P.A.'s

schedule and time report.

PRECAUTIONS
Students should never leave valuables

lying around, lock them in a safe place.

Students should keep track of how much

money they have, and should put it in a safe

place where they can keep an eye on it.

Students are responsible for keeping track

of medications, how much was ordered, and

when.

Students should avoid letting P.A.'s write

checks or withdraw money and should not give

anyone access to their checkbook or bank

cards when their are not around. If students

need help writing checks, they should give

them out one at a time. Also, they should ask

for receipts if attendants are doing their

shopping.

Students should never give their credit

cards to P.A.'s.

Students should not let P.A.'s use their

property for personal use. Abuse of personal

property is all too common. Students should

keep an eye on possessions.

POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT
The last step is knowing how to keep a good

caregiver. Making positive comments and

suggestions on ways to improve working

together can go a long ways to improve

working together. For example, ""That was

a really good transfer, but next time could you

please swing both of my foot rests out of the

way before the transfer."

It does take the students some time and

effort to learn how to hire and maintain good

personal assistants. However, the time spent

learning this at Beckwith provides the students

with the confidence required to feel

comfortable doing this on their own after

they have left Beckwith Hall.

Democracy Reigns Again
By Ron Phelps

M y years here at Beckwith Hall have

been many, and I have seen many

changes take place in the Hall.

However, I have never seen as many changes

take place in one year as I did this year. One

reason for so many changes is due to the

recent re-organization of the Beckwith Hall

Student Government, otherwise known as

G.A.B. (Government for the Advancement

of Beckwith). Rehab's willingness to listen to

and respond to the student's desires in a timely

fashion is another reason for so many changes.

Beckwith's student government had been

dormant for a few years so I decided to fire it

back up again. 1 was tired of hearing people

complain about dorm life, without backing it

up with any action. These complaints were my
main driving force, and here I am FYesident of

Beckwith's Student Government.

I initially posted signs early in the semester

to let all the dorm residents know there would

be nominations and elections for officers.

However, only three people showed up at the

first meeting, needless to say these three

became officers: Ron Phelps -President, Brent

Pennington-Vice-President, Bryan Pratt-

Treasurer. Fortunately, our first meeting was not

an indication of future meetings, they generally

consisted of half the dorm— 12 students.

Through these meetings, the student

government was able to determine what

changes were important to the students in

regards to making Beckwith Hall like any

other dorm. Although these changes were

small, they were significant in meaning. Some

of the changes were: the moving of meal

times, changes in the selections of the Coke

machine, the installation of an ice machine in

an accessible location, and the addition of

a soda fountain for use during mealtimes.

And finally, our major accomplishment of

raising $ 1 000 through our "Wheel Awareness

'95" project for the Greater Champaign County

AMBUCS Chapter (American Business

Clubs), a nation wide, non-profit club which

builds ramps for individuals who cannot

afford them.

I believe this has been a successful year for

the student government, and with the influx of

freshmen this year, he^pefully it can continue,

as well as the success of Beckwith as a whole.

I would like to thank everyone who partici-

pated in the student government, especially

those who were involved with the fundraiser.
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Rika's Travels
By Grace Tsao

Imagine traveling alone to a country thousands

of miles away from your home. TTiis is an

exciting, yet frightening experience. Now,

imagine having a disability and trying to

overcome obstacles on the road to your desti-

nation. For one U of I student, this was a reality.

Rika Esser, a foreign-exchange student

from Germany, came to the University of

Illinois in the Fall of 1995. Like many students

with disabilities, coming to the university

was a big step in her life. However, unlike most

students she came here from across the globe.

Rika is on an academic scholarship from the

German Academic Exchange Service spon-

sored by the German government. She hails

from the Johannes Gutenberg University in

Mainz, Germany where she is working on

her Master's degree in communications and

two minors in Business Administration and

American Studies. It is her interest in American

Studies that led her to America and the

University of Illinois.

Rika first heard about the U of I by reading

about it in a booklet about five accessible

universities she found at an America House (a

network of information centers pertaining to

Rika Esser standing tall next to the Alma Matter.

America) in Gennany. However, it was not her

decision to come to the University of Illinois.

She was placed there by the Gcnnan Academic

Exchange Service when she applied tor the

scholarship. Illinois was second on her priority

li.st after tlic University of California at Berkeley

It took two years to organi/c her slay m
America. Rika explains that there were many

barriers that she had to encounter related to her

disability. She needed additional funding for

disability related resources such as personal

assistants and Beckwith Hall, a residence hall

for students with physical disabilities. She

applied for other scholarships and tried to

find sponsors. Her persistence pajd off and she

came to Illinois all-expenses-paid.

When asked if her expectations where

fulfilled, she responded that some things about

the university were better and some worse than

she expected. The services for the disabled

were a lot better. She was very impressed

with the Rehabilitation Center. For example,

their ability to change the location of classes

from inaccessible to accessible rooms and

also the bus service. Beckwith Hall was also

a lot more convenient than she previously

thought. Rika did have a few disappointments.

She thought that the campus would be more

accessible, with automatic door openers in

every building. There were also many
buildings that she found to be very inacces-

sible. She didn't know what to expect of

Beckwith Hall, because the brochure was not

very detailed in their description.

Rika said. "I was shocked at

the segregation of Beckwith.

I didn't expect this at a

uni\ersity that is supposed to

be so progressive."

Overall, her impressions

were pretty favorable in

companson with Germany.

She explains that at her

university in Germany, there

is no special service that

caters only to people with

disabilities. These students

have to share the same

resources as other students

with special needs. People

aren't as aware about

disability-related issues.

Recent buildings such as a library were not

made to be accessible. You have to overcome

barriers on your own and this is very time

consuming. People al.so pity the disabled a lot

more. Rika has been offered money on many

occasions by strangers on the street Also, if

you ask about accessibility in many Kvations.

people may even look at you strangely.

Rika Esser on one of her rrarels in Sen York

along with herfriend and aide CoUeen Ltwis.

"Attitudes towards people with disabil-

ities are somew hat different. IndiMdualism is

more stressed in America, and accessibility is

much better." says Rjka.

In response to courses at the University of

Illinois. Rika said that she is required to take

interdisciplinary coursework for her program

of study Rika takes classes from a vanety of

academic departments with the pnmary focus

on communications and .\mencan Studies.

These courses included: International

Communications. Advertising Research

Methods, and Public Relations. In relation

to American studies, she focused on minonty

studies with courses pertaining to Afhcan

Amencan and Asian Amencan issues

Her stay in Amenca hasn't just been all hard

work. During breaks, she has had the oppor-

tunity to travel around the US including:

Michigan. Indiana. Colorado. New Yortc. and

Wisconsin. She stayed with fnends she made

at the U of 1 as well as fnends she met in

Germany VMien she went to \'ail ar>d Den>er.

Colorado she stayed with an Amencan
exchange student who she became friends

with in Germany.

During winter break. Rika stayed with

Kim Iw ashita. R .\ at Beckw ith. for ten days.

She had the chance to sec more of Illinois and

Chicago. They went to the Ait In.stituic and

Chicago Histoncal Stvicty as well as the

Hixise on the Rixk in \\isc»">nsin Kim became

fnends with Rika at Beckwith dunng the

beginning of fall semester and found it very

interesting that Rika came from Crcrmany.
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Iwashita says, "Rika has a very good

attitude and good sense of humor. That's

important when you are traveling because

you can get along with people easily."

Just recently, over spring break Rika visited

New York City and Long Island with Colleen

Lewis, a senior at the U of L Colleen was one

of the first people Rika met when she arrived

at the U of L Lewis is an aide at Beckwith and

became good friends with Rika while working

there. They visited the Statue of Liberty,

Greenwich Village, the Hard Rock Cafe and

saw two Broadway shows. Miss Saigon and

Sunset Boulevard.

"Rika has a great attitude and outlook on life.

She is a caring and funny individual and is

articulate and expressive." said Lewis.

In addition to her busy academic schedule.

Rika has found time to be involved in many

extracurricular activities. She is a member

of the Asian American Association (AAA)

and Delta Sigma Omicron (DSO). She attended

a yoga class and a Japanese conversation club

fall semester. Rika also meets regularly with

an international student's group at Covenant

Fellowship Church. Once a week for 3 hours,

Rika volunteers at PACE, a center for

independent living in Urbana. This is important

to her since she and a group of students at her

university in Germany founded a center for

independent living in Mainz.

After the semester is over, Rika plans to

remain in America for a couple of months

before returning to Germany. She hopes to

travel to the west coast, especially San

Francisco and Seattle. Her plans also include

a possible internship at PACE and taking

some summer courses/workshops at New
York University or California State University

at Sacramento.

This has been a tremendously busy year for

Esser and when asked about her most favorable

experiences in America, she says, "In general,

I got into issues that I always wanted to

explore. For example, Asian American issues.

AAA is pretty active and has a lot of speakers.

I got to know a lot about the diversity of

Asian Americans. I got somewhat into

disability-related issues too. That's so inter-

esting because there are so many services

that I didn't even think about. We can try to

implement these services in Germany."

Lighter Side.. .Part II

Repnnted with permission of John Lytic.
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ORES External Review Committee
By Brad Hfjjrick

In
November 1995, at the request of Provost

Larry Faulkner, an external committee

performed a review of the current structure

and services of the University of Illinois

Division of Rehabilitation Education Services

(ORES). In the end, the committee made a

number of recommendations including the

following;

• The DRES academic and service compo-

nents should be separated, with the academic

program merging with the Department of

Community Health. (Note: Although still

physically located at DRES, the academic

program administratively joined the

Department of Community Health in Januiiry.)

• Bcckwith Hall should be closed, and

students with disabilities requiring the assis-

tance of personal attendants should be afforded

housing within the more integrative setting of

regular UIUC residence halls.

• DRES academic services should be admin-

istratively separated from the non-academic

services (i.e., physical therapy, recreation &
athletics, equipment repair).

• DRES services should be located more

prominently near the center of campus.

• Student disability services offered currently

by DRES must be properly staffed in number

and expertise to meet current and fut,urc

needs/challenges as demonstrated by national

trends and demographics.

• Although DRES is located in a college, it

must be understood that disability services are

an institutional, not a college or departmental

responsibility.

To date, the opinions of students, faculty,

staff and friends regarding the committee's

recommendations have ranged from nearly

unanimous support to widespread and

unequivocal disapproval. In particular, the

recommendations related to the closing of

Bcckwiih Hail have stimulated the greatest

amount of discussion and concern, if not

trepidation. In light of these events, I would

like to assure you of two things relative to the

review in general, and the Bcckwith Hall

rccomincndations in specific. First. I would

like to reiterate that the purpose of this review

was to identify ways in which the quality

and effectiveness of DRES services could be

improved, not diminished . Secondly, before

any action is taken b> llie Uni\ersiiN ii

will have to be deemed by the stakeholders,

including students with disabilities and

their advocates, to be in the long term best

interest of current and future UIUC students

with disabilities.

As you know DRES pioneered post-

secondary services for students with severe

locomotor disabilities, and it has served this

"traditional" population of students with

distinction since 1948. However, the size and

diversity of the University's population of

students with disabilities, the breadth and

scope of the services required, and the ngor of

the legal mandates under which DRES must

operate have increased markedly over the

last two decades. Although DRES continues to

provide exemplary services for our "tradi-

tional" population of students with locomotor

disabilities, we must consider changes which

will allow us to improve upon current

practices, while enhancing our ability to

serve students with cognitive, emotional and

.sensory disabilities.

The concern that the decentralization of

services could prove disadvantageous has

considerable support among students with

locomotor disabilities and DRES service staff.

Many contend that the current mcxiel wherein

all services are organized under the auspices

of DRES is far more efficient and effective for

students for whom time and distance constitute

significant barriers. Furthermore, there is

concern that the decentralization of disability

services could result in a depriontization of the

needs and interests of student.s with disabilities,

and subsequently, lead to the gradual degre-

dalion of disability services. On the other

hand, students periodically voice concern that

DRES services arc too far "off the beaten

path." and tliat the campus in general is not very

sophisticated in its knowledge and awareness

of disability issues. The latter statcinent is

invariably attributed to the histoncal delegation

of all disability matters to DRES.

With regard to personal attendant services,

Beckwith was created due to the recognition

that many students requiring such services

have little or no experience in recruiting,

screening, hiring, training or supervising

personal attendants. Funhcnnorc, it is under-

stood thai such students may or may not have

ihc iinic to develop these skills suftlcienlly to

function independently while engaged in the

competitive academic programs of the

University of Illinois. Again, from the

Division's standpoint, the queslion is not

whether there is a need for assistance in

coordinating personal attendant services.

Rather, the question v^hich must be answered

is whether our current method represents the

best means of safely and reliably delivering

personal attendant services of high quality

.

As for the closure of Becb^ith Hall, in spite

of the committee s recommendation, this

action could not be seriously considered until

it is first determined that alternative accom-

modations w ithin mainstream residence halls

represents m the least, a comparable level of

service quality and safety. Both Beckwith

Hall and UILC Housing Division residence

halls present unique security advantages and

disadvantages for students with severe

locomotor disabilities. Such information would

have to be weighed carefully before any

decision could be made to continue the cuneni

practice or to change.

In the final analysis, the LTUC could noC

have achieved its current level of architectual

and programmatic accessibility had those

responsible not been willing to constantly

challenge the status quo. By allowing our

ideas and actions to be openly challenged,

those concepts and operations which are of

high quality thrive, while those which can

be improved are allowed to evolve. I assure

you that the process by whKh these maners are

to be deliberated and decided will be open, for

it IS only when all information is knowTi that

the best action can be determined The under-

lying pnnciple of this process is. ar>d must

always be. to ultimately amvc at decisions

which best serve the need and interests of

students with disabilities

I welcome your continued input on this

matter. Most of that which DRES has accom-

plished in Its nearly 50 years of existence

v\ould not have been possible without the

input and suppt^rt of current students and

alumni w ith disabilities, as well as current and

fomKr DRES faculty and staff I hope and tnisl

that you will always remain interested and

involved in the program.
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"Ask the Alumni"

Fabulous Fifties

Robert Arnold

109 Malvern Drive

Normal, IL 61761

B.S., Accountancy, 1959

Spouse: Patricia

Robert is a Professor at Illinois State

University (ISO).

Patricia is a Teacher at Lab Schools at ISU.

2 sons: 16&22, 1 daughter: 18

Glen Bellows

210 Foster Drive

Normal, IL 61761

B.S., Mechanical Engineering, 1959

Spouse: Sylvia (nee Dean)

B.S., Psychology, 1960

B.S.. Fine Arts, 1979

Glen is retired after 30 years working as a

partner of Buchan, Bellows & Assoc, Ltd.,

Consulting Engineers

Sylvia teaches Piano and Voice

2 sons: 23 & 30, 3 daughters: 35, 40 & 1

deceased, 14

grandchildren

Traveled to Salt Lake City, Seattle and

Louisville this year.

James Boen
101 E. Wayside Rd.

Hopkins, MN 55343

M.S., Liberal Arts, 1956

Ph.D.. Liberal Arts. 1959

Associate Dean, School of Public Health,

U. of Minnesota

Spouse: Attorney

B.S., 1958, J.D., 1990

1 son, 1 daughter

Fred Bumpus
360 W. Washington

Areola, IL 61910

B.S., Ag. Economics, 1956

President, First National Bank of Areola

Spouse: Sue

1 son, 1 daughter, 2 grandchildren: 2 & 4

Charles Dahncke
27007 Shake Rag Road
Danville, IL 61834

B.S„ Finance, 1959

Spouse: Adrienne

B.A., Psychology, 1960

M.A., Guidance

Charles is retired

The ''GIZZ KIDS" of 1950

Adrienne is a Counselor at the middle school. District #1 10 in

Danville, IL.

1 son: 27, 1 daughter: 23

Their son recently received his M.S. from Eastern Illinois

University in Education & Administration. Their daughter will

complete her Master's degree in Speech Pathology at Southern

Illinois University in the Fall.
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Bill Donahoo
2414 Pinewood Drive, S.E.

Calgary, Alberta, T2B 1S4

Canada
B.S., Journalism, 1959

M.A., Teaching of Social Studies, 1961

Retired

Marjorie Ann Glossip (nee Nelson)

26626 Rouge River Drive

Dearborn Heights, MI 48127

B.S., Music Education, 1958

Spouse: Donald

Marjorie is a homemaker and part time piano teacher and

entertainer (Piano and Steel Drum-Caribbean Band).

Donald is an Engineer for Ford Motor Company.

1 son: 31,1 daughter: 34, 1 grandson: 4, 1 granddaughter: 1

Don traveled to England 4 times, Marjorie accompanied him

twice. They also visited Arizona, the Florida Keys, Texas,

Aurora, IL, Hot Springs, AR, San Diego, CA, and Chicago, IL

either for vacation to visit family and friends, family reunions,

class reunions, or work related.

Bill Isaacs

PO. Box 332

Bourbonnais, IL 60914

B.S., Olivet Nazarene Univ., 1958

M.A., UofI, 1959

Spouse: Ruth

Bill is retired, though he taught history on the college level for 32

years.

Adopted 4 children, an Italian, 2 Chippewa Indians, and a

mulatto. He has used a guide dog for 15 years.

2 sons, 2 daughters, 3 grandsons, and 3 granddaughters

Jerome A. Jonak
2,11Q E. 34th Ave.

Hobart, IN 46342-1427

Retired

Takes care of senior father and manages household.

Tom Jones

1205 Theodore Dr.

Champaign, IL 61821

Tom, B.S., Journali.sm, 1959

M.S., Television, 1971

Spouse: Louise

B.S, History. 1961

Tom currently "Professional Volunteer."

Louise, Assistant Registrar, University of Illinois. Office of

Admissions and Records.

Janet C. Krause

15420 16thSt. N.E.

Salem, OR 97303

B.A., LAS, 1954

M.A.. Psychology, 1959

Spouse: Edward
B.A.. Math. 1951

Janet and Edward arc both retired

1 daughter: 30, 1 grandson: 9. 1 granddaughter: 7

Janet was appointed to the Stale Iixlependent Living

Counsel in the Fall of 1994.

Norma J. Matthias

306 N. Park St.

Crown Point. IN 46307

B.S, LAS, 1954

Secretary for Lambert Construction. Inc.

1 son: 34, 2 daughters: 35 & 36. 2 grandsons: 10 & 13. 4

granddaughters: 6. 13, 14. & 15

David C. Mieher, Jr. and
Ruth (nee Keller) Mieher

671 2 Apple Jack Court

Montgomery. AL 36117

David—B.S.. Communications. 1959

Ruth—B.S.. Commerce. Secretanal Training. 1958

David is a Sr. V.P. in Secondary Marketing at Colonial

Mortgage Company.

Ruth is unemployed and continues to struggle with post-

polio problems.

Ruth Rogers

5 1 22 Longview Place

Peoria Heights. EL 61614

Attended U of I from 1956-57. Accountancy

Accountant at Caterpillar. Inc. for the past 37 years.

1 daughter: 29. 1 grandson: 1

1

Fred Springe

9552 Brynmar Drive

Villa Park. CA 92667

B.A.. LAS. 1954

M.S.. LAS. 1957

Spouse: Adrienne

Fred is retired.

Adrienne is a housewife.

5 children. 9 grandchildren

Charles Stenberg

10S360E. Hampshire

Hinsdale. IL 60521

B.S.. Engineering Physics. 1959

M.S.. Physics. I960
'

Ph.D.. Physics. 1968

Spouse: Kay
B.A. Political Science. 1967

M.S. Business. 1979

Charles is a Physicist

Kay is currently not working

Charles celebrated 25 years as a Scientist with Argonnc

National Laboratory at a big dinner dance. They are also in

the middle of renovating their house.

Marshall Wall

3305 Oscrbrook Dnve
Lexington. KV 40502

B.S. Math. 1959

M.S.. Math. I960

Spouse: Le Von

Marshall is rcured
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Le Von is a homemaker
1 son: 24, 1 daughter: 28

Marshall has written his memoirs: Images and Realities (The

Gimps Paradox)". When it comes to the handicap, images and

realities are not mirror images. "The book is centered around

people's expressions of the images and my response. Most

people don't mind asking questions. I didn't mind answering

them, sometimes with humor; and sometimes not."

Ruth Webb
619 Park St. #B 104

Grinnell, lA 50112-2269

Ph.D., Counseling Guidance, 1953

Ruth is retired. Her memoirs were published Fall of 1994 by

University of Iowa Press. It is titled "Journey into

Personhood", in which she has included a chapter about her U
of I experience.

Ronald Weeks

208 Concord

Normal, IL 61761

Retired

Jack Whitman
3008 S. First Street

Champaign, IL 61821

B.S., Journalism, 1955

Spouse: Jan
Jack is retires from WDWSAVHMS radio.

Jan is retired from U of I Agriculture Economics Farm Records

Office.

They are spending 10 months in C-U and 2 months in Phoenix,

AZ. Jack still enjoys U of I sports, their friends, and their

church. Jan started playing golf and should be ready for the

tour by next season.

Bruce Wiemer
120 FleurDe Lis Drive

East Peoria, IL 61611

B.S., Accountancy, 1959

Spouse: Cheryl

B.S., Nursing, 1994

Bruce is retired

Cheryl is a Case Coordinator with Health Alliance Insurance

Company.
2 sons: 30 & 31, 2 daughters: 16 & 18, 1 grandson: 1 month

They are thrilled with the arrival of their new grandchild, as

well as a visit from a fellow alum, Bill Donahoo whom Bruce

had not seen in over 35 years.

What are yourfondest memories of the

U of I/DSO?

"Living in PGU's, old Blue Bird buses, "Fergie", Tim Nugent."

"Weekend pushes, basketball trips, falling off of about every

ramp on campus. But most of all the friendships that were

made, and the ones that have been kept over the years."

"Having police see me in my P.J.'s during panty raid on dorm.

Sticking my elbow in the middle of pumpkin pie Mae
Truyell baked for her boyfriend."

"I loved my whole college experience. Also, the friends and

relationships with other students and faculty members

some of whom I still am in contact with from time to time.'

"The trips I took with the basketball team as a cheerleader.

Also, the friends I made."

"The picnics, the basketball trips as a cheerleader for the

Gizz Kids, the gab sessions in the dorm rooms, etc."

"The friendships that developed and lasted throughout the

years. As well as the educational opportunity in a

barrier-free environment."

"The opportunities DSO provided for sports participation

and the social interaction with both able-bodied and

handicapped students."

"The Saturday AM football games in the Armory, and the

Gizz Kids road trips.'

Are you planning to attend DSO/DRES 's

50th Anniversary Celebration?

Yes (6) No (6) Maybe (1)

What are yourfeelings about the impact of the ADA?

"Basically excellent, I wish a few screw balls wouldn't sue

because the dance class isn't 100% accessible."

"Intent-good, Definitions and Administration-Bad"

"We notice very little impact on our lives."

"I feel that ADA has definitely made an impact, not only in

acccessibility, etc., but also in attitudes displayed toward

the 'physically challenged'."

"It's intent is commendable, but the many people who are

borderline disabled have benefited rather than those who

should have received the full measure of this law

because of truly being disabled."

"A good beginning, but only a beginning."

"The idea was O.K., but the standards need some revisions

that are more practical."

"ADA has favorably influenced my life. It has given

disabled people more power to deal with inequities, and,

accessibility has significantly improved. More needs to

be done, but the ADA was a step in the right direction."

"Conformance is taking forever"

Do you feel that you have adequate resources/support

for your health care needs?

"No" - (2)

"Yes" -(5)
Other responses:

"At the present I do, but the future??"

"Yes, thanks to the wonderful employer. Caterpillar. Inc. I

have very adequate coverage."

"Yes, both of us have worked many years and are covered by

an excellent benefit plan provided by our employers."

"Yes, thanks mainly to what was provided by my employ-

ment."

"Yes, at present I do because my medical insurance has

broad coverage with no limits. However, if I were to

lose my insurance, it would be financially disasterous as

my medical expenses are very high."
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What would you like to see included/deletedfrom Sigma

Signs?

"How about more scoop on academic 'prowess' of our stu-

dents? GPA's, honors, etc."

"Looked pretty good to me."

"More information about new academic programs."

"Complete location list of all former students."

"Seems to be fine. The contents annually should be up to that

year's editor and staff."

How did the U ofl/DSO/DRES help prepare you for
employment?

"Opportunity to obtain college degree from a respectable

university was wonderful."

"Raising of confidence level and self-esteem."

"Obtaining a degree."

"It gave me the confidence and education I needed to seek

employment."

"As with all college students regardless of disability, being on

one's own, having full access to a large university and

having the freedom to make my own way without restric-

tion that the U of I environment provided."

"Gave me a degree to get a job in my chosen field."

"As a member of the Board of Directors of DSO, Inc. for the

past three years, I learned much about are business and

how to organize presentations for sales promotions."

"Mentally it was a fantastic preparation course."

What "words of wisdom" do you have for current

students?

"You ean succeed! Today's work world is less dependent on

physical skills which is beneficial to those with physical

handicaps. Learn to use a computer well ."

"Remember the past, cherish the present, and prepare for the

future."

"Work hard and take responsibility for your actions!"

"You do have a future. Learn everything you can and take

every opportunity the U of I and DSO can offer."

"Even though I was at the U of I for only a little more than one

year, the experience gave me a feeling of self confidence

and independence."

"Set your goals high, inject some practicality, be true to your

heart's desires."

"Take advantage of every opportunity given to you at the U of

I"

"All handicapped should work together for the good of all. and

this includes the quads in electric chairs, the blind, and the

wheelchair jocks. We must present a good image of the

handicapped work force so employers will want to hire

handicapped workers. ..not forced to hire them."

"Shoot for the moon."

What are yourfeelings about creating a DSO Alumni
Association ?

"Good idea"

"Favorable-but will require cooperation and interest of all and
the effort to work should not be left to just those in C-U

area.

"It would be a great ideal"

"O.K.. if there are local chapters
"

"Neutral"

"Great idea-glad I thought of it."

"Ambivalent, I feel too removed geographically."

What aspects ofan Alumni Association interests you?

"An annual directory complete \^ilh mailing addresses and

one or two paragraph 'story'."

"Keeping track of old fnends and acquaintances, and seeing

what accomplishments have been made by all alums
"

"Maintaining knowledge about the Division of Rehabilitation

Education Services and alumni."

"None- 1 live to far from U of I."

"Information of other graduates."

"Annual picnic here in CA."

Sensational Sixties

Uoyd Ackland
1411 FiskRd.

Compton, IL 61318

B.S., General Agriculture, 1961

Spouse: Lila

Lloyd is a self-employed grain farmer.

Lila is a housewife and piano teacher.

I son: Todd, is a sophomore at Taylor University. 1 daughter

Lisa, is a senior at WTieaton College.

Paul R. Ahrens
1 2950 W, Armour Ave.

New Berlin. WI 53151

B.S., Electrical Engineenng. 1968

Spouse: Janet ( nee Copp)

B.A.. Humanities. 1971

Paul is a Project Engineer at Wisconsin Electric Power
Company.

Janet is the Treasurer at Presbytery of Milwaukee.

1 son: Samuel, 17, 1 daughter: Sarah. 22

Sarah was elected to Phi Beta Kappa at the UniN'crsity of

Wisconsin. Madison this year.

Cynthia J. Allen

19798 Modoc Rd.

Apple Valley. CA 92308

LAS. 1959

MS . Rehabilitation Counseling. I%2
Coordinator/Counselor DSPS. Victor Valley College

Roberi M. Arhelger

?0 Box .H152 44132 S. EL Macero Dr.

ElMaccro. CA 95618

B.A.. LAS. 1965

M.S., Education

Sp<mse: Saomi
Robert is an Attorney for Protection & Ad>"ocacy. Inc.
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The ''Sensational" Cheer Leaders of the 60's

Naomi owns Action Mobility Products.

2 sons: 8& 11

Robert and Naomi were married on August 11, 1995.

Lois K. Bennin
1508HylandRd.Apt.C
Chester, IL 62233

B.A., French, 1969

M.A., French & Education, 1971

M.Ed., Special Education, 1985

Lois is a Special Educator leaching teen-age boys at Chester

Mental Health Center, a maximum security mental health center.

Dianne M. Berthold

857 East Ave.

Park Ridge, IL 60068

B.S., CBA/Accountancy, 1966

Dianne is still employed at the same job.

Bill Boston

8312 Autumnwood Way
Louisville, KY 40291

B.S., Marketing, 1967

Spouse: Paula (nee Bratt)

B.S., Accountancy, 1967

Bill is retired after 29 years of employment in the

insurance industry.

Paula is a private tutor.

1 son: A. J., 12, 1 daughter: Christy, 20

Mary Bramer
455 N. Commonwealth
Elgin, IL 60123

B.S., 1960

M.Ed., 1967

Mary is currently unable to work.

Vincent Caputo

10521 Eagle Ridge Dr.

Odand Park, IL 60462

B.S., Education, 1962

M.Ed., 1966

Retired in June, 1 994 after 32 years as a high school instructor.

Son also graduated from U of I.

1 son, 2 granddaughters

Sandra (nee Simmons) Carlson

302 East 4th St.

Erie, PA 16507

Attended U of I studying Elementary Education, 1961-62

Spouse: Al

Sandi is now a Homemaker after she and Al retired from

their company-Carlson Tax & Accounting. Their son has

now taken over runnmg the business.
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2 sons: 18 & 24, I granddaughter: 2, and 1 grandchild on the way.

Sandi and Al traveled to Tennessee for her family reunion.

They spent the rest of the year enjoying their granddaughter,

and working in the accounting office.

Leo R. Clay, Jr.

1030 N, State St., #50K
Chicago, IL 60610

B.A., 1961

M.S.W., 1966

Leo is the Senior Program Supervisor for United Chanties.

Leo travels extensively abroad, his disability has not been an

obstacle to him. Airlines and most countries have been

sensitive and helpful to physical limitations.

Phyllis L. Cline

104WilIard

Urbana, IL 61801

B.A., LAS, 1966

M.S.W., 1968

Social Worker - VA Medical Center, Danville, IL.

Carmine Corsetti

3209 Jeffery Dr.

Joliet, IL 60435

B.S., CBA/Management, 1963

Spouse: Norma
Carmine works at J.S. Alberio Construction Co. Inc.

Merlyn Earnest

1 1 Melody Lane

Springfield, IL 62702-6126

B.S.E,, 1968

M.S.Ed., 1971

Transcript evaluator, Illinois State Board of Education

Anne (nee Graver) Edwards
1801 Rose Drive

Columbia, MO 65202-3232

M.S.L.S., Library Science, 1967

Anne is the Assistant Head of Ellis Reference Services at Ellis

Library, University of Missouri - Columbia.

She also is the Coordinator of Library Services for Persons

with Disabilities.

Gary Ervin

3285 Round Hill Drive

Hayward. CA 94542

Internet: gervin@csuhayward.edu

B.S., Accountancy, 1962

MAS, Accountancy, 1963

Spouse: Patricia

Gary is an Administrator at California State University-

Hayward, he is also a teacher at Chabot College.

Patricia is retired

2 daughters: 28 & 33, I grandson: 8, 2 granddaughters: 2 & 4

Frederick A. Fay

2054 Main Street

Concord. MA 01742

B.S., Psychology, 1967

M.S.. Rehabilitation Psychology, 1971

Ph.D., Psychology, 1973

1 son: Derick, 27

Fred was appointed as Chairman of the Disability Advisory

Committee to the Democratic Committee. Derick is

currently engaged.

John S. Fine

2680 Lehman. No. 208

Cincinnati, OH 45204

B.A., LAS/Sociology. 1961

Ph.D., Sociology, 1%9
MSW. Social Work. 1980

John is working part-time at the College of Mount St Joseph

as a Teacher/Researcher

John completed an extensive interview study of people who
had polio dunng their childhood. He has traveled indepen-

dently over 2000 miles through the Midwest. USA visiting

historical sites. He is also learning to become a story teller

before live audiences.

Greg Fischer

25641 Enrico Fermi Court

Warrenville, IL 60555

B.S., LAS/Math. 1969

Greg is employed at Lucent Technologies. Inc.

Greg is the President of the Board of Directors for Du Page

Center for Independent Living.

James Forker

3885 Brookside Drive #202

Murrysville. PA 15668-1260

B.S.. Physics, 1962

James is Sr Engineer at Westinghouse Electric Corporation.

Barbara {nee Cash) Frock

6609 Jamaica Court

Austin, TX 78757

B.S., Music Education. 1960

Spouse: George

B.S.. Music Education. 1960

Barbara is a housewife and a private teacher

George is a Professor of Music at L'niversity of Texas-Austin.

2 sons: 31 & 34. 3 granddaughters: 1 month. 2 & 3

Barbara and George took a fun tnp to San Diego during

Americas Cup Tnals and a great week in New Mexico.

They are thoroughly enjoying their granddaughters.

Jack GenskoH-

1916ClarementRd.

Springfield, IL 62703

M.A.. Education, 1%2
Ph.D.. 1967

Spouse: Lillian

Jack is a Professor of Human Development Counseling al

Sangamon State L^nivcrsiiy

1 son: Ken. 1 daughter- Karen

Ken and his spouse. Martha. NMh earned MA degrees in

1994 from the V of I Karen continues as coordinator of

Local Arts Association for State of West Virginia

Robert C. Hawkes
1443 River Bluft" Road

I
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Jacksonville, FL 32211

M.S., Speech Pathology, 1963

Spouse: Rebecca

Both Roben and Rebecca are retired.

1 son: 49, 1 daughter: 43

Bob won six gold medals at the National Wheelchair Champion-

ships in Swimming in Boston, MA. He won the Femandina

Festival 10k Road Race, and the Gator Bowl 5k Road Race, and

he placed 27th in the Jacksonville Marathon in his class. He

received the Independence Award from the Genesis Rehabilita-

tion Center and the Distinguished Merit Award from the

Jacksonville Track Club.

Helen (nee Byard) Jones

1030 Greenwood Ave.

Palo Alto, CA 94301

B.S., Speech Pathology, 1961

Spouse: Stephen (deceased)

B.S., Psychology, 1961

Helen is a Counselor of the Disabled Students Program at

DeAnza College.

Helen is nearing retirement so she opted for a reduced contract

which enabled her to take off the winter quarter. She traveled

to Costa Rica & Florida. Also, her second daughter was

married in August at a beautiful event.

Louise Jones

1205 Theodore Dr.

Champaign, IL 61821

Louise, B.S., History, 1961

Spouse: Tom
B.S., Journalism, 1959

M.S., Television, 1971

Louise is an Assistant Registrar at the University of Illinois,

Office of Admissions and Records.

Tom is currently a "Professional Volunteer."

Joseph Kolman
600 TuskawiUa Pi. Ln.

Winter Springs, FL 32708

B.A., Philosophy, 1966

Spouse: Linda Furnish-Kolman, BFA
Joseph is currently a Professor

Linda is an original doll artist

1 daughter

Lynda L. Koopman
7917 Kendalia

Houston, TX 77036

B.S.,Math, 1962

M.S., Math, 1967

Retired - Shell Development.

Lynda's highlight of the year was returning to the U of I DSO
banquet to receive the Harold Scharper Achievement Award.

Donald Krumrey
31439N. Liberty Rd.

Grayslake, IL 60030-9572

B.S., Math, LAS, 1965

Donald is currently self-employed.

Gloria (nee Chin) Lee

2098 Golden Circle Dr.

Escondido, CA 92026

B.S., Journalism, 1961

Spouse: Ben
Gloria is unemployed, though occasionally she does some
English tutoring.

Ben is a retired Engineer.

Charles R. Millner

2610 Jonathan

St. Louis, MO 63125

Attended the U of I in Engineering in 1964

Spouse: Sherry

Charles is an Electrical Estimator at Crown Electric

Sherry is an Enrollment Services Assistant at St. Louis

Community College-Meramec.

1 son: 24, 2 daughters: 16 & 20

Saul J. Morse
1701 IllimRd.

Springfield, IL 62704

B.A., LAS/History, 1969

J.D., Law, 1972

Spouse: Anne B. Morgan, Ph.D.

Saul is a Vice President and General Counsel for Illinois

State Medical Society and Illinois State Medical Insurance.

Anne is a Clinical Psychologist

1 son: 10, 1 daughter: 17

Glen R. Perez

2020 N. Lincoln Park West #8E
Chicago, IL 60614

Glen attended the U of I in 1963

B.S. Information Science, Northwestern Illinois Univ., 1979

Glen is a System Analyst, Customer Billing Systems at

Ameritech Services, Inc.

Mary E. Raihofer

PO. Box 948

Chatham, N.Y. 12132

Mary attended the U of I in 1964 & 1968

Mary recently retired from N.Y.S. Education Department after

30 years and as Adjunct Faculty at Russell Sage College.

She is building a greenhouse and garden environment that

can be worked and maintained from a wheelchair. Mary also

took a two month trip to Arizona.

Paul L. Scher

1428 Clinton Place

River Forest, IL 60305

M.Ed., Education/Rehabilitation Counseling, 1965

Spouse: Ann
Paul is in private practice as a Consultant.

Ann is an Administrator at Oak Park Temple.

2 daughters: 32 & 35

In November, Paul was inducted into the National Hall of

Fame for Persons with Disabilities. He also coordinates

Rehabilitation 494-Private Sector in Rehabilitation at the

U of I Extension.

Robert Sjostrom

1 1 16 S. Elmwood
Oak Park, IL 60304
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B.A., 1967

M.S.W., Social Work,

Robert works at Hines VA as a Social Worker.

I daughter: 14

Paul D. Sones

48 Pheasant Hill Lane

Carlisle, MA 01741

B.S., English, 1962

M.S., MIT, 1963

Spouse: Sheila

Paul is retired from Raytheon Co.

Sheila is a Housewife.

1 son: 26, 3 daughters: 21, 30 & 32, 1 grandson: 4, 1

granddaughter: 5

During Paul and Sheila's first trip to San Antonio, TX in

February, 1996, they ran into Jack and Jan Whitman on the

Riverwalk, and had lunch together. They hadn't seen each

other in 23 years.

Alice M. Sporar

\lbl Londwood Dr
Mayfield Heights, OH 44124

Alice attended the U of I to obtain her Teacher's Certification

in Elementary Education during the Summers of 1968-71.

Alice is a Teacher in an Elementary School.

Kay Stenberg

10S360E. Hampshire

Hinsdale, IL 60521

B.S.,LAS, 1967

M.S., Geo. Wms. College, 1979

Spouse: Charles

B.S., Engineering, 1959; M.S., Physics, 1960

Ph.D., High Energy Physics, 1968

Kay is a Human Resources Systems Svipervisor

Charles is a Nuclear Physicist

Barbara (Nee Gilby) Surber

4608 Sylvan Oak Drive

Dayton. OH 45426

B.A., Audiology/Speech Path., 1965

M.S., Audiology/Speech Path.. 1967

Spouse: Terry

Barbara is currently retired from career as a Speech

Pathologist.

Terry is an Electronic Engineer.

Barbara continues to experience effects of post-polio syn-

drome, especially pulmonary ones.

Carole (nee Hall) Surgi

Rt. I, Box 178

Webb City, MO 64870
Graduated 1967

Spouse: Charles

We own and operate a metal stampings company, Surgi Mfg.

Charlie retired last year and their two boys are running the

company. Carole hopes to retire soon. Tliey like to travel.

garden and play with their grandchildren.

2 sons, 2 daughters, 2 grandsons, 6 granddaughters

Richard J. Sygulla

PO Box 428

Sheldon. IL 60966

B.S.A.. 1967

J.D., 1970

Spouse: Fran

Richard is a self-employed attorney.

1 daughter

Robert Wallingford

310 S. Vermillion St.

Streator. IL 61354

M.S.. Electrical Enginering. 1966

Robert is now retired.

Marcon C. Walton

308 Spring Circle

Urbana, IL 61801

B.S.. Accounting. College of Commerce. 1%3
Retired from U of I O&M Division.

3 sons. 3 daughters. 6 grandsons. 10 granddaughters. 4

great-grandsons, 3 great-granddaughters

Sharon H. Wilkin

10006 Mumane St.

Vienna, VA 22181

B.A.. Psychology. 1963

M.Ed.. Rehabilitation Counseling. 1965

Sharon retired from the Federal Government in July. 1995.

Her second career is working for Evan Kemp Associates as a

Consumer Editor.

Carol (nee Giesse) Wooledge

8319 Turtle Creek Ln.

Cincinnati. OH 45242

BFA. Graphic Design. 1966

Spouse: John
Carol is retired.

John is a Process Engineer.

1 son: 23. 1 daughter: 25. 1 grandson: I 1/2

Their son graduated from Ohio State and a month later got

married and moved to Houston to w ork as a Chemical

Engineer for Quantum.

Mary M. Wuensch
333 E. Ontano
Chicago. IL 60611-3041

Mary attended the U of I from 1%3-1965.

Mary is enjoying her early retirement (disability) from CBS.
WBBM-TV She figures 25 years was long enough.

Conrad H. Zierdi, III

601 St. John St . Room 305

Goixl Shepherd Home
Allcniown. PA 18103

B.S.. L.AS Psychology. 1968

M.Ed.. Rehabilitation Counseling. 1970.

Conrad is presently doing \olunteer work.
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What are yourfondest memories of the U of I/DSO?

"Graduating, National WC BB Tourney- 1968-Gizz Kids

finished 2nd to Detroit, and basketball tours."

"I enjoyed being editor-in-chief of 5i^ma Signs from 1962-

1965."

"Participating in the entertainment for the DSO Banquet."

"Opportunity and need to 'grow up'. Many fine friends, Tim

Nugent and Joe Konitski."

"Besides strong courses, the mobility afforded by the buses

—

even for Sunday Church."

"Had spent a relatively sheltered social life in high school and

really loved being a "normal' part of a 'normal' group and

not different."

"Nothing specific other than time spent with friends on

campus in various activities."

"Friends in dormitories."

"People. A lot of great people at the U of I."

"Learning how to do effective advocacy of disability issues

from 'THE MASTER' Tim Nugent."

"The banquets"

"I met my late husband there and we courted and also got a

remarkable education. I also learned how to function

independently after my accident."

"The high quality education, the friendships I made and the

wonderful 'tours' between semesters with the Gizz Kids

as a cheerleader and square dancer."

"Seeing the opportunity for many to become mature and

independent adults."

"Singing folk songs on the bus."

"Trip to the Paralympics in 1960 and also the trip to South

Africa in 1962."

"Due to the four summers I spent at the U of I, I became a

disability rights advocate and became founder of the

Independent Living Center in Cleveland."

"Dorm life, and being a wheelchair basketball cheerleader."

"It was so hard that it is difficult to evoke fond memories.

But, I did meet my husband (now divorced) there."

"Leaving it!"

"The friendships, the B.S. sessions, drinking coffee at the

canteen and beer at Phrens. Definitely not the snow and

ice.

"Tim is the first person I think of when I think of the U of I

—

followed closely by Casey Clark, Chuck Elmer, Joe

Konitski, and Henry Bowman! What a wonderful group!

"Education Building, Library, and using Tricycle Rads. Dr
Dan Maglione as a personal counselor, practicum

supervisor, and friend.

Are you planning to attend DSO/DRES's 50th Anni-

versary Celebration?

Yes (8) No (17) Maybe (7)

What are yourfeelings about the impact of the ADA ?

"I wish that it was enforced uniformly, or in some cases, just

enforced."

"The architectural barriers have been destroyed beyond

belief. The attitudinal barriers were also significantly

broken: They maybe re-building as a backlash."

"Should open some important doors."

"I am profiting from it, but at a tremendous cost to taxpay-

ers."

"Don't like the idea of having to force people to install

ramps, restrooms, etc. etc. , apparently some just won't

bother otherwise. Personally haven't run into any

problems with the ADA, but I know some who have. In

our area, it's been relatively positive."

"It has made traveling easier, accoirmiodations are standard-

ized."

"I think the broad interpretation of the disabled has caused a

backlash against ADA that will limit its effectiveness in

the future."

"I am embarrassed by some of the demonstrations and

militancy. I see a lot more ramps, etc."

"ADA has opened the eyes of employers and businesses

regarding access for people with disabilities."

"Many good things have come as a result of ADA-particu-

larly accessibility. I only hope there is not too much
abuse of the law so every little 'problem' one has

becomes a disability."

"There should be some restraints used in the rehab of

existing facilities. Costs need to be controlled before

the program is canceled."

"I think we sull have a long way to go. We as individuals

need to become the 'conscience' of our communities."

"It has legitimized our on going struggle for equal rights and

equal access. There is still a long way to go."

" More buildings are accessible to wheelchairs."

"Long overdue civil rights that have drastically speeded up

accessibility."

There are some good points and bad- more buildings are

accessible; however, the bathrooms are no longer acces-

sible-the throne is much to high. I'm now back to using

the regular stalls. It (the ADA) is a lawyer's dream!"

"It will take at least 25 more year to eliminate the subcon-

scious bias."

"ADA was no help in influencing PA. Bureau of Vocational

Rehab to provide Conrad Zierdt with vocational

placement services."

Do you feel that you have adequate resources/support

for your health care needs?

"Yes" - (7)

"No" - (4)

Other responses:

"No, sometimes my health insurance covers power wheel-

chair maintenance and replacement, often not, and this

changes from year to year-also sometime I must use

providers not familiar with my equipment."

"Yes, need more available individual medical insurance for

disabled at reasonable rates."

"Yes, so far, but these are not inexpensive."

"No, I have Medicare, but no other health insurance. Social

security doesn't allow for 'extras' such as the $360.00/

month they want to cover the two of us for health

insurance."
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"No, we need federal laws providing universal access to

comprehensive health insurance for all people, at reason-

able rates, regardless of health condition; through govern-

ment. Health insurance companies do not make anyone

better. Health insurance companies merely transfer money

from employers and policy holders to doctors and hospi-

tals, while taking out a sizable chunk of money."

"Yes, as long as I am employed with current employer."

"Yes, but I would like to see national health care."

"Yes, unfortunately I don't think people are adequately

insured and the medical community is still intimidated by

many of us who are physically challenged."

"Yes, I am a Sears retiree and have excellent PPO Coverage."

"Yes, I have my company BC/BS plan plus I am a disabled

veteran and can use VA Hospitals. However, the VA care

seems to be getting worse all of the time."

" Yes, though this is a concern to me, because my employ-

ment provides health care benefits; but if I should be

unable to work, I'd have no coverage. We aren't covered

by COBRA."
"No, not since post-polio syndrome difficulties became

prominent."

"No, I need more help with Osteoporosis and menopause."

"Yes, my residence. Good Shepherd Raker Center provides

excellent services."

What wouldyou like to see included/deletedfrom
Sigma Signs?

"More information, i.e. addresses of all alumni."

"More pictures of current students showing them in daily

activities around campus i.e. in their dorm or apartment,

with their 'stuff', in class, eating, at the library, shopping,

hanging out, with their friends and family, etc."

"More photos/articles on students academic lives."

"More alumni profiles along the lines of 'Whatever became

of..' I like success stories."

"Love the alumni section and wish there were some way to

jog those who haven't responded over the years. In depth

follow-up on one or two successful alumni each year

(encouragement for current students and those of us who
know that 'things can be accomplished with time, effort

and energy.")

"Alumni news-keep; occasional staff updates."

"More emphasis on the alumni section."

"No changes needed.

"Enjoy articles about accomplishments of current and former

students. Updates on changes in the functions of the

Rehabilitation Education Center due to changes in times."

"I'd like to see a column for those of us interested in connect-

ing to start a support network."

"I believe the magazine is of excellent quality."

"I think you are doing a great job, with a good mix of topics."

How did the U ofI/DSO/DRES help prepare you for
employment?

"Without my degree, I couldn't have gotten the job that I

have."

"You proved to me that I could live 'independently'."

" Made me feel less alone, less a minority; helped me
appreciate that persons with disabilities come in as

many varieties and personalities as anyone else;

provided opportunities for leadership participation."

"U of I gave me a first-class education; DSO gave me
confidence that a good brain in a ravaged body still had

marketable skills; DUES refused to help me or see any

potential for success in me."

"Prior to the U of I, I wouldn't talk to anyone; very self-

conscious and shy; felt I had no abilities in any field;

learned to 'be on my own'; gradually learned how to

talk and deal with people."

"Uncalculated spirit of independence and willingness to

work and strive to reach full potential."

"I didn't use it."

"The education was of course the bedrock. Equally impor-

tant was the social interaction with diverse people and

honing interpersonal skills. The understanding of

freedom/potentials from an accessible environment."

"An excellent education and preparation for transitioning

into the 'real world'."

"When I attended the U of I in 1962-63 it was one of very

few universities accessible for wheelchairs."

"I was hired by DeAnza Community College to form a

program for students with disabilities. I modeled

DeAnza's programs on my U of I experience and we
have been very successful."

"U of I gave me an excellent education. DSO/DRES taught

me to be independent, to assume responsibility for

myself and prepared me to enter the real world with a

lot of self confidence."

"My experience at the U of I was too limited to comment. I

graduated from the University of Arizona and Columbia

University."

"It provided readers. I worked as Coordinator of Services

for the blind and deaf students."

" It gave me the necessary academic background plus it gave

me a lot more confidence in myself and my physical

abilities."

"I took education courses toward certification. The philoso-

phy through the Rehab. Center built my confidence and

enabled me to stand up for my rights as a disability

minority member and to fight for the rights of others."

"It gave me excellent academic and social skills."

"It gave me a required degree."

"U of I provided academic training (excellent) to provide

children with mental retardation and head start children

with counseling and administrative services. DRES
provided excellent counseling, PT and health support

also. I was fortunate to have Dr. Dan Maglione as a

counselor and as an internship supervisor."

What "words of wisdom" do you have for current

students?

"Don't ever quit fighting."

"Be on guard so that all disabled persons do not lose what

has been won in accessibility, and strive to expand

accessibility at the state and federal level movements
which arc being made to reduce the rights of disabled
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persons.

"Set goals, aim high, never give up, be able to be as

independent as you can, but; use resources and

conserve energy as you think best so you have time

and energy for what is most important to you, work

hard to do a quality job, and have a gofxl time."

"Study hard and keep a positive attitude."

"As Winston Churchill said, 'Never give up'. Always give

more than is expected when you can so that when you

can't, no one feels you are a slacker."

"Parties and social life were great when I was at U of I and

I'm thankful I had those opportunities; however, if I

knew then what I know now, I would have done things

a lot differently. More time on studies—lots of years

down the road for mega parties and dating. It was my
first time on my own and I didn't know how to handle

it, so I blew a terrific opportunity."

"Don't whine and complain. Don't expect something for

nothing. Take responsibility your.self for your

success, contentment, happiness-or lack there of

Enjoy your days at the U of I."

"Be flexible, try hard, but don't be too hard (demanding)

on yourself"

"Work hard, play hard, and don't sweat the small stuff."

"Always see the half full glass! Don't turn your 'disability'

into a 'liability' As much as you can, ignore your

disability and those around you will relax and treat you

better."

"Be kind to everyone and always be a good role model for

other disabled persons."

" In many ways the world is your oyster. Study hard, play

hard, but take care of yourself physically, and then go

out and meet the world on your terms."

"Take advantage of an excellent educational experience.

Get involved in all aspects of the college environment-

intellectual, cultural, and social. Make associations

with the able bodied as well as disabled."

"Explore the many professional opportunities available.

Work on developing a health and fitness program that

will translate into life-long enjoyment."

"If you experience discrimination—role play as though

you were equal, be firm, polite, and fight if you have

to."

"Get as much writing and speaking skills as possible.

Force yourself to take some public speaking courses,

you have to express yourself even engineers."

"Be sure you're academic foundation is strong."

"Hang in there! Your life may seem rough, but it will be

worse if you give up and quit."

"Start your studies early in the quarter, get adequate sleep,

and maintain a well balanced diet."

What are yourfeelings about creating a DSO
Alumni Association ?

"Ambivalent"

"An outstanding idea."

"Great idea."

"Strongly support the idea."

"Unnecessary"

"Potentially it could be great. Though I personally haven't

been in a position where I might have needed anNlhing.

I'm sure many others have great needs."

"Would be interested-Id like to renew old friendships and

acquaintances."

"I think an Alumni Association for former students is a

wonderful idea."

"We belong to the newly formed Ausun UI Alum group-any

possibility of combining?"

"Probably a good idea, although I'm too old to take part."

"Great idea."

"Am interested in the idea. Could provide better connec-

tions with former students and perhaps create more

ways in which alumni could further the expansion and

continuation of Tim's dream at U of I and also else-

where."

"I would be very supportive of it."

"I always thought that DSO and the alumni banquet was a

sort of Alumni Association.'"

"'If it would help to raise money and thus make your job

easier. I am all for it."

"Not interested."

"I have not been very active for some time."

"I am for creating a DSO Alumni Association. Plus, a

project could be a booklet of all DSO Alumni, similar

to that published by the U of I Associates."

What aspects of an Alumni Association interests you?

"Names and current addresses, as well as occupations. Also

discussions of problems relating to aging'. Do other

alumni have aging problems i.e. can they do less now

than 10 years ago?"

"Helping keep in touch, opportunities to show and infonn

others of the possibilities open to them—a disability

does not have to stop a person—there is hfe out there!!"

"Current information on campus life."

"None"

"Maybe a good idea
"

"Not much interest"

"Not much anymore. I've lost contact with nearly all of my
classmates over the years

"

"The social aspects as well as increased opportunity for

fund-raising among the alumni."

"It should provide the opportunity for networking. It would

be very valuable for those of us who are making mid-

life changes. As wc hit mid-life, independence from a

chair takes on a new meaning. I regret that I didn't

spend more time on recreational and personal fitness. I

would be willing to donate time t^from V^')

"

"Frankly, none."

"To keep track of old friends."
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Groovin' Seventies

Joe Arcese

8612 E. Kettle Circle

Englewood, CO 80112

B.S., Finance, 1971

Spouse: Gail

B.A., Sociology, 1970

Joe is a Vice President for Administration and Finance at

Metropolitan State College of Denver.

Gail is a Teacher.

1 son: Joel, 19, 1 daughter: Jen, 22

Intercollegiate athletics recently moved into Joe's area of

responsibility, and he is having a lot of fun working with the

coaches and student athletes. Their daughter graduates from

college this year. Joe feels like he had just graduated.

Randolph William Axt

802 Seventeenth Avenue East

Superior, WI 54880-3466024

B.A., LAS, Teaching of Social Studies with a minor in

Sociology, 1972

M.S., Education, Univ. of Wisconsin-Superior, 1976

Retired Elementary School Library Media and Audio Visual

Center Coordinator.

I spend a great deal of time with my parents, brother, sister-

in-law, nephew and niece, as well as with Superior's 1st

Presbyterian Church. His nephew. Brent William, was bom
on August 17th, 1992, and my niece, Jessica Catherine, was

born on August 10th, 1994. He's a godparent to both his

niece and nephew. He is also involved with the Mayor's

Commission on Disabilities, the Indianhead Handicap Club,

the Cerebral Palsy Association of Northwest Wisconsin and

the 1997 Washington All School Reunion.

Carol Balcom
27W. 11 St., #112

Nashua, NH 03060

M.L.S. (Library Science), 1972

Live in a complex for seniors and handicapped in Nashua,

NH. Keep busy with volunteer work. Also enjoy reading

and cooking. Just won a cooking contest with a bread

pudding recipe.

Donna (nee Miller) Batelaan

4212 Fox Trace

Boynton Beach, FL 33461

B.A., Education, 1971

M.Ed. Special Education, 1974

Spouse: David

B.S., Electrical Engineering

M.H.R., 1975

Donna and David are Co-Business owners

They took a trip to Hawaii this year, helped celebrate her

parent's 50th Anniversary, and David's 50th Birthday.

Don Befile

16Illmi

Lincoln, IL 62656

B.S„ Agriculture, 1978

Self-employed Attorney

Spouse: Donna
4 daughters

A Grooving' Seventies Santa Brings Lots of Cheer tt
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Susan Chaplinsky

3130 Mollifield Lane

Charlottesville. VA 22911

B.A., Economics, 1975

Susan is employed at the University of Virginia

Ashish Pal Choudry

2300 Huntington Road

Springfield, IL 62703

MSCE, 1977

M.A., (Math Science), 1994

Research Engineer, U.S. Dept. of Transportation - FHWA
1 son, 1 daughter

Victoria Covington

55 Barrett Rd. #307

Berea, OH, 44017

M.F.A., Musicology, 1971

E.Ed., Music Education, 1981

Vicicie is an Associate Professor of Piano; Baldwin-Wallace

College in Berea, OH.
In Sept. 1995, Vickie made a presentation to the Ohio Music

Teachers Association entitled "The Physically Challenged

Pianist: Strategies for Success (or Why Abie-bodied Pianists

Should Count Their Blessings). Beginning Sept. 1995, she is

serving a three year term as Head of the Piano Dept. at

Baldwin-Wallace College.

Bill & Charlene DeLoach
2895 Young Avenue

Memphis, TN 38111

Charlene; Ph.D. Education, 1972

Bill: Ph.D. English, 1973

Charlene is a Professor of Counseling Psychology

Bill is a Professor of English

3 dogs, 1 cat

Doris Desrosiers

545 E. Alaska Lane

Hernando, PL 34442-4701

B.A., Sociology, 1971

MSW, Social Work, 1973

MSW Social Worker. Sales Associate, Interlace Corp-"Never

Tie Your Shoes Again".

Thomas C. Ehlebracht

1101 Olive Road
Homcwood, IL 60430-2433

B.S., Accountancy, 1977

CPA, 1978

Treasurer/Part Owner, Nielsen's Bakery, Inc.

Richard J. Feltes

6764 Taos Ct.

Lisle, IL 60532

B.S.,Ag. Industries, 1970

MBA. 1971

Spouse: Anita

B.S., Agriculture. 1974

Richard is theVP and Director of Commodity Research at

REFCO.
Anita is a homemaker.

2 sons: 1 1 & 13, 1 daughter: 6

Elinor R. Greene

6635 McCallum St.

Philadelphia, PA 19119

Attended U of I in 1979

B.A.. Hampshire College, 1977

M. A., Yale, 1982

Deacon of Episcopal Church. AssL Pastor at Chesmut Hill

Methodist Church

Janis Brown Groner

32 Glen-Aire Drive

Springfield. IL 62703

B.S..LAS. 1976

M.S.W., 1978

Spouse: Guy
Janis is currently not working

Guy is a FDP Auditor. Dept. of Energy and Natura]

Resources.

We officially adopted our daughter. Kathryn on June 10.

1994, and are enjoying every day with her.

Trudy (nee Easley) Harms
186 West 10th Street

Chicago Heights. IL 60411

Attended U of I from 1%8-1971 majoring m English

Education

Trudy is a Systems Technical Analyst at CAN Insurance

Companies in Chicago. IL

Bob Harshbarger

23 Logan Terrace

Danville. IL 61832

B.S.. Journalism and Comm.. 1970

M.S.W.. 1977

Spouse: Beverly

Bob has worked at the VA Medical Center for 22 years, and

as Bob Benson on WDNL (D12> in morning. 5-9 a.m..

Monday through Fnday for the past three years.

4 children ages 3 1/2 to 22. 1 son. 3 daughters.

Pam Heavens

2680 Crescenzo Drive

Joliet. IL 60436

B.A.. Psychology. 1978

Pam is the Executive Director at Will-Grundy Center for

Independent Living

Pam had the pleasure of buying a brand new condominium

which is the first truly accessible home she has e\-er had. and

she loves it.

John H. Holliman. \f.D.

6409 N. Hillcrcst

Oklahoma City. OK 73116

BS. Physiology. 1971

Spouse: Claudia
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John is a Pathologist at the Univ. of Oklahoma, College of

Medicine.

Claudia is the Senior Vice-President at Smith-Barney.

They spent Christmas in London and New Year's Eve in

Edinburgh, Scotland and had a great time.

Douglas M. Karlen

1355 N. Sandburg Terrace, #2108

Chicago, IL 60610

B.A., LAS/History, 1971

J.D., Law, 1974

Assistant Regional Counsel of Chicago Title Insurance

Company in Chicago, IL.

Doug published a handbook on Real Estate Tax Law for

Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal Education; assisted

Chicagoland Radio Information Services (CRIS Radio)

receive a major grant for funding radio reading service for

persons with visual impairments.

Gloria Lanspery

I46MaynardRd., #501B
Framingham, MA 01701

B.A., Education, 1971

Part-time Clerical Assistant in Disability Services Office at

Framingham State College.

Charles Linster

500 W. Belmont Ave. #5A
Chicago, IL 60657

B.A., History, 1973

Charles is a Rehabilitation Services Program Specialist for

the U.S. Department of Education.

2 daughters: Katie, 17 & Sherri, 17

Charles finished the first draft of an autobiography and is

trying to sell an article "Ulysses' Yield" to a publisher.

Penelope A. Main
4712 Hayter Ave.

Lakewood, CA 90712

B.S. Psychology, 1974

Penelope is currently unemployed on disability, but is

planning to return to school in 1997. She spent six wonderful

weeks exploring New Zealand & Australia, but now out on

what will hopefully be only temporary disability, working

hard daily at therapy.

Holly (nee Nickerson) Mirell

1924 Barberry Circle

Champaign, IL 61821

B.S., English Education, 1972

Ed.M., Ed. Psych., 1974

Ph.D., Ed. Psych., 1987

Spouse: Phillip

M.S., Recreation Therapy, 1974

Holly is a Psychologist at Carle Clinic Association

Phillip is a Recreational Therapist at Covenant Hospital

1 son: 16, I daughter; 12

Holly has been very busy with work and family. She was

promoted to Assistant Clinical Professor at the U of 1

Medical College.

Nan G. O'Connor
7800 N. Nordica, Apt. IH
Niles, IL 60714

B.S.W., 1975

M.S.W., 1978

Social Worker for the Office of Human Services, Village of

Skokie.

Nan is the chairperson of the Interagency Network, a social

service coalition, and Fundraising Chairperson of the CEDA/
Neighbors at Work Advisory Board in Evanston.

Miles O'Loughlin

2705 Teckla Blvd.

Amarillo,TX 79106

B.A., LAS/English, 1970

J.D., 1978

Ph.D., English Literature, 1979

Spouse: Leslie

1 son: Dennis

32 years of using a wheelchair, putting it in and out of his car

ruptured two cervical discs last year. After a fusion, he is fine,

and driving a Ford Windstar minivan modified by IMS.

Laura Oftedahl

104 Coolidge Hill Rd. #7

Watertown, MA 02172

B.S. Communications Radio/TV, 1974

Development Manager, CPBAVGBH National Center for

Accessible Media.

Richard Piech

1024 Warner Ave.

Lemont, IL 60439

Mechanical Engineering

Richard is a mechanical designer at Argonne National

Laboratory.

Spouse: Roseann
2 sons, 1 daughter, 1 granddaughter

Kim Pollock

1111 Shadow Wood Drive

Downing Town, PA 19335

B.S., Industrial Engineering, 1971

M.B.A., 1987

Vice President of Information Systems at Centocor, Inc.

Spouse is a tutor

1 Son; Jeff, 21 is currently a senior at Penn State, majoring

in intemafional politics.

Dwight W. Pulsfus

628 Birch Street

Sauk City, WI 53583

B.A.,LAS, 1971

J.D. (Law), 1974

Attorney

Spouse: Joy

1 son

Dr Diana Richardson

10945 SW 82nd Ave.

Miami, FL 35156-3507
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B.S., Physical Education, 1967

M.S. .Therapeutic Recreation, 1971

Ph.D., Ed.Admin.

M.B.A., 1987

Diana is the Director at the Office ofADA Coordination in

Dade County, Florida.

She went on vacation to Colorado, Kentucky and Bomaire an

island in the Caribbean where Diana went Scuba Diving.

Sheila D. Ritter

400 N. Lincoln Street

Olney, IL 62450

B.S.,Psychology,1977

M.S. Ag. Economics, 1982

M.S.W., 1993

Richland County Treasurer

Marilyn (nee Boczulak) Rogers

8309 Bowling Green Dr.

Austin, TX 78757

B.S., LAS, 1975

M.A., Univ. of Texas, 1987

Spouse: Sieve

Attended U of I from 1971-75

Marilyn is a Speech-Language Pathologist with Austin

Independent School District.

Steve is a Software Engineer.

1 foster daughter

Sylvia J. Scorza

520 2nd St. S.W.

Orange City, IA 51041

Ph.D., LAS, 1972

Th.D., 1956

Spouse: Phyllis

Sylvio is a retired college professor, emeritus professor of

religion.

Phyllis is also retired

2 sons: Philip, John, 1 daughter: Christine

2 grandsons:, Jericho, & Daimon, 1 granddaughter: Kassie

Charles O. Sheridan

359 North Shore Drive

Lincoln Park, MI 48146

B.S., Accounting, 1971

M.A.S., 1972

Currently on long-term disability.

Spouse: Jackie

I daughter: Kimberly Jo

Karen Stermer

63 Woodhills Bay Rd.

Fox Lake, IL 60020

B.A.. Psychology. 1973

M.S., Clinical Psychology, 1994

Also a Certified Stress Therapist.

Working at Good Shepherd Hospital in their Mind-Body
Medical Center teaching stress management and relaxation

therapy.

James S. Taylor

1007 Swain

Elmhurst, IL 60126

B.S., Accounting. 1972

James works in the Accounting office at the Host Marriott.

O'Hare Field, Chicago. Illinois.

Jim plays on the Chicago Bulls Wheelchair Basketball

Team.

Richard G. Thorpe

465 W. Dominion Dr. #605

Wood Dale, IL 60191

B.S., Business Administration, 1977

Richard is a Computer Programmer for Waste Manage-

ment, Inc. in Oak Brook. IL.

Lynn E. (nee Boyle) Verhagen

13I3E. Mel Curry Rd.

Bloomington. IN 47408

B.S.. Leisure Studies, 1976

MOT, Occupational Therapy. 1980

MLS. Library Science/ Children's Specialty

Spouse: William

B.S., Accountancy. 1982

Lynn is an at home Mom
William is a self-employed Financial Planner

I son; 3

Dan WinkUr
8364 N. 51st Street

Brown Deer, Wl 53223

M.A., Russian Linguistics, 1978

Spouse: Lynn

B.S.N..Nursmg. 1978

Dan is a Senior Project Leader at M & I Data SerMocs

Lynn is an R.N. at Hearthsidc Rchabiliution Center

1 daughter: 15

Ronald R. Young

265 Mayfair Dnve
Lincoln. IL 62656

Spouse: Mary
Ronald is the Purchasing Manager for Myers Industnes m
Lincoln. IL.

2 sons. I daughter. 2 grandsons (2 mamed children,

youngest son attends U of I)

Stephen M. Zumbo
10350 S Ridgcland#110

Chicago Ridge. IL 60415-1570

B.A., LAS. 1978

M.S.. Librarv Science. 1980

Assistant .Administrative Libranan and Head of Reference,

Chicago Ridge Public Library for 15 years.

What are yourfondest memories of the I' of I DSO?
"

I met some great people, and had the opportunity to travel

around the country and overseas with the athletic

team."
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"My fondest memories of the U of I/DSO are of the people of

the university. And, my fondest wish is to reconnect with

them because I've not been back to the university since

1972."

"It assisted me in becoming very independent, and I made life

long friendships."

"Riding to and from classes on the Rehab bus-especially with

Martini"

"Wheelchair sports, January tours with team, and the support

staff at the Rehab Center."

"I attended the U of I back in the late 60's a short time after I

became disabled. It was a very positive experience/

opportunity to attend an open, accessible school with an

established organization in place to assist and support

disabled students."

"Making friends who had common interests."

"Freedom and independence—mobility and learning the

basics of taking care of myself."

"They all revolve around the inscriptions on the Alma Mater

statue, 'To thy happy children of the future, those of the

past sent greetings.' My fond memories of my four years

at the U of I are beyond calculation."

"The camaraderie of the DSO group, tour with the Gizz Kids,

how nice to be in an accessible environment."

"All of the friends I made."

"The friends I made-both students and professors. I especially

remember fondly the constant stream of insults from my
roommate, Saul Morse. It was like rooming with Don
Rickles."

"Sports of all sorts."

"International students and their families (Sierra Leong,

Philippines).

"The thrill of participating in the study abroad experience in

France in 1975."

"Meeting and having good times with good friends, in other

words, the people."

"Being involved in sports/recreational activities; all the travel

opportunities I had! (Wish I could do it again)."

"All of the 'characters' at the old Tanbrier house."

"I loved the GIZZ Tours. They taught me more about myself

and talking to people than anything else at the U of I."

"Helping to get Interlace up and running. It is a great product,

please look at our ad later in this publication."

Are you planning to attend DSO/DRES 's 50th

Anniversary Celebration ?

Yes (6) No (9) Maybe (8)

What are yourfeelings about the impact of the ADA?
"The Americans with Disabilities Act's a very significant

piece of legislation toward removing architectural,

educational, and attitudinal barriers."

"Finally, finally, finally!"

"I believe it has had a positive impact, though I've experi-

enced no real changes in my life as a result of it."

"Good for accessibility, but definitions of disability are too

broad."

"Finally, we have legal recognition of our civil rights. The
ADA provides us with some protection from discrimina-

tion under the law and gives a voice in directing our own
lives."

"The ADA is a much needed civil rights law that must be

protected."

"Positive attitude change in public accommodations,

institutions, and workers. Along way to go yet with

physical barriers, backlogs relying on the government to

handle a case is a disappointing experience. Need to rely

on private action and pressure group efforts; but some

efforts seem misdirected—trivial complaints or personal

gripes."

"Regulations and case law are beginning to sort its many
shades of gray into black and white."

"I really have seen minimal impact out here, still a lot of

resistance from employers."

"It is having a good effect in general."

"Employment-helps more with those disabled on the job than

new employment. Titles II-Fair Compliance and Title

Ill-Only when complaint is made."

"It has benefited. Awareness is much improved since I was

disabled 30 years ago."

"I appreciate its pioneer efforts in making higher education

open to the disabled."

"I feel it has given very little impact."

"It is a good start, but it has to get broader exposure to all

segments of the population."

"Appear to be positively impacting employment, accessibil-

ity issues; hope enforcement improves/continues."

"ADA is just being felt positively, but we must be wary that it

does not get watered down. We can get organized and

make a difference."

Do you feel that you have adequate resources/support

foryour health care needs?

"Yes" - (8)

"No" - (2)

Other comments:

"I am unsure as to whether or not I've adequate resources/

support for my health care needs, which are in the

process of being evaluated."

"Yes, fortunately my husband's previous employer (he took

an early retirement buy out) covers all of our insurance

needs."

"Yes, through my work."

"After all these years, I still find it difficult to find a doctor

that is knowledgeable and sensitive about disabilities."

"Personally, yes, but I know many people who do not have

access to health care."

"My insurance 'passed mustard' by paying the lion's share of

my May 30-August 23, 1995 hospitalization."

"Not where I live. I travel three hours to St. Louis for health

care that is adequate for my special needs."

"Yes, through my benefits package at work."

"Yes, at the present time with husband's employment cover-

age; without it health care would be a disaster for me/us."
" I've been reading a lot about Medicare/Medicaid cutbacks,

especially Home Health Care. That will hurt the physi-

cally challenged a lot, especially old alums who count on

social security disability and medicaid."
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What would you like to see included/deletedfrom Sigma

Signs?

"I would like to see the alumni briefs expanded. I have no

recommendations on proposed deleted materials."

"Can't remember-you should have included outline here of key

articles in last issue."

"This year's was the best ever-keep up the good work. Profiles

on some of the students would be interesting. Updates on

former students is always of interest also."

"Perhaps less emphasis on athletics and class warfare between

categories of disabled students. More emphasis on

adaptive technology, counseling and other forms of

assistance. Also, success stories in academic achieve-

ments and independent living. I liked the articles on

services for vision and hearing impaired students."

"A brief story per issue on how the Illinois Rehabilitation

Education experience has assisted an alum to make it in the

real world."

"More on academic achievements, less emphasis on sports."

"Good as is."

"It is very good as is, keep up the good work."

"Keep!"

"More alumni news and more on organizing recent alumni to

make a difference-need. Need more historical information

from Tim Nugent, Tom Jones, Jack Whitman, and Jan

Little about how difficult things were in the 1950's and

1960's, etc."

How did the U ofl/DSO/DRES help prepare you for
employment?

"My academic and social development influenced by the U of

I/DSO/DRES may have helped me prepare for my follow-

up education and subsequent employment."

"I received excellent preparation for my career choice-college

teaching, which requires a Master's and Doctoral degrees.

The U of I was strong in its music program and in its

Rehab program. This combination made it the perfect

place for my graduate school training."

"Increa.sed my self confidence, underscored importance of

selling myself and emphasized that one must take personal

responsibility for their future."

"It was a safe, accessible environment in which to learn.

explore, meet challenges, and have fun. My years at the U
of I helped me to become confident and determined about

making it as a disabled adult in the 'real' world. I've

worked full time for the last 25 years as a professional in

data processing systems and I know my U of I experience

helped."

"I remember being told to talk more during an interview and

I've never forgotten it. Also, being responsible at the U of I

helped me become responsible in my employment."

"By taking care of living skills, I was able to concentrate on

building the academic skills necessary to succeed in Law
School and in my work. I learned to be confident in

myself."

I was treated as an individual with a disability not a disabled

individual. Tliis was best illustrated during m\ initial

interview when Professor Elmer pointed out three vital

functions that I couldn't perform iDdependenily and

asked me 'How are you going to solve these proWems?'

By finding my own solutions. I was beginning to

develop skills that have enabled me to bve an indepen-

dent life ever since."

"Increased my self confidence."

"By providing the resources necessary (i.e. transportation,

accessible facilities, wheelchair repair) so I could

complete my education."

'"DRES made it possible for me to attend the U of L where I

received an excellent education'

"Certification/degree needed for employment- Also

internship led to employment."'

"It gave me the ability, education, and confidence to enter

the job market."

"Gave me excellent abilities physically to obtain wort; I

wish there had been/could be resources/assistance for

alumni who. like myself, have seen more difficulties

arise with aging."

"DSO and DRES can have job fairs and netw ork with

jilumni in different careers all over the country—alumni

who have cerebral palsy need special help job hunting."

What "words of wisdom " do you have for current

students?

"Learn to work with and deal with people through invohie-

ment in organizations and activities'

"I would advise students to take the addresses of their

friends and faculty so they can stay in touch with each

other as much as possible; because time, geographic

distances, and daily life can cause you to lose touch

with friends. And sometimes, unfortunately, some of

the friends you've grown up with have already died."

"Learn all you can about self-advocacy, prepare to depend

on yourself and learn to be flexible and creative."

"Concentrate on your ABtLFTIES' Develop aU your

abilities to the fullest extent possible. Be PERSENTR-
INGI It took me several years of applying jobs before I

was successful. Create a network of people who can

help you establish yourself Accept their help gra-

ciously and work to earn their confidence in your

abilities."

"Study hard, no sex until mamage. focus on communica-

tion skills and volunteer at something to help others."

"Hang tough; advocate for yourself; get a good educaboQ.

Believe in yourself and never lose sight of your

dreams."

"Learn all you can about the disability nghts moN-emcnt.

Take conoxjl of your own hfe. Be an active participant

in society."

"Prepare yourself to do whatever it takes to achieve goals.

Know your own strengths, and know your resources

—

there arc devices, institutions, and people out there ^lio

can help Don't be afraid to utilize the help"

"Do everything you can to improve >our mind and body

and uhat you can do with both By maximizing your

self improvement, you stand the best chance of main-

taining as much of an independent lifestyle as person-

ally possible for as long as possible
"
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"Work hard, stay healthy, have fun, travel before you have

children!"

"Never give up. Study hard, but enjoy yourself. Be flexible in

your outlook. Good things will happen to you if you

position yourself for them to."

"Keep your eye on the prize-don't let other things get in the

way of your goals."

"Don't limit your outlook because of disability. The doors will

open to those who are quahfied."

"Stay in school. Learn as much as you can, get the degree, and

graduate."

"Always think about your future- job, family, health, etc. and

work to obtain resources to act pro-actively, always

preparing for the future to be its best."

"Many people have led the way with ADA and architectural

barriers legislation to help you. Now it's your turn to

continue that work and be wary that all the gains we've

made are not lost by congressional and state cutbacks!"

What are yourfeelings about creating a DSO Alumni
Association ?

"I'd be interested in the creation of a DSO Alumni Association,

but I'd like to know what the benefits were for members

and how much the annual fee would be? Would you be

offering life memberships?"

"Probably a good idea."

"Probably not of great interest to me-although I do enjoy

reading Sigma Signs."

"I am in favor if it."

"I think it could provide an unbelievable resource for the

present students, as well as be a positive experience for

former students also. It's a way for alumni to give

something back. Please keep me informed as this idea of

an Alumni Association takes shape. Also, please let me
know if there is some way I can help."

"Neutral"

"It would be fun to hear what the alumni are up to, but I know that

presently I have no more time to give to any organization."

Exciting Eighties

Barbara Baum
850 Academy Place

Pittsburgh, PA 15243

B.S., Marketing, 1982

M.B.A., Marketing Research, 1984

Barbi is a Marketing Representative for DS Medical.

Barbi still enjoys water skiing, snow skiing, golf, cycling, fishing,

swimming and playing paintball and quad rugby. She doesn't

think there is ever enough time for the fun things in life.

Mark A. Curl

1 106 Madelyn Avenue, Apt. #5

Macomb, IL 61455

B.S., Western Illinois, 1984

Currently unemployed

Parents: Ed & Louise, 2 brothers: Chris and Greg,

2 sisters: Ann & Carolyn.

All brothers and sisters married. I am not married.

"
I think it is a great idea."

"Sounds good."

"I am in favor of such a group and would support it."

"I'd like to see one so that I can interact with other disabled

and see what they have done since college."

"Great idea."

"I am very willing to help get it started. I am willing to chair

the Florida alums—I would like to see local alums help

start DSO chapters at local colleges near them."

What aspects ofan Alumni Association interests you?

"I'd very much like to get in touch with classmates to see how

many of them would be interested in attending a Silver

Anniversary 25 Year Reunion for the Class of 1972, which if

held, would be scheduled in 1997. Perhaps we could

collaborate with the U of I Alumni Association to see if

they're planning to have such an event. I'm open to feedback

and would be willing to do what I could for you from my
Wisconsin home. You've my permission to both contact the

U of I Alumni Association about this and to pass my name

and address along to them if they'd like me to help."

"Mentoring"

"Probably catching up with folks we've lost touch with over

the years."

"Keeping in touch with my brother and sister Illini Alums who
in many cases have been bonded even closer because of

the disability factor and the spirit we have that has enabled

us to overcome."

"Hearing what everyone is up to via newsletters."

"Networking, and keeping in touch with old friends; as well as

to insure the viability of the organization at the U of I."

"I would like to know what my friends are now doing, and

how they are getting along."

"Getting reacquainted with friends I made at the U of I."

"Support services; group activities; keeping in better touch

with friends."

"We could get a comprehensive list of all alumni and current

students, this would help both groups to network together

to help the students get jobs and alumni to keep up on

ADA and other legislation that affects us!"

Lori Dubowski Delahunt
1819 W.Everett

Lake Forest, IL 60045

B.A., Teaching of English, 1983

M.A., Linguistics, 1984

M.A., Counseling, 1992

Spouse: Paul

B.A., French Literature, 1982

M.A., French Literature, 1984

M.A., Business Administration, 1987

Lori is a Counselor at Highland Park High School

Paul is the Director of Development for Snap-on-TooIs

2 sons: Sean. 5 1/2 & Patrick,7

As a family, they spent two weeks in Ireland visiting some

dear friends. Paul has been traveling extensively for work

including many trips to Spain. The boys each tested for

their next bells in Karate.
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Exciting Eighties' Toga Party!!

Robert Dover

1222E. SOON. Rd.

Paxton, IL 60957

B.S., Education, 1985

Social Studies Teacher at Rantoul Township High School

Jim Gallo

601 Grosvener

Elk Grove, IL 60007

B.S., Accounting, 1984

Full-time student at Northwestern, going for Masters in

Journalism

JeffHately

2028 Bellhurst Dr.

Dunedin, PL 34698

B.S., Education, 1982

Spouse: Lori

Jeff is a Substitute teacher for Pinellas Co. Schools

1 son: Doug, 3, I daughter: Megan. 8

We enjoy the warm Florida winters, enjoy taking family

vacations to Disney World, and other parts of FL. Member
of "Illini Club of Tampa Bay" and so my Iliini pride with

"UNI-ILL" plates on my van.

Steven M. Herbst

556 E. Carpenter Drive

Palatine. IL 60067

B.S., Business Administration, 1988

Steve is a Business Systems Supervisor at Kemper National

Insurance Company.
Steve was named the Daily Herald/Northwest Community
Hospital "Sportsman of the Year" for his involvement in

Youth Athletics.

John Hill

2206 W. 11 7th PI.

Chicago, IL 60643

B.S., Engmeenng. 1984

Spouse: Ruth

2 daughters: Elisse, 2 and Michelle. 10

Diana Marie Humphrey
1210HyannisDnve
St. Louis, MO 63146

B.S., Commerce & Busmess Administrabon. 1985

M.B.A.. Univ. ofMO. 1990

Dierbergs Central Floral Design. Telephone Sales

Associate (part-time>

Sue Johnson-Smith

2418E. Washmgton
Urbana. IL 61801

Executive Director. Pace. Inc.. Center for Independent

Living. Urbana. IL

Spouse: Boyd
1 son. 4 daughters

3 grandsons. 3 granddaughters

Timothy Mangan
1906 e" 6th St.

Sterling. IL 61081-2749

B S . LAS/Math. 1986

Linda Mastandrea

2tt Michigan St.

Elmhurst. IL 60126

B A Speech Communications. 1986

J.D.. Law. 1994
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Linda is a self-employed Attorney specializing in disability

law.

Linda is competing in track. She raced in the 1995 Pan

American Games in Argentina in December and set new CP
Class 4 World Record's in the 400m and 800m events. She

hopes to be a member of the 1996 Paralympic team.

Kayla A. Morgan
260 East Chestnut #1214

Chicago, IL 60611

B.A., Health Services, Lake Forest College, Lake Forest, IL,

1980

M.S.W., 1983

Master of Jurisprudence in Health Law, Loyola University of

Chicago Law School, 1993

Currently on disability leave due to two total knee replace-

ments in April 1993 and May 1994.

Widowed, 1980

David S. Mundy
1450 Washington Blvd. # 510N
Stamford, CT 06902

B.S., Accountancy, 1984

M.B.A., 1987

David is a Planning Program Administrator for IBM Credit

Corporation.

Gregg R. Newberry

201 S. Maple Ave. -#310
Oak Park, IL 60302

B.A., LAS, 1987

M.A., Middlebury College, VT, 1989

Gregg is an Independent Living Skills Coordinator at Progress

Center for Independent Living.

Dale Prochaska

2667 Sumac St.

Woodridge, IL 60517

B.S., C.S./Math, 1988

M.S.M.I.S.,M.B.A., 1996

Dale is a Programmer/Analyst at Nalco Chemical Company.

Dale will complete his Masters of Management Information

Systems from Benedictine University. He has been active with

area CIL and other community organizations providing

services, housing, and attendents for people with disabilities.

He is also the President of DSO, Inc.

Patricia Kenyan Rittenhouse

11814 St. Charles Blvd.

Little Rock, AR 72212

B.S., Deaf Education, 1986

M.S., Ed. Technology, 1990

Spouse: Bob
Ph.D, 1977

Patricia is a High School Teacher of Reading and Spanish at

the Arkansas School for the Deaf.

Bob is a Professor of Special Education at Univ. of Arkansas.

Kelly S. Schaefer

50 Holtsinger, Apt. E

Starkville, MS 39759

B.S., Marketing, 1989

Kelly is Editor for the Rehabilitation Research and

Training Center on Blindness and Low Vision at

Mississippi State University.

Single, mother to 5 cats

Sue Spicer

1043-BN. WestSt.

Jacksonville, IL 62640

B.A., Univ. of Wyoming, 1980

M.S.W, 1987

Rehab Teacher - Dept. of Rehab. Services (DORS),

State of Illinois (Retired),

4 step-grandsons, 3 step-granddaughters

James A. Tasic

2408 Jordan Dr.

Champaign, IL 61821

B.S., Education, 1982

M.Ed., 1983

Spouse: Debbi

Jim is the Associate Director of the University of

Illinois Elderhostel, and the V.R of DSO, Inc.

Debbi is the Chief Financial Office for Krannert Center

for Performing Arts.

Karen Wold

635 Indian Rd.

Glenview, IL 60025

B.S., Elementary Education, 1986

M.S., Special Education, Illinois State University, 1988.

Director, Productive Learning Strategies (Plus), a

program for De Paul students who have learning

disabilities, DePaul University, Chicago, IL. She is also

a part-time faculty member in the School of Education.

Karen attended the Annual AHEAD Conference in San

Jose, CA and visited relatives in the area. She was

featured in a Chicago Tribune Article about college

programs for students with learning disabilities.

What are yourfondest memories of the U ofl/DSO?

"Taking trips on the stinky old Greyhound bus. We laughed

a lot."

"Trips to and from the library, lunches on the Quad or in the

Union, Gutbusters, swimming at IMPE, trying to play

tennis, movies for $1.00, lots of fun and interesting people,

the DSO Christmas Party for kids in the area."

"Road trips with the Ms. Kids, making the 'Ms. Kids

Shuffle' with Barb Yoss and Sherry Ramsey.

"Mostly just getting a bunch of gimps together and hitting

the road-either to a wheelchair sports event or leisure

activities like the horse races or Cub game."

"U of I-participation in St. John's Bible Study Fellowship.

DSO-Participation in DSO and meeting people through

DSO that have remained my friends to this day."

"REC stuff was always helpful and supportive of my
educational goals. REC services were excellent."
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Are you planning to attend DSO/DRES 's 50th Anni-
versary Celebration?

Yes(l) No (6) Maybe (3)

What are yourfeelings about the impact of the ADA ?

"It's a good start, but we need to continuously re-emphasize

the need for enforcement and enhancement-help others to

understand the 'whys' of disability related laws."

"I think the ADA has great potential, but is really being under

enforced because individuals with disabilities are not

enforcing their rights."

"On the good side, things are a lot more accessible. On the

bad side. Some people are using the laws inappropriately

for their own personal gain."

"Has had little impact on my life. It seems I am usually in old

buildings where nothing has to be changed under the law,

or in the bathroom stalls that are wide; but poorly de-

signed."

"The ADA has definitely opened more doors. It has forced

people to increase their level of awareness."

"I think the ADA is very important legislation, but you cannot

legislate attitudes and work still needs to be done in this

area. Also, some disabled students who I work with give

the ADA more credit than it is due (feel it can do more for

them-i.e. guarantee a job-than it does.)."

"It has helped publicize a very under-utilized portion of the

labor markets."

Do you feel that you have adequate resources/support

for your health care needs?

"No, what is scary is that if you are employed and you have a

pre-existing condition like a disability you may have

coverage today, but if your employment status changes you
will not have future coverage. If you stay unemployed.

Medicare and Medicaid insure you will have coverage."
" Only because I have the resources to do what I need to

without relying on the approval, of my insurance com-
pany."

"No-although I have a decent job and make good money,
living disabled is expensive. Between supporting atten-

dants at a realistic rate and purchasing and maintaining

wheelchairs and equipped vans, to little remains."

"No, I had a part-time job as a typist in order to get health

insurance."

"Yes, currently I am fortunate to have Blue Cross/Blue Shield

through work and have physicians who have known me
for years."

"As long as I stay employed, health care isn't a big issue."

What would you like to see included/deletedfrom
Sigma Signs?

"More about what alumni have done. What businesses they

started, homes they build, trips they take, hobbies they

have. You have too much sports infonnation-life is not all

sports!"

"Less 'inside' infonnation-life and activities of the students are

interesting to read about, hut wc arc not around to see it;

so we don't understand the inside comments. Please

attempt to explain or relate it so we can share the

humor/tragedy/value too."

"I would like to see a variety of articles about either cuncnt

student and/or alumni involved in careers, volunteer

work, etc."

"I'd like to see more highlights of people who are blind or

deaf-too much emphasis on people with physical

disabilities."

How did the V ofI/DSO/DRES help prepare you for
employment?

"Having a college job at the Center ga%e me a sense of

responsibility I needed to make me serious about the

'outside' job market."

"1
. Provide me with many opportunities I would ne^•e^ ha\-c

had otherwise-encountenng and solving provide

confidence! 2. Opened me up to see there are other

solutions or ways of doing things to seek out the best

for all people, situations, etc."

"Helped me develop skills through athletic participation and
holding DSO offices that have translated into the job

market
"

"Being involved as a Secretary for DSO and a small group
leader for St. Johns Bible Fellow ship helped to develop

my leadership skills."

"DRES always provided efficient services (taped books,

etc.). This allowed me to meet all of my course work
timelines. This has earned over into my professional life

as well."

What "words of wisdom " do you have for current

students?

"
I visited the campus last year and I was very upset by the

'cocky and ungrateful" attitude of the students I met I

wish they would learn how difficult it was for their

predecessors to establish the programs they are now
benefiting from daily. 1 hope they will learn to give

back more than they take."

"Take advantage of all the opportunities available to you."

"Do the best you can with what youve got-never quit Get
involved now, even though you are busy. There is so

much you can learn at college, much is not taught in the

class room-get out there and try it!"

"Be as active and involved as possible Employers don't

just want students who get As-they want well rounded

people. Most of all, relax and ha\'c fim-your time there

is short."

"l think it is important for current students to begin to

develop a network of contacts (IVofessors. students,

etc.) and to take advantage of intem.ship opportunities.

It is also important to have disabled and non-disabled

friendships."

"There is a grow ing market for employees who are blind/

have low vision in husiness/math/seience/enginecnng.

They arc harder fields than the social sciences. Nit a lot

of employers arc specifically targeting people who are

blind with these degrees."
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What are yourfeelings about creating a DSO Alumni

Association?

"I would probably not be involved"

"It's a good idea if we can provide some value to it. I really

don't need to be another name on a fund-raising list, or

receive any more junk mail."

"Possibly a good idea."

"I think this is a good idea."

"Any association that promotes the abilities/accomplish-

ments of persons with disabihties is always a great idea."

Nostalgic Nineties

Stephen J. Bodner

408 W. Nimitz St.

Fredericksburg, TX 78624

B.F.A., 1990

Stacy (nee Elledge) Chiang

3 1 lOH Via Alicante Drive

La Jolla, CA 92037

B.S., Accountancy, 1993

Spouse: Gary

B.S., Biochemistry, 1993

Stacy is a CPA at a local CPA firm (Bruno, Mack, & Barclay)

Gary is a graduate student in Biology at the University of

California, San Diego.

They were married in November, 1995 and moved to San Diego.

What aspects ofan Alumni Association interests you?

"Career networking and group insurance."

"Maintaining contact with others and creating a power base

to influence future university action."

"Networking opportunities for people who are unemployed/

underemployed."

"An Alumni Association could be involved in mentoring

relationships with current students and involved in an

advisory role to DSO or DRES."

Scot Hollonbeck

302 Country Park Dr.

Smyrna, GA 30080

B.S., Kinesiology, 1992

M.S., Applied Kinesiology, 1995

Scot is working for Coca Cola Company Worldwide Sports

Marketing for the Paralympics.

Thomas "Jake" Jacobson

7737 Suburban Lane

Bridgeview, IL 60455

B.S.,LAS, 1993

Jake completes his teacher certification. Unemployed and

looking for Secondary-Social Studies.

On your marks, get set, go. . . Jean & friends at a 1990 Wheel-a-thonH
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Hyun Woo Lee

4241 W. Devon Ave.

Chicago, IL 60646

B.A., LAS/Economics, 1990

Staff Assistant with the City of Chicago.

For the last two years Hyun has been going to Korea. In

1994, he was on Korean TV., in newspapers, and in two

magazines. People with disabilities in Korea don't get

the opportunity to go to college, let alone hold down a job.

Andrew P. Schmidt

806 W. Green #608

Urbana,IL 61801

M.S. Taxation, 1994

Andy works as an IRS Revenue Agent.

What are yourfondest memories of the U ofl/DSO?

"People and help they gave willingly."

"The Christmas Party, the Wheelathon, and spending time with

my friends most of whom I've lost contact with."

"Riding the Rehab buses in search of sorority babes. AAA and

AF are good houses!"

Are you planning to attend DSO/DRES's 50th

Anniversary Celebration?

Yes (0) No (2) Maybe (3)

What are yourfeelings about the impact of the ADA ?

"Disabled must not use as a weapon vs. Non-disabled; do

not abuse ADA."

"It has no direct impact on me."

Do you feel that you have adequate resources/support

for your health care needs?

"Yes"

"Yes, I'm still ticking"

What would you like to see included/deletedfrom
Sigma Signs?

"Less sports stories, more stones on alumni."

How did the U ofI/DSO/DRES help prepare you for

employment?

"DSO mvolvement provided the REAL business skills I use

today."

"It certainly made me more aware of the t> pes of interview*

questions/attitudes that are insensitive/inappropnaie on

the part of a potential employer."

What "words of wisdom" do you havefor current

students?

"Stay clear of the bars, and hit those books
"

What are yourfeelings about creating a DSO
Alumni Association?

"I would be a member."

"I think its a great ideal Unfortunately. I \i\t too far away

to be active in it (assurmng its Midwest oriented), but

I'd love to keep in touch with its activities
"

"Neutral—if there is one, I shall join and support it the best

I can."

"Actually, indifferent."

What aspects ofan Alumni Association interests you?

"Don't know."

"Event calendars."

"The support it can give to disabled students in Illinois."
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Obituaries

Michael T. Boerschinger

Passed away in Billings, Montana on January 28, 1995

suddenly of a Heart Attack.

Glenwood Perkins (1951

}

Passed away in his home in Leesburg, FL September 9,

1995. Mr. Perkins is survived by his wife, Marjorie; two

brothers, Chester Perkins of Stockton, CA and Burl Perkins

of Bourbonnais, IL; two sisters, Norline Shepard of

Kentwood, IN, and Melissa Cooper of Mesa, AZ. Mr.

Perkins worked as an Advertising Manager, moved to

Leesburg from Champaign in 1987. He was a member of

the Community United Methodist Church, Fruitland, FL.

He was a Navy Veteran ofWWII and a member of Ameri-

can Legion Post #176, Morocco, IN. He also was a mem-
ber of the U of I Alumni Association and a life member of

the Optimist Club.

Gerald Raistrick

Passed away in February 1996

C. Dale Rush

Passed away April 5, 1995.

Mary Wuensch

(Attended from 1963-1965

)

Passed away at Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chi-

cago on February 4, 1996. Her sister, Dorothy Logsden of

Encino, CA wrote "The loving support and guidance given

so freely to Mary by the University and Rehab Center served

Mary well." Upon graduation, she moved to Chicago and

worked for CBS-TV for 25 years. Ms. Wuensch never had

children of her own, though her sister mentioned that she

lavished love and attention to all she knew-and many she

would never know personally. Mary is deeply missed by all

of her friends and family.

Greg Ridley

On August 30, 1995, Greg Ridley passed away suddenly at

the age of 31. He had just returned from competing at the

National Wheelchair Softball Tournament in Houston, TX.

Greg was a very talented pitcher playing for the Chicago Pace-

makers.

Greg attended the U of I from 1986-1991. He graduated

with a B.S. in Leisure Studies with an emphasis in Therapetuic

Recreation. During his tenure at the University, he was a mem-

ber of the Fighting Illini Wheelchair Basketball Team. He was

a strong, competitive guard with an extraordinary outside shot.

He played a significant role on three U of I Intercollegiate

Championship teams. Greg was a member of Delta Sigma

Omicron and Alpha Lambda Rho, a service fraternity for stu-

dents in the college of Applied Science Studies.

Greg's life touched many people in and out of the sport-

ing arena. He was a giving person who reached out to those

around him and contributed much to the athletic community.

He will be greatly missed by all those who have had the privi-

lege to call him their teammate and their friend.

(Reprint of article appearing in the 1995-1996 Guide

to Athletics for Students with Disabilities, p. 55).

Gregory A. Ridley
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Alumni Addresses
(Zip Code Order)

VINCENT FALARDEAU
39 ROLAND ST
HOLYOKE. MA 01040

ANNEM MURRAY
20EASTHAMPTONRD
HOLYOKE. MA 01040

ANDREW UNZEY
28 E ORCHARD TERR
ADAMS. MA 01220

GLORIA lANSPERY
146MAYNARDRD ."iOIB

FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701

STEPHANIE GEEKEN
37WOODSIDEDR
BOTTON. MA 01740

PAUL SONES
48 PHEASANT HILL LN
CARLISLE. MA 01741

FREDERICKA FAY
2054 MAIN ST
W CONCORD, MA 01742

JAMES ANSLEY
36 LAURELWOOD DR
STOUGHTON, MA 02072

PATRICK FAHERTY
10 MANET AVE
QUINCY. MA 02169

LAVRA OFTEDAHL
104 COOLIDGE HILL RD #7
WATERTOWN. MA 02172

JANIS ANSBERGS
23 CALDWELL ST
WEYMOUTH. MA 02188

VINCENT INTEGUA
4 ADMIRALTY DR #6
MIDDLETOWN. RI 02840

CAROL A BALCOM
27W 11 ST #112
NASHUA. NH 03060

WINFIELD CIJ\.RK
BRADFORD FARM
NEW BOSTON. NH 03070

RAPHAEL HALEY
POBOX217
WEST SWANZEY. NH 03469

JANET HARTER
9 PENWOOD DR
KENNEBUNK. ME 04043

MIKE PRESCOTT
263 SUNDERLAND DR
AUBURN. ME 04210

DR MARILYNA DUNN
200 B HIGH POINT DR #303
HARTSDALE. NY 10530

CHRISTOPHER ALONGE
21 BARSTOWRD
GREAT NECK. NY 11021

SIDNEY ROSENBLOOM
23-35 BELL BLVD APT 4G
BAYSIDE. NY 11360

EDWARD SCHERER
39 WELLFLEET RD
EROCKAWAY. NY 11518

MARY RAIHOFER
RR#203 BOX 948

NO CHATHAM, NY 12132

DONALD WOODSIDE
56LAKEONIADDR
WAPPINGER FALLS. NY 12590

KATHY CIMA
4105 PINE HOLLOW DR #4
LIVERPOOL. NY 13090

JEFFREY KOCH
BOX 358

MIDDLEVILLE. NY 13406

MAUREEN O'MALLEY
7 FAIRFAX PLACE
UTICA. NY 13502

AMY GRISHKAT
S 6 1 5.< OLD LAKESHORE RD
LAKEVIEW. NY 14085

ROBERT HAITH
19STROWBRIDGEST
TRUMANSBURG. NY 14886

BARBARA BAIM
850 ACADEMY PL
PITTSBURGH. PA 15243

JAMES FORKER
3885 BR(K)KS1DE DR #202
MURRYSVILLE, PA 15668

SEAN GILMORE
177 SPRING ST
MEADVILLE, PA 16335

SANDRA CARLSON
302 EAST 4TH ST
ERIE, PA 16507

SUSAN KHOYLE
5 SOUTHERN CROSS DR
BOILING SPRINGS. PA 17007

MICHAEL GOODUSG
262; OUTERBRIDGE CROSSING
HARRISBURG. PA 17112

I

DAVID R GIRARD
RR#2 COTTON RD
LEWISTON. ME 04240

PHIUP BARON
74 YALE ST
BANGOR. ME 04401

CHERYL E BAKER
P O BOX 368

UNDERHILL. VT 05489

ROBERTM MacGREGOR
109 WATERSIDE UN
W HARTFORD. CT 06107

ROBERT CIMPSTONE
442 WELLS RD
WETHERSFIELD. CX 06109

BARBARA BAKER
489A COMMANCHE LN
STRATFORD. CI 06497

TOWNSEND BLANCHARD
15 DEFOREST RD
WILTON. CT 06897

PETER DURAN
201 ROXBLRY RD
STAMFORD. CT 069OO

JAMES HODGE
175WXSTWOODRD
STAMFORD. CT 06902

DAVID MVSDY
1450 WASHINGTON ApcSION
STAMFORD. CT 06902

GARYPATTI
78 B GOLDEN SQ
WOODBRIDGE NJ 07095

EDWARD GROHS
98 HERITAGE LN
HAMBURG, NJ 07419

CAROLYN SCHWEBEL
79 HAMILTON A\U
LEONARDO, NJ 07737

ALAN PENN
511 CACTUS ST
BROWNS MILLS, NJ080I5

WAYNE A DAVID
102 COLONIAL .^^E
TRENTON, NJ 08610

WILUAM SEXTOS
1011 CLANTON AN-E

POINT PLEASANT, NJ 08742

DAVID VAN PELT
P O BOX KM FDR ST.\TION
NEW YORK, NH 10150

CONRAD ZIERDT HI
601 ST JOHN ST RM 305
ALLENTOV^'N. PA 18103

FRED DONOVAN
RR *2

HOsisDALE. PA 1M3I

MR A MRS MELMS yUSS
5 EMBER LN ;

LEVTTTOWN, PA 19054

lA^HESCE CAJUX)SICK
1I2T WELLINGTON ST
PHILADELPHIA. PA 191 1

1

THE R£\: EUNOR GREENE I

6635 McCALLL^I ST APT B406 i

PHILADELPHIA. PA 191 19

MICHAEL PENCE
74 V, HILL RD
PHILADELPHLA. PA 19128

RODNEYJONES
6334 SHERWOOD RD
PHILADELPHIA. PA 19151

JOSEPH TAMAN
57 \*-EST 6TH AV-g

COATESVILLE. PA 19320

MR. KIM POLLOCK
1 1 1 1 SHADOW WOOD DR
DOWNINGTON. PA 19335

AUCE COLEMAN
907 KIAMENSI RD
WILMINGTON. DE 19804

SVSANGERSHOWm
12524 GOODEJIHVM WAY
GAITHERSBURG. MD 20«7«

MICHAEL HARRISON
S\5TH.\\TR\\-B APT 932
Sa.\"ER SPRINGS, MD 20910

GEORGE CONN
241 RUGBY RD
ARNOLD, MD 21012

GEORGE B SnPP JK
lOS.'ki GREEN MNTN CIR #519
COLL-MBIA.MD 210*4

JOHN C ^EADOCKW
88"TAMEBlRnCT APT C
collaibi.vmd:io*5

RICHARD W KOMMEXS
;iC»L\NGDR
CROFTON. MD:1IM

»7ti/A.W WELSH
o: ni"SKIRK RP
B.\LTIMORE.MD 21212
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DAWNABRAHAM
1918 W FAYETTE ST
BALTIMORE. MD 21223

LOWELL GRONINGER
2521 OLD FREDERICK RD
BALTIMORE, MD 21228

DONALD CWAHLE
4208 MAYLOCK LANE
FAIRFAX, VA 22033

SUSAN CHAPLINSKY
3I30MOLLIFIELDLN
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901

PAUL DANIELS
8092 POWDERBROOK LN
SPRINGFIELD, VA 22153

NANCY J STARK
241 W MEADOWLAND LN
STERLING, VA 22170

SHARON H WILKIN
10006 MURNANE ST
VIENNA, VA 22181

ROBERTLADAMS
2995 SLEDFORD CT
WOODBRIDGE, VA 22 1 9

1

JONATHAN L WILKIN
6725 NO 27TH ST
ARLINGTON, VA 22213

GEORGE CADDY
212 W WINDSOR AVE
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22301

BASEL SHEETS
5712HENDRIXDR
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23464

BERYL NEURMAN
533 SHERIDAN CIR
CHARLESTON, VA 25314

ROSEMARY FRONT
14 WALNUT AVE
WHEELING, WV 26003

BECKY SUTTON
1 1 1 URBANA ST
S1STERVILLE,WV 26175

ROBERT C SEXTON
1 320 WESTFIELD AVE
RALEIGH, NC 27607

ANDREW SCHMIDT
806 W. GREEN #608

URBANA, IL 6 1801

MARK GOLDHABER
80I3WAVENDONCT
RALEIGH, NC 27615

MICHAEL MARKOWITZ
5707 WINDLESTRAW DR # 24

DURHAM, NC 27713

CHESTON MOTTERSHEAD
340 IRON HORSE RD
ROCK MOUNT, NC 27804

CHARLES R DOTY JR
200 CHARING CROSS RD
MATTHEWS, NC 28105

JOHN HALVERSON
1911 TROPHY DR
MARIETTA, GA 30062

ANN CODY
302 COUNTRY PARK DR
SMYRNA, GA 30080

SCOT HOLLONBECK
302 COUNTRY PARK DR
SMYRNA, GA 30080

CLARENCE LAKE
4844 CHERI LYNN RD
ACWORTH.GA 30101

MAURA McVANN
645 ARBOREAL CT
ALPHARETTA, GA 30201

MAUREEN O'BRIEN
610 SAND HILL CIRCLE
CONYERS, GA 30208

ELEANOR SMITH
1371 METROPOLITAN AVE SE
ATLANTA, GA 30316

LAUREN McDEVITT
3287 COCHISE DR NW
ATLANTA, GA 30339

ROBERT HAWKES
1443 RIVER BLUFF RD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 3221

1

JAMES KUTSCH
13855 WILMINGTON CT
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32223

DANIEL DROPKO
718 SECOND ST S

JACKSONVILLE BCH., FL 32250

CARLA VAN FOSSEN
916 TAMARACK DR
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32303

ROBERT CANIFF
610 NW36TH TERR
GAINESVILLE, FL 32601

DORIS DESROSIERS
545 E ALASKA LN
HERNANDO, FL 32642

FRANCIS L VERDUN
7578 WEST MISS MAGGIE DR
HOMOSASSA, FL 32646

MR & MRS JOSEPH KOLMAN
600 TUSKAWILLA POINT LN
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708

TED CONWAY
PO BOX 811

SANFORD.FL 32771

BETTE J HENLEIN SALEM
1143APPLETONAVE
ORLANDO. FL 32806

JOE CAMPBELL
556 HONEYSUCKLE LN
VERO BEACH, FL 32963

DON FELDSTEIN
2715 TIGER TAIL AVE
COCONUT GROVE, FL 33133

DIANA RICHARDSON
10945 SW82ND AVE
ML^iMLFL 33156

DIANE L SCHUSTER
2191 NE68THST #412

FT LAUDERDALE, FL 33308

LARRY LEVIN
6690 NW 89TH AVE
TAMARAC. FL 33321

EVELYNMOORE
1205 ESSEX DR
WELLINGTON, FL 33414

MR & MRS KENT POTTER
22535 GROUPER CT
BOCA RATON, FL 33428

DONNA BATELAAN
4212 FOX TRACE
BOYNTON BEACH, FL 33461

JAMES HALL
81 14 NORTH FREMONT
TAMPA, FL 33604

MR & MRS MIKE O'BRIEN
10606 ILEY ST
TAMPA, FL 33618

GEORGE MURRAY
165 78THAVENE
ST PETERSBURG, FL 33702

JILL STEPHAN
8638 lOTH ST NORTH
ST PETERSBURG, FL 33702

FLORENCE SEXTON
16265 BOWLINE ST NW
BOKEELL\, FL 33922

JEFF ZIMMERMAN
3503 36TH ST E
BRADENTON, FL 34208

JEFF HATELY
2028 BELLHURST DR
DUNEDIN, FL 34698

RICHARD ZOOK
2206 ANNANDALE RD
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35801

ARTHUR C POE
2004 MacLUTHER DR APT 202

HUNTSVILLE, AL 35810

JONATHAN EDMONDS
2507 GABOURY LN
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35811

MR & MRS DAVID C MIEHER JR
6712 APPLE JACK CT
MONTGOMERY. AL 361 17

MR & MRS LEON KELLER
P O BOX 790
MONTEAGLE. TN 37356

DR DENNIS GOLOB
2416RIVERMONTDR
KINGSPORT TN 37660

H SPENCE DUPREE JR
517 NO WASHINGTON
BROWNSVILLE, TN 38012

MR & MRS WILLIAM DeLOACH
2895 YOUNG AVE
MEMPHIS, TN 381 II

CECIL DUKE
1 135 WHITE STATION RD
MEMPHIS, TN 381 17

JERRY SCRUGGS
5954 BRIARHEDGEAVE
MEMPHIS, TN 381 19

TIMOTHY FAGERBURG
103 R IALTO
VICKSBURG, MS 39180

KELLY S SCHAEFER
50 HOLTSINGER ST APT E
STARKVILLE, MS 39759

RICHARD RODERICK
22I5WESTRIDGERD
LOUISVILLE, KY 40242

WILLIAMM SCHUYLER JR
2418PARKDALEAVE
LOUISVILLE, KY 40220

MR & MRS WILLIAM BOSTON
8312 AUTUMNWOOD WAY
LOUISVILLE, KY 40291

MARSHALL WALL
3305 OVERBROOK DR
LEXINGTON, KY 40502

JENNIFER MOORE
4300 MAYNARD RD
DELEWARE, OH 43015

MICHAEL BOYCE
18880 JOHNSON RDSE
NEWARK, OH 43056

WARREN KING
6739 MARKWOOD
WORTHINGTON, OH 43085

RICHARD S WEBSTER
471 DODDDR
COLUMBUS, OH 43210

JANET GAMBLE PUCKETT
2200 WARD RD
COLUMBUS, OH 43224

RICHARD GASSMANN
86 JAHN DR
GAHANNA. OH 43230

ROBERT OCVIRK
231 HASKINSRD
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
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XIMERA CHRISAGIS
lOOWFLBURAVE
YORKVILLE. OH 43971

VICKJ COVINGTON
55 BARRETT RD APT 307

BEREA. OH 44017

DANE SHANK
2531 SOUTHWOODRD
PAINESVILLE. OH 44077

DENNIS EBERHARD
33705 LAKESHORE BLVD
LAKELINE, OH 44094

MARK ROSEN
1211 YELLOWSTONE
CLEVELAND HTS, OH 441 18

BARBARA KRAMER
2064 MIRAMAR BLVD
CLEVELAND, OH 44121

ALICE SPORAR
1767LONGWOODRD
MAYFIELD HEIGHTS. OH 44124

GAIL WILLMOTT
285 CHANNELWOOD CIR
APT #1 16, AKRON, OH 44307

I^ARRY BOCKA
683 BENNINGTON DR
MANSRELD. OH 44904

JOHN FINE
2680 LEHMAN #208
CINCINNATI. OH 45204

CAROL UPPERT
3746 BOUDINOT AVE
CINCINNATL OH 45211

EDGAR LEVy JR
2581 PETWORTHCT
CINCINNATI. OH 45236

RITA WRONKIEWICZ
9815 CHIMNEY HILL LN
CINCINNATI, OH 45241

CAROL WOOLEDGE
8319 TURTLE CREEK LN
CINCINNATL OH 45242

BARBARA GILBY SVRBER
4608 SYLVAN OAK DR
DAYTON, OH 45426

DONALD SEIFFERTH
220SOUTHBR(X)KDR
DAYTON, OH 45459

AMYIARBER
1522PRESrwiCKLN
CARMEL. IN 46032

JAMES LEAK
RR#I BOX I23A
LIZTON. IN 46149

THOMAS TROYER
5402 NORTH CAPITOL
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208

ROBERT J SMITH
1 21 7 N DOWNEY AVE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46219

MARY KRAMER
6455 N OAKLAND AVE
INDIANAPOLIS. IN 46220

GEORGE PANOURGIAS
4801 EDENCT
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46254

BRADLEY WHITE
10933 GEIST WOODS SOUTH DR
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256

EVA ZWILUNG
10434 N DELAWARE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46280

NORMA MATTHIAS
306 N PARK ST
CROWN POINT IN 46307

JEROME JONAK
3770 EAST 34TH AVE
HOBART IN 46342

GRACE FRIESEN
1023 SO SEVENTH
GOSHEN, IN 46526

MARVIN BERRON
4017HUTHDR
FORT WAYNE. IN 46804

LUCYHAGAN
4425 LWR HUNTINGTON RD
FORT WAYNE. IN 46809

MR & MRS D RUTSCHMANN
LOGANSPORT STATE HSP
BOX 95. LOGANSPORT IN 46947

CHRIS MULLOY
1405 LOCUST DR
COLUMBUS, IN 47203

LYNN BOYLE VERHAGEN
1313 EAST MEL CURRY RD
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47408

DONALD STEINMETZ
5500 BYERSON DR
NEWBURGH, IN 47630

JIM MORTON
522 EAST BROADWAY
PRINCETON, IN 47670

ELLEN FVNKHOUSER
1 WEST SUNRISE DR
EVANSVILLE, IN 47710

NADIA IBRAHIM
2550RA1NTREEDR
WEST LAFAYETTE, IN 47906

RICHARD MATHEW
RR#2 BOX 67

WOLCOTT, IN 47995

MARJORIE GLOSSOP
26626 ROl'GE RIVER RD
DEARBORN HEIGHTS, MI 48127

CHARLES O SHERIDAN
359 NORTH SHORE DR
LI.NCOLN PARK. Ml 48146

GERALD WEICHBRODT
16348 POLLYA.VNA ST
LIVONIA. Ml 48154

MR A MRS ROBERT FCSS
2720 COURT ST
SAGINAW. .MI 48601

CRAIG ALSTON
2480 CENTER AVE
BAY CITY. MI 48708

UNDA DAVISON
971 NORTH JO.VES RD
ESSEXVILLE. MI 48732

JOHNDEZOP
7325 WEST RONRICK PL
FRANKENMUTH. Ml 48734

DANIAL BUSS
6346 APPLEWOOD
KALAMAZOO. Ml 49002

EILEEN MALOSEY FISCHER
5804 EAST HJ AV E
KALAMAZOO. MI 49004

MARY VALLEAU
BOX 194 MICHIGANA
NEW BLTFALO. MI 49 II

7

WILUAM GALLAGHER
1106 SO DURAND
JACKSON. Ml 49201

JOHN MISSIMER
2721 SCENIC DR
NORTH MUSKEGON, MI 49445

CARRIE RON.\N
230 SUNSET AVE
PETOSKEY. Ml 49770

RODNEY VLIEGER
545 SIXTH ST N'W

ALTOONA. lA 50009

DAVID CLEMENS
3934 MATHEWS RD
AMES, lA 50010

JAMES McKEAN
RR#4
AMES, IA 50010

ROBERT T KKLOVPEK
1620 BROAD ST RTE 3

GRINNELL, IA50II2

RUTH WEBB
619 PARK ST APTB 104

GRINNXLL. IA.S0112

DR THOMAS USDE
RR «5 BOX 37

KNOXVILLEIA.V1I.38

LAWRENCE JOHNSEN
.'010 YORK ST
WEST DES MOINES, lA 50316

SYLVIO SCORZA
520 2ND ST SW
ORANGE CITY. LA 51041

NELSON O ^-ESTPBAL
RR 2 BOX 17

CLARENCE, lA 52216

DAVID HIBBS
1416 B A\'E
VINTON. lA 52349

DANA iOVNG
630 AVENXX EAST
PORT MADISCW. lA 52677

MR <t MRS R BURDETTE ORRIS
3 TERR.ACE PARK CT
ELDRIDGE lA 5274J

MISS JENNIE CHIN
5419 APPOMATTOX RD APT 1

DAVENPORT. LA 52806

JANICE KJtESSIN
1 06i6 CRESTMEW DR
CED.ARBURG. WT 53012

RICHARD JORGENSEN
w;36 NQVa SIT \'ERSON DR
COLGATE WI 53017

SHARON SPEUMAN
93J1 SO:9THST
FRANKLIN. WI 53132

JOHN C CHANDLER
1827 65THST SLTTE 100
KENOSHA. WT 53143

PALLAHRENS
1 2950 WEST ARSKM.'R A\-E
N'EW BERLIN VM 53151

JAMES FITCH
929 NO ASTOR
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202

JOHN PUSHK.ASH
2801 NO "3RD ST
MILWAUKEE. WI 53210

MICHAEL LUBER
6920 NO BARNETT LN
MILWAUKEE, WI 53217

ALAN LO\-E
1523WPLAINT1ELD
MILWAL1CEE, WI 53221

WILUAM SOVtLLES
'5J^ WEST HENRY A\"E
GREENTTELD. WI 53221

DANIEL TINKLER
8.'WN51STST
BROWT* DEER. W I 53223

D^IGHTW PULSFl^
628 BIRCH ST
SAUK c\r\: w 1 53583

kAYLEEN STEINHAUS
BRERETON
55i:Rr\XRVIEW DR
WAL7«AKEE. Vk I 53597
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MAXWELL BARTELL
1300 N WATER ST
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818

KENNETH LEMKE
565 E EDGEWOOD DR
KAUKAUNA.WI 54130

PAULMWIEGERT
985 WAMBOLD DR
MOSINEE, WI 54455

MAXINE FOLLSTAD
792 HIGHWAY Q
PELICAN LAKE, WI 54463

JAMES LOSSAU
POBOX 1538

EAGLE RIVER, WI 5452

1

PETER KLITZKE
1365 6THSS
ONALASKA, WI 54650

JOHNHAUBY
RR4 BOX 1880

SPARTA, WI 54656

SUSANANDERSON
605 NIAGARA ST
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701

GERALD W KORTNESS
STAR ROUTE BOX 31

SPOONER, WI 54801

RANDOLPH WAXT
802 17THAVEE
SUPERIOR, WI 54880

DR KENNETHM VISTE JR
100 STONEY BEACH
OSHKOSH,WI 54901

THOMAS SILKEY
34 ST MARKS BAY
FAIRBAULTMN 55021

ROSEANN FABER
401 SIBLEY ST APT 421

ST PAUL, MN 55101

JAMES BOEN
101 E WAYSIDE RD
HOPKINS, MN 55343

MARYV/AKATDRASLER
4100 DYNASTY DR
MINNETONKA, MN 55345

BRUCE HAGAN
2801 FLAGHUENTH APT #118
NEW HOPE, MN 55427

SISTER MARY RICHARD
COLLEGE OF ST SCHOLASTICA
DULUTH, MN558I1

LARRY MAUS
633LYNDALEAVE
SPRING VALLEY, MN 55975

MARK BURKE
47 NORTH 8TH ST
CUSTER, SD 57730

MR & MRS TIM HARRIS
1817 SILVER
HELENA, MT 59601

ROBERT S CRANDALL
531 GARYSDR
ANTIOCH, IL 60002

ALLANANTONINI
1513 FERNANDEZ PL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004

RUSSELL LUECK
1632PORTSMITHLN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004

ALFREDO MORENO
615 W BURR OAK DR
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004

CHRIS NEWMAN
3132NWILSHERELN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004

JONATHAN SAUER
107SOPRINDLE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004

RICHARD THORPE
2505 E MAYFAIR RD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60004

JOHN PRINCE
1618 SO CHESTERFIELD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, IL 60005

MAUREEN BURNS
I13SHADYWOODLN
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007

BONNIE FERNEAU
912 RIDGE SQUARE APT 114

ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007

ROBERT STASIEK
862 E ALGONQUIN RD
DESPLAINES,IL 60018

KAREN STERMER
63 WOODHILLS BAY RD
FOX LAKE, IL 60020

JOHN STONER
207 OPATRNY DR
FOX RIVER GROVE, IL 60021

ELANA RUBINSTEIN
540 DUNDEE RD
GLENCOE, IL 60022

RICHARD WFEITJR
600 CHATHAM RD
GLENVIEW, IL 60025

SHEILA GILBERT KIMMEL
631 LARAMIE LN
GLENVIEW, IL 60025

MARY BETH KLATT
11 12 WASHINGTON
GLENVIEW, IL 60025

JUDY RAVENCROFT
2137DEWESST
GLENVIEW, IL 60025

KAREN WOLD
635 INDIAN RD
GLENVIEW, IL 60025

DONALD W KRUMREY
3 1439 N LIBERTY RD
GRAYSLAKE, IL 60030

RANDYRACZEK
301 WOODLAND DR
GRAYSLAKE, IL 60030

MARILYN LEABLE
440 FIRST ST
GURNEE,IL 60031

SHERRY GOODMAN
1006 SAXONY DR
HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035

LORJ DUBOWSKI DELAHUNT
1819 W EVERETT RD
LAKE FOREST, IL 60045

BRETT KELLY
499 E ILLINOIS RD
LAKE FOREST IL 60045

DANIEL BULLOCK
25 MIONSTE DR
LAKE ZURICH, IL 60047

STEPHEN G PARKER
1210LISMORECT
LAKE ZURICH, IL 60047

MICHAEL BURG
16331 W ARLINGTON DR
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048

ELIZABETH PYLE
122 E CHURCH APT 5

LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048

CLIFF GEHRKE
621 MONTERREY TERR
MC HENRY, IL 60050

MARC COOPER
9023 MEADE
MORTON GROVE. IL 60053

ARNOLD WOLOCHUCK
7044 FOSTER
MORTON GROVE, IL 60053

MARY FRAN BERGER
551 HUNTINGTON CMNS #122

MT PROSPECT, IL 60056

STACI KNOPOFF
1808 BOULDER DR
MT PROSPECT IL 60056

SELENE MEHTA
9I5NMOKILN
MOUNT PROSPECT, IL 60056

DAVID STANGER
818 PARTRIDGE LN
MT PROSPECT, IL 60056

GWEN PHILLIPS
P O BOX 652

MUNDELEIN.il 60060

KATHERINE YU
141 MIDWAY LN
VERNON HILLS, IL 60061

LAURA EPSTEIN
4010PICARDYDR
NORTHBROOK, IL 60062

HILLARY RAIDER GANS
2812 WOODLAND DR
NORTHBROOK, IL 60062

GREGORY GORDON
39 CT OF GREENWAY
NORTHBROOK, IL 60062

ELIZABETH CALVERT
732 N WILLIAMS DR
PALATINE, IL 60067

MATTHEWHAGEMEYER
2243 INVERRAY ST
PALATINE, IL 60067

THOMAS HELDMAN
537 S BURNS DR
PALATINE, IL 60067

STEVEN HERBST
556 E CARPENTER DR
PALATINE, IL 60067

ROBERT MESSICK
900EWa.METTE #216

PALATINE, IL 60067

DIANNE BERTHOLD
857 EAST AVE
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068

KAREN DANNENHAUER
1809 S VINE AVE
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068

JOSEPH KOCAN
1409 LOIS AVE
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068

MARCIE SACKS
4133SUFFIELDCT
SKOKIE, IL 60076

JENNIFER SYFER
3871 JEROME ST
SKOKIE, IL 60076

NANCY SHEETS
926 POPLAR
WAUKEGAN, IL 60085

JAMES E OSMON
406 S BUFFALO GROVE RD
BUFFALO GROVE. IL 60089

BETH DEUTSH
1150KNOLLWOODDR
BUFFALO GROVE. IL 60090

STEVEN H COS
1600 HIGHLAND
WILMETTE, IL 6009

1

MEUNDA MacGREGOR
1410 MAPLE AVE
WILMETTE, IL 60091
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DARCY TRUGER
3515 WEST GREENWrXJD
WILMETTE. IL 6fXJ9

1

ROBERT WERNER
3122GREENLEAD
WILMETTE, IL 60091

RUTH WERNER
3122GREEr>a.EAD
WILMETTE, IL 60091

MICHAEL McCRAY
992 OAK ST
WINNETKA. IL 60093

WALLY BITSCHVRA
512 DANE ST
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098

CATHIEEN CHERECK
14816 KISHWAUKEE VALLEY RD
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098

LARRYROWE
409 PARK ST
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098

KENNETH LIST
29I0 31STST #102

ZION. IL 60099

DORI THOMAS
1 307 JOSEPH LN
ADDISON, IL 60101

DEBORAH BASAK
511 LANCERS DR
ADDISON. IL 60101

EASTMAN TIU
RR #3 BOX 239

ALGONQUIN, IL 60102

GEORGE OPIE
118T1MBERTRAIL
STREAMWOOD, IL 60103

CHRISTOPHER LENART
726 ALGONQUIN AVE
BENSENVILLE, IL 60106

GARYSTEGER
266 EAGLE LN
BLOOMINGDALE. IL 60108

NORMAN LYDVCH
102GOLFVIEW
CARPENTERSVILLE, IL 601 10

JENNIFER CALDWELL
I008KEN1LWORTH
WHEELING, IL 601 15

STUART FEEDERSON
3N 195 SPRINGFIELD.
ELBURN, IL60119

JOHNDeLAY
815 NO GROVE AVE
ELGIN, IL 601 20

MARY BRAMER
455 NO COMMONWEALTH
ELGIN, IL 60123

DAVIDALLESIO
831 KENT
ELMHURSTIL 60126

ROBERT CROPP
476 W VALLETTE
ELMHURSTIL 60126

DAVID FELIX
5W 673 VIRGINIA LN
ELMHURST.IL 60126

PATRICIA PRICE KULAK
953 SPRING RD
ELMHURST, EL 60126

JEFFREY LYON
331 YORKFIELDAVE
ELMHURST,IL 60126

UNDA MASTANDREA
266 MICHIGAN ST
ELMHURST,IL 60126

JAMES TAYLOR
1007 SWAIN
ELMHURSTIL 60126

CHRISTINE CONDON
705 RIFORD RD
GLEN ELLYN,IL 60137

MATTDALEY
157NICOLLAVE
GLENELLYN.il 60137

TOM RALSTON
PO BOX 2911

GLENELLYN.il 60138

KYUNG KIM
14PLUMROSELANE
SCHAUMBURG. IL 60144

JOHN KOSLOWSKl
2015SnNLEYRD #411

LOMBARD. IL 60148

DONNA WEISINGER
221 1 SO HIGHLAND AVE #4C
LOMBARD. IL 60148

MARSHA NORTHRUP
410 NO THIRD ST
MALTA, tt. 60150

RONALD BERRINGER
RR#2
MAPLE PARK, IL 601 51

KENNETH REINEBACH
1842 SUFFOLK AVE
WESTCHESTER. IL 60153

RANDALL RIMNAC
2412S0 22NDAVE
BROADVIEW. IL 60153

SHEILA GERING
8015 O'CONNOR DR
RIVER GROVE, IL 60171

DAVID VEST
2511 FOREST VIEW AVE
RIVER GROVE, IL 60171

VINCENT FALK
343 CATALPA
ROSELLE, IL 60172

KJRKBONNELL
1515 ADA.MS AVE
STCHARLES.il 60174

JILL SWAN
27W481 Tl.MBERLN
WEST CHICAGO. IL 60185

KRISTA SAMIDE
224 SO SUMMIT
WHEATON.IL 60187

ANDREW SCHMITT
1 18 VERNON ST
WHEATON, 0.60187

JOHN V^TIITMER
ON 352 WILLOW RD
WHEATON, IL60187

DANIEL MARCINKO
27W180COOLEY
WINFIELD, 0,60190

MICHELLE PADGETT
I45WOODALE
WOODALE. 0,60191

APRIL KO
220 SO ROSELLEE APT 101

SCHAUMBURG. 0.60193

VANESSA MIELKE
524CLOLrDCT
SCHAUMBLT^G, 0, 60193

ROBERT.\DAMS
19WATERBURYLN
SCHALiMBURG, 0, 60194

NANCY B CAMPOS
1507 PENRITH PL
SCHAUMBURG, 0. 60194

KATHY OOSTERBAAN
1 830 LANCASHIRE CT
SCHAUMBURG, 0. 60194

RUSSELL GYENES
935 SYCAMORE CT
HOFFMAN ESTATES, 0. 60195

MARVIN LAPICOLA
1417CHARrv\-ELLRD
SCHAUMBURG, 0. 60195

WILUAM WEISS
822 CLINTON PL
EVANSTON. 0,60201

GEOFFREY MC GRATH
943 EDGEMERE CT
EVANSTON. 0, 60202

niLUAM MC GRATH
943 EDGEMERE CT
EVANSTON. 0. 60202

DAVID SINCOX
1730HINM.\N
EVANSTON. 0- «i:(U

GREGORY \E\iBERRY
201 S MAPLE A\'E #310
OAK PARK. 0. 60302

MATTHEW RADVANSKY
636 WOODBINE
OAK PARK. 0. 60302

AUL KIPP
152 N EUCLID
OAK PARK. 0,60302

ROBERT SJOSTROM
11I6SOELMWOOD
OAK PARK. 0. 60304

LYNSE JEANETTE MOSBEM
516 HARRISON ST APT C
OAK PARK. 0. 60304

/.KN'.VAJ?ir££.V

7l9CLLVrONPL
RIVER FOREST. 0. 60305

CAJtLFAVSTJK
1 GALE A\"E *4A
RrvER FOREST. 0. 60305

PAIX SCHER
U28 CLINTON PL
RrVER FOREST 0. 60.>05

LARRY K LABUS
3815 SO WESLEY
BERW"*-N. 0. 60401

KAREN POLETTO
4520 S NUPLE
BERW^">". 0. 60402

KAREN WORDELUASN
12211 MAPLE WE
BLUE ISLAND. 0. 60406

CRAIG HUMPHREY
267 CAROL LN
BRAO^WOOD. 0. 60«n

TRUDY EASLEY HAR.\fS
186 WEST lOTHST
CHICAGO HEIGHTS. 0. 6041 1

EDWARD ^EISEJK
244 COLATRY CLL^ RD
CHICAGO HEIGHTS. IL 60411

STEPHEN ZUMBO
10350 SO RnX3ELAN-D APT 1 10

CHICAGO RIDGE. 0. 60415

PAUH ^TIFTE
231 wn.LOWST
GLEN"* OOD. 0. 60425

ELEANOR CIPRESS
1 73 1 8 WOODED PATH DR tlNE
E HAZELCREST. 0. 60429

niLUE ROSS
17213 ELM DR
HAZELCREST 0, 60429

THOM.AS EHLEBR\CHT
1101 OLPVXRD
HOME* OOD. O. 60430
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BRADLEY STAWICK
17714 DIXEHWY #B
HOMEWOOD, IL 60430

MEREDITH SVANAREK
18435 MAY ST
HOMEWOOD, IL 60430

JOHN L SAENZ
505 HENDERSON
JOLIET, IL 60432

BRIAN RACKOUSKI
2607 WASHINGTON ST
JOLIET, IL 60433

CARMINE CORSETTI
3209 JEFFREY DR
JOLIET, IL 60435

PAM HEAVENS
2680 CRESCENZO DR.
JOLIET, IL 60436

GARYJONES
1019 COUNTRY DR
SHOREWOOD, IL 60435

MIKE MASSOW
1 1 SO 326 CARPENTER ST
LEMONT, a, 60439

RICHARD PIECH
1024 WARNER AVE
LEMONT, IL 60439

JAMES ZALUMSKY
471 OAKWOODAVE
LEMONT, IL 60439

DARLENE HAWES PIERCE
19624 REDWOOD LN
MOKENA, IL 60448

JOANM GRIFFIN
16401 GEORGE DR
OAK FOREST, E. 60452

LINDA WHITNEY
15832 TERRACE DR
OAK FOREST, IL 60452

ANGELA BARRETT
6408 W 89TH PL
OAKLAWN, IL 60453

BRIAN CAREY
10325 LACROSSE
OAK LAWN, IL 60453

ELLA CHAFEE
6339 W 89TH PL
OAK LAWN, IL 60453

JOHN GARSTKA
10432 S LARAMIE
OAK LAWN, IL 60453

TINA MARIE HAISMA
9401 55THAVE
OAK LAWN, IL 60453

THOMAS JACOBSON
7737 SUBURBAN LN
BRIDGEVIEW, IL 60455

GLENN ROSENBERG
7028 STANFORD DR
BRIDGEVIEW, IL 60455

TOM BARNARD
9015W92NDST
HICKORY HILLS, IL 60457

GAIL HOLLOWAY HRADEK
7600 SO MASON AVE
BURBANK, IL 60459

SCOTT SORN
8023 SO LAVERGNE
BURBANK, IL 60459

JENNIFER BREJCHA
506 BROOKWOOD DR
OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL 60461

MR & MRS MICHAEL BODDY
8826 BUTTERFIELD LN
ORLAND PARK, IL 60462

VINCENT CAPUTO JR
10521 EAGLE RIDGE DR
ORLAND PARK, IL 60462

ROBERT DeMARCO
14066 84TH ST
ORLAND PARK, IL 60462

LAURA MURPHY
14655 WESTWOOD AVE
ORLAND PARK, IL 60462

JONAS KELIUOTIS
7904 OAK KNOLL LN
PALOS HEIGHTS, IL 60463

GEORGE LEE
6736 W NAVAJO DR
PALOS HEIGHTS, IL 60463

ROBERT RICE
13 CEDAR CREEK CT
PALOS HEIGHTS, IL 60463

JONLYNNWANER
6624 MENOMINEE PKWY
PALOS HEIGHTS, IL 60463

JEFFREY MILLER
12711 S084THAVE
PALOS PARK, IL 60464

LEE YONKERS
460 TALALA
PARK FOREST, IL 60466

ROBERTMDUNN
22146 HAWTHORNE WAY
RICHTON PARK, IL 60471

CHARLES ELLIOTT
6810-183 ST
TINLEY PARK, IL 60477

SCOTT LITTLE
3760 HIGHLAND PL
COUNTRY CLUB HILLS, IL 60477

JUDY WILLIAMS
174TH BRENNAN HGWY
TINLEY PARK, IL 60477

JOSEPHDUMAS
1 16 N UNION
AURORA, IL 60505

PETER STREIT
56 WINTHROP NEW RD
AURORA, JL 60506

JERRYMORGAN
352 67TH ST
CLARENDON HILLS, IL 60514

HUA MEI WEI
6340 AMERICANA DR
WILLOWBROOK, IL 60514

FRANCES FRUH
9S 169CUMNORRD
DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

MATTHEW GARRITY
7624 ROHRER DR
DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

BRENDA HEATON
4248 LINDLEY ST
DOWNERS GROVE, E. 60515

RUSSELL PALESE
3942 ELM ST
DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515

MARGUERITE CHAFEE
502 REDONDO DR APT 1 1

1

DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60516

DALE PROCHASKA
2667 SUMAC
WOOD RIDGE, IL 60517

PAUL UTOW
RR#2
EARLVILLE, E.60518

THEO CADE
920 OAKWOOD TERR
HINSDALE, IL 60521

ALICEJORDAN
425 S ELM ST
HINSDALE, IL 60521

GEORGE F JUNGELS
2 YORKSHIRE WOODS
OAKBROOK,E. 60521

TIMOTHYNEEDHAM
8337 S PARK
BURR RIDGE, IL 60521

MR & MRS CHARLES STENBERG
10 SO 360 E HAMPSHIRE
HINSDALE, IL 60521

JEFFREY POHL
230BLACKSTONEAVE
La GRANGE, IL 60525

RICHARD FELTES
6764 TAOS CT
LISLE, IL 60532

WILLIAM HAFER
1256 SANDPIPER LN
NAPERVILLE, IL 60540

LINDA MAMOUN
911 KROLLDR
NAPERVILLE, IL 60540

TYRA TUNEUUS
3 N CHERRY TREE
NORTH AURORA, IL 60542

KAREN FITZPATRICK KRIZ
205 WILSON PL APT B
OSWEGO, E. 60543

JOHN KOYS
227 SHENSTONE
RIVERSIDE, IL 60546

EUGENE E PLANTE
1208 CARDINAL LN
SANDWICH, IL 60548

MR & MRS DAVID POTTER
723 CEDAR
SANDWICH, IL 60548

JEFF KINNEY
4052 FOREST AVE
WESTERN SPRINGS, IL 60558

FRANCIS MESINA
7510COMSTOCKLN
DAREN, IL 60559

PATRICKMAHER
1617 WESTMINSTER DR #103

NAPERVILLE, IL 60563

MAUREEN CLARK GREENE
2301 PROVIDENCE CT
NAPERVILLE, IL 60565

PHILLIPJARAS
191 MONTROSE CT
NAPERVILLE, IL 60565

THOMAS WAGNER
400 E RANDOLPH #2511

CHICAGO, IL 60601

JERRILYNVODA
1008W20THPL
CHICAGO, IL 60608

LEO CLAY
1030 NO STATE APT 50K
CHICAGO, IL 60610

DOUGLAS KARLEN
1355 NO SANDBURG #2108

CHICAGO, IL 60610

JAMES PANEBIANCO
300 NO STATE ST APT 3035

CHICAGO, IL 60610

JANET LITTLE
505 N LAKE SHORE DR #513
CHICAGO. IL 60611

KAYLA MORGAN
260 E CHESTNUT ST #1214
CHICAGO. IL 60611

CAROLE HERBSTER
3600 NO LAKE SHORE DR #1915
CHICAGO, IL 60613
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CHARLES VARLEY
1656 BYRON #1FL
CHICAGO. IL 60613

BRUCE MOORE
2634 NO MILDRED
CHICAGO. IL6f)614

GLEN R PEREZ
2020 N LINCOLN PARK W NO 8E
CHICAGO, IL 60614

SINCHIEZEAMATOKWV
1 350 E 47TH PL 2A
CHICAGO. IL 60615

BENJAMIN DAVIDSON
51 IDS KENWOOD AVE # 101

CHICAGO. IL 60615

JUANITA HALL PH D
I640E50THST APT 7-B

CHICAGO. IL 60615

ROSALYN McINTOSH
II59E52NDST
CHICAGO, IL 60615

WILBUR MILHOUSE
5 1 35 S KENWOOD DR #401

CHICAGO. IL 60615

SHANE TENG
5457 S HYDE PARK BLVD
CHICAGO. IL 60615

CATTYANN CAMPBELL
10028 S PAXTON
CHICAGO. IL 60617

MARILYN JACKSON
8759 S CREGIER
CHICAGO. IL 60617

CHRISTINE STEYER
3855 N SPAULDING
CHICAGO. IL 60618

MARTIN PICKETT
8427 SO STATE ST
CHICAGO. IL 60619

KIMBERLY BROWN
7935 S EMERALD
CHICAGO, IL 60620

YOIANDA ST CLAIR
9405 S BISHOP
CHICAGO. IL 60620

lARRY KERKHOFF
1622 NORTH WOOD
CHICAGO, IL 60622

CHARLES SLAVICK
1 7.S4 NO HONORE ST
CHICAGO, IL 60622

PAM ROTMAN
5235 N SPAULDING
CHICAGO, IL 60625

STEVEN HASTALIS
1655 W HARWELL AVE # ;B
CHICAGO. IL 60626

JOHNKONYA
718 W 144THST
RIVERDALE. IL 60627

REGINA MOSLEY
ia)59W INDIANA
CHICAGO. IL 60628

BRIAN HYNES
6438 S KEDVALE ST
CHICAGO, IL 60629

ROBERT TUREK
5526C WEST WINDSOR
CHICAGO, 0.60629

CAMILE MLYNARCZK
13123 BUFFALO AVE
CHICAGO, n, 60633

RAYMOND CORR
3836 NO PANAMA AVE
CHICAGO, IL 60634

GERALYN MOSTACCIO
2900 NO 73RD AVE
ELMWOOD PARK, IL 60635

GARY FORSYTHE
DPT OF CLASSICS U OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO. IL 60637

MARIA GOTFRYD
4811 SLATROBE
CHICAGO. IL 60638

C ROBERT WALLINGFORD
2338 N McVICKER
CHICAGO. IL 60639

MARY RALEIGH
9804 SO HOMAN
EVERGREEN PARK, IL 60642

JESSICA SUNQUIST
9656 S FRANCISCO
EVERGREEN PARK, IL 60642

CATHY SALEMI CONDON
10441 SO PROSPECT
CHICAGO, n. 60643

CHARLES HARRIS
1062B SO LONGWOOD DR
CHICAGO. IL 60643

JOHN HILL
2206 W 117THPL
CHICAGO. IL 60643

KAREN HARDY
2521 WCOYLEAVE
CHICAGO. IL 60645

HYUN WOO LEE
4241 W DEVON AVE
CHICAGO. IL 60646

JOSEPHMun
6317 N CICERO AVE
CHICAGO. IL 60646

DOROTHY RIMM
5851 NOELSTON
CHICAGO, IL 60646

NAN O'CONNOR
7800 NORDICA AVE APT IH
NILES. IL 60648

JOHN KOWALSKI JR
4614W79THPL
CHICAGO. IL 60652

ROBERT E TROTTER
6() E 36TH PL APT VH
CHICAGO. IL 60653

MARTIN HAYES
10324 SO TALMAN AVE
CHICAGO, n, 60655

FRANKABBATE
5230 NO OKETO
CHICAGO, 0, 60656

KATHLEEN MelNSES
7707 WEST BERWYN
CHICAGO, n. 60656

JOHN TONIOLO
4924 N LEONARD
NORRIEKiE. IL 60656

CHARLES UNSTER
500 W BELMONT APT 5C
CHICAGO. IL 60657

WILLIAM \MLKIN
I2420SO44THST
ALSIP. tt. 60658

DORIS GROTH
I784EDUA.N'EST
KANKAKEE. IL 60901

JUDITH KRECEK
11 16 SO LINCOLN AVE
KANKAKEE. 0, 60901

KIM MANCl SO
1434 N BUSH AVE
KANKAKEE. IL 60901

BARRY B.ARON
485 DEERPASS RD
BOURBONNAIS, tL 60914

BILL ISAACS
P O BOX 332

BOURBONNAIS, 0, 60914

CYNTHIA McCORKLE
RR #1 BOX 303

BOURBONNAIS, 0. 60914

CAROL KOTTENDORF
435 MARIAN AVE
BRADLEY. IL 609 1

5

MICHAEL MROZOVilCS
435 SO CENTER ST
BRADLEY IL 60915

LARRY KAUFMANS
RR «1 BOX 83

CISSNA PARK, 0.60924

DONALD ERYIN
308 E WASHINGTON ST
HOOPESTXIN, 0. 60942

ROBERTDOVER
1727 E 500 NRD
PAXTON. 0. 60957

DONALD L PETERS
lOlO PARK TERR
PAXTON. 0. 60957

RICHARD SYGULLA
425 E IROQUOIS ST PC BOX 42*

SHELDON. 0. 60966

^ILUAM TEMPLETOS
P O BOX 205

WATSEKA. 0. 60970

ERIC BRUS1CK
523 N DIXON AVE
DIXON. 0.61021

JAMES PEACE
2101 MIDDLEBLHY RD
FKEEPORT. 0.61032

PAMELA ANDERSON
1425 BOLKINWOOD DR
FREEPORT. 0.. 61032

KEFTH SCOTT
834 N 8TH ST
ROCHELLE. 0. 61068

TIMOTHY MANGAN
1906 E 6TH ST
STERLING. 0.61081

MARY LOU VAN BARRIGER
4818 ORCHARD LN
ROCKFORD. O.6II0I

DAMD BRO^S
204 IRVING AVE
ROCKPORD. 0.61 103

LANCE LOUGHRT
1511 ICRLTIALST
ROCKPORD. 0. 61 107

MATTHEW LER\OR
5845 ME.\DOWS EDGE CLOSE
LOVES PARK. 0. 61 1 1

1

DOREEN BOGUS
470- CARDAMON LN
ROCKFORD. 0.61 1 14

MARILYN COYNER
4;lO-:^ ANT
ROCK ISLAND. 0. 6I20I

\TnANV.AHUNG
PO BOX 61."16

ROCK ISL\NT). 0. 61204

MATTHEW HART
2116 LINCOLN"*OOD DR
E.AST MOLINE. O. 61244

ROBERT KEAG
PO BOX 401

ERIE. 0.61250

DONALD ANDERSON
2206 35TH ST CT
MOLINtD.61265
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ALEXANDER HARRIS
901 46TH ST
MOLINE.IL 61265

JANE McCLEAN
929 36TH ST
MOLINE.IL 61265

LLOYD ACKLAND
I41I FISKRD
COMPTON.il 61318

RICHARD BIANCHI
303 W 2ND ST
OGLESBY.IL 61348

BETHANY HENDRICKS
1417 N PRAIRIE ST
GALESBURG.IL 61401

KATHLEEN CODE ROWE
137 NO PEORIA ST
BRADFORD. IL 61421

EILEEN SMITH
RR #1

BRADFORD, IL 61421

PATRICIA JACOBSON
300 SO PARK ST
KEWANEE.IL 61443

ELDON L COX
RR#1
LOMAX. 0-61454

MARK CURL
1 106 MADELYN AVE APT 5

MACOMB. IL 61455

DANIEL REEM
RR#1
ONEIDA. IL 61467

HARVEY FRITCH
RR#1 BOX22D
VIOLA. IL 61486

JOYCE BAIRD
RR#1
WILLIAMSFIELD. IL 61489

KURT WHITE
RR#1 BOX 54

WYOMING, IL 61491

CASSIE DERRY
145 W LOCUST ST
CANTON. IL 61520

THOMAS PETTIT
708 NO MAIN
CANTON, IL 61520

TIMOTHYDOWNARD
214 N KNOX AVE
ELMWOOD. 1L61529

DENISE DETTMAN
23 HYDE PARK DR
MORTON. IL 61550

DOUGLAS SHULL
201 NO KANSAS ST
MORTON. 1L61550

CHARLES DUTTON
1600 HENRIETTA
PEKIN.IL 61554

REBECCA MATHENY
104 S 13THST
PEKIN.IL 61554

KRISTA TENNYSON
307 HE-LDALE
WASHINGTON.il. 61571

RALPH GAUWITZ
1211 WNOWLANDST
PEORIA, IL 61604

DOROTHY HUISINGA
1923 W LAURA
PEORIA, IL 61604

MICHAEL WINSHIP
1534 W GREAT OAK RD
PEORL^,IL 61604

KEITH BARNHART
5721 SUTLIFFRD
PEORIA, IL 61607

AUCE SCHMIDT
3908 CHALMERS
BARTONVILLE. IL 61607

LEONARD CROOKS
BRADLEY UN BLACK STDY DPT
PEORIA, IL 61608

BRUCE WIEMER
120FLEURDEL1SDR
EAST PEORIA, IL 61611

RUTH ROGERS
5122LONGVIEWPL
PEORIA HEIGHTS, IL 61614

JUSTIN WHALER
207 E MORNINGSIDE DR
PEORIA. IL 61614

GEORGE BOYLE
808 E WASHINGTON ST #7

BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701

JOHN COX
108 KREITZER
BLOOMINGTON. IL 61701

DENNIS HOHLBAUGH
13 BROOKSHIRE GREEN
BLOOMINGTON. IL 61701

ROBIN PRILTS
#5 ALEX CT
BLOOMINGTON. IL 61701

TERRI CUNNINGHAM
615 W ADAMS ST
CLINTON. IL 61727

JERRYWLEMMEL
All S CENTER ST
CLINTON. IL 61727

TOM KINSELLA
RR#1 BOX 82

COOKSVILLE.IL 61730

BOB ARNOLD
109 SO MALVERN DR
NORMAL. IL 61761

GREGORY BALLS
11 12 PINE RIDGE CT
NORMAL. IL 61761

RONALD MAUK
2 10 EDWARDS DR
NORMAL. IL, 61761

MR & MRS GLEN BELLOWS
2 10 FOSTER DR
NORMAL, IL 61761

PHILLIP BRITTON
108 REBECCA LN
NORMAL, IL 61761

STEPHEN JENSEN
805 ETHELL PKWY
NORMAL, IL 61761

RONALD WEEKS
208 CONCORD
NORMAL, IL 61761

ANNASHENFELDER
1902 E MICHIGAN
URBANA,IL 61801

MONICA AYIEKO
1505 S BROADWAY #6

URBANA,E- 61801

AMYBOEHMER
2 low IOWA
URBANA,IL 61801

SUSAN BUTTS
2302 S VINE ST
URBANA,E- 61801

PHYLLIS CLINE
104 WILLARD ST
URBANA.IL 61801

BARBARA COTTER
601 W PENNSYLVANIA AVE
URBANA,IL 61801

ELIZABETH COX
1103GERALDINEAVE
URBANA,IL 61801

MEUSSA FERDMAN
310WHIGHST
URBANA,IL 61801

BETH FINKE
604 W CALIFORNIA ST
URBANA,IL 61801

JANIE FRYE
102 GH BAKER DR
URBANA, IL61801

BRAD & SHARON HEDRICK
2808 SUSAN STONE DR
URBANA, IL 6 1801

DONHEITLER
300 SO GOODWIN AVE #108

URBANA, IL 61801

AKHTAR KHAN
300 S GOODWIN #110

URBANA, E. 61801

CHWENLEE
1 107 W GREEN #224

URBANA, IL 61801

JAMES MARTIN
1 502 E FLORIDA #320
URBANA, IL 61801

MARLENE MARTINDALE
805 W DELAWARE
URBANA. IL 61801

PAUL McCORD
104ESHERW1N
URBANA, IL 61801

JANEMELI

N

1201 NOBUSEYST
URBANA. IL 61801

WILLIAMA OLSON
902 S LINCOLN AVE #202

URBANA. IL 61801

HOWARD PEVERLY
1912 EAST ST
URBANA. 0-6 1801

LESTER PRITCHARD
601 E PENNSYLVANL\ AVE
URBANA. 0-6 1801

STACIE ROBERTSON
1205a HARDING AVE
URBANA. IL 61801

SUE JOHNSON SMITH
2418 E WASHINGTON
URBANA. IL 61801

RICHARD SQUIRE
805 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA, 0,61801

CHARLES STRATTON
402 E MICHIGAN AVE APT 2

URBANA. 0,61801

DEBRA TATE
2506 SO ANDERSON ST
URBANA, 0-61801

JOAN MARIE THOMAS
503 W GREEN #1

URBANA, 0-61801

DONALD THOMPSON
P O BOX 3065

URBANA. 0,61801

ROBERT UNDERWOOD JR
810-C SUNSET DR
URBANA. 0,61801

MARION WALTON
308 SPRING CIRCLE
URBANA. 0.61801

GERARD BROEKER
1002 E. KERR AVE APT 106

URBANA. IL 61801
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LANA WEGENG
18f)0.S CARLE AVE
URBANA.IL 61801

VERLE WESSEL
902 SHURTS DR
URBANA.IL 61801

MRS LELANI) WISE
2004 BURLISON DR
URBANA.IL 61801

LAUREL ANSTEAD
1207 NEWBURY RD
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61820

JAMES BRIGGS
203 HESSEL BLVD
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61820

JUDITH KDOWELL
9 IMPERIAL CT
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

JOHN DUFFY
506 W HEALEY ST #4

CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

MR <S MRS M. GARRETT
1016 HOLIDAY DR
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

BYRON GRANT
800 W CHURCH ST APT #1

CHAMPAIGN. IL 61820

BETH KAWSKI
2802 LAWNDALE DR
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

CHRISTINE KOVACS
71 S SOUTHWEST
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61820

KATHLEEN MADAYAG
201 E JOHN ST
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61820

MICHAEL NOVAK
201 E CLARK ST
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61820

ROANE SIMKIN
708 W MAPLE
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

WILLIAM TAKAHASHI
302 S SECOND #706

CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820

MARSHA WISE
1817GREENDALEDR
CHAMPAIGN, IL, 61820

DANIAL SCHNEIDER
1104W CHURCH .ST

CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

J E TICHENOR
IM)2 IMWSON DR
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61820

BARBARA BAUER
261 2- IC W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61821

RICHARD BOPP
1011 GALEN DR
CHAMPAIGN. IL 6 1821

EDWARD CHAMBERS
PO BOX 371

1

CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

GABRIELE COOPER
1 209 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN. IL61821

DEBRA COPEIJS.ND
4809 W WINDSOR #A25
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

MARK FINN
1 103 SCOTTSDALE DR
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

JAMES HANNER
4010 W WINDSOR RD
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

PETER GARCEAU
3204 TIMBERLINE DR
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61821

WILLIAM GOODMAN
2602 HERITAGE DR
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

TOM & LOUISE JONES
1205 THEODORE DR
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

DA/V KOTTER
2014 WINCHESTER
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61821

GARY MICHAEL
806WKIRBYAVE
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

HOLLY MIRELL
1924 BARBERRY CIRCLE
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

JERRY MONTGOMERY
2508 ALTON DR
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

LYNN MULLEN
2604 HERITAGE
CHAMPAIGN. IL 6 1 82

1

RALPH PAT7.KE
2210 CARLISLE DR
CHAMPAIGN. IL 6 1821

JAMES TASIC
2408 JORDAN DR
CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

JACKWHITMAN
3008 SO FIRST .ST

CHAMPAIGN. IL 61821

ANTHONY AUGUSTINE
1216 SHERIDAN APT 4

DANVILLE. IL 61832

CHARLES DAHNCKE
27007 SHAKE RAG RD
DANVILLE, IL 61834

ROBERT HARSHBARGER
23 LOGAN TERR
DANVILLE. IL 61832

THEODORE HERAZY //

51TH0RNHILL
DA.NVILLE.il 61832

MARK JENKINS
15WESTWOODPL
DANVILLE. 0,61832

SUSAN MIIJ.ER
1221 EMALN
DANVILLE. 0,61832

RAYPRIBBLE
P O BOX 923

DANVn,LE. 0,61832

MARTHA REDIEHS
1425 WOODRIDGE DR
DANVILLE, 0,61832

JUDIE VANDTVER
I5SCRAWTORDST
DANA'ILLE. 0,61832

MARYmLUAMS
RT #2 BOX 32

FARMER CITY. 0.61842

MICHAEL BUSBOOM
P O BOX 358

GIFFORD. 0.61847

PETER HATCH
1405WOODFIELDDR
MAHOMET. 0,61853

ROGER STRODE
P O BOX 440

MAHOMET. 0,61853

KAREN ELLIOTT
412NEIPSWOK
RANTOLT-.O. 61866

CHRISn HAWORTH
PO BOX 312

RIDGE FARM. 0,61870

COREY S PULUN
206 SO STATE ST
RIDGE FARM. 0,61870

PAM HARPER
11 73 COUNTY RD 2400 E
ST JOSEPH, 0,61873

CARL LEmS
400 CURTIS RD #2-102

SAVOY. 0,61874

MARTIN MORSE
407 ASTER DR
SAVOY. 0.61 8'4

JACQUEUNE BIRKEY
48 THE OAKS
TOLONO, 0,61880

DEBRA BUSS
BOX 129

TOLONO, 0,61880

WILLIAM NORTON
304N0 2.VDST BOX 903

TOLONO. 0,61880

THOMAS SWEENEY
409 PA-VfELA DR RK #1

TOLONO. 0,61880

FREDERICK BUMFU5
360W WASHLSGTON
ARCOLA. 0,61910

ROBERT MOOMAW
1 16 SO PLNE ST
ARCOLA. 0.61910

tEVINBKAm
1008ST1NSON
MATTOON.IL61938

JOHN CHRIS DAMD
3 1 1 OXLNOIS A\'E

MATTOON. 0,61938

JUUE NELSON
206 S 34TH ST
SfATTOON. 0.6I93«

JEFF STRONG
1013S23RD
M.ATTOON. 0.61938

ERICRLA^-SON
5 10 PRAIRIE ST
PARIS. 0.61944

JAMES WAJtD
8 PARKWAY DR
SLXLPV AN. 0. 61951

TAMAJCA ST1CKEL
202 E PEMBROKE
TUSCOL\. 0. 61953

JE\NETTE McCORMtCK
.U«5 E BROADWAY
ALTON, n. 62002

FR.K\K WARGO
41SSOM.AINST
BENLD. 0. 62009

ROBERT WATSON
P O BOX •103

BRIGHTON. 0.6»1

2

KONALD SLEMEK
19 ERNST DR
GLEN CARBON. 0. 620.W

JOHN CfORRELt
6H FLEMING PL
GRANITE cm-. Q. 620¥>

JOHN McQULLAS
p o BOX : 1 s

WHrTEH\LL. 0.6200:

mUJAU ANDREWS
515C^RL'^"LE ANt
BELLEVOXt 0-62221

BRIAN GlESSiyC
1201 HAMPTON COURT
BELLEVOXE. 0. 62223
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LOIS BENNIN
1508 HYLAND RD APT C
CHESTER, IL 62233

KENNETH NOLL
323 BILL LOU DR
COLLINSVILLE, IL 62234

MARKCROSLEY
407 NO METTER
COLUMBIA, IL 62236

LAUREL KNAUST
RR#1 BOX 211

COLUMBIA, IL 62236

DAVID FORD
1304PAPINDR
HIGHLAND, IL 62249

SHEILA SCHUEPBACH
1601 SPRUCE
HIGHLAND, IL 62249

MATTHEWDUNCAN
lOOLAKEWOODDR
MILLSTADT, IL 62260

GREGORY PITCHFORD
II06LELADR
NEW ATHENS. IL 62264

CHRISTOPHER MYRON
302 E WESLEY DR
O'FALLON, IL 62269

RONALD STEIN
301 AGNES DR
O'FALLON, IL 62269

MAXAUBUCHON
BOX 183

PRAIRIE du ROCHER, IL 62277

MATTHEW QUINN
RTE 1 BOX 238

RED BUD, IL 62278

JAMES SCHUMACHER
6501 CEMETERY RD
TRENTON, IL 62293

CONNIE J MASON
3910 PINE TREE RD
QUINCYIL 62301

HUGH SOEBBING
2415 TURNER RD
QUINCYIL 62301

RICHARD PILKINGTON
1420 KEOKUK ST
HAMILTON, IL 62341

SISTER AUGUSTINE RAEL
ST MARY'S PRIORY
NAUVOO, IL 62354

JAMES SHEPPARD
RR#1 BOX 288

PITTSFIELD, IL 62363

WILLIAM OSBORN
PO BOX 446 670 LOCUST
NEOGA, IL 62447

JERRY McDowell
RR#6
OLNEY, E. 62450

SHEILA RITTER
400 N LINCOLN ST
OLNEY, IL 62450

TOM WEBER
1773 BAIRD
OLNEY, IL 62450

CHARLES SUMNER JR
2252 LAKEHILL DR
VANDALL\,IL 62471

SHAWN KRAUSE
RR#1 BOX 13

BEASON,IL 62512

BETTY COBLE
1244ECANTRELL
DECATUR, IL 62521

LULA FLAUGHER
25 FOREST KNOLLS
DECATUR, tt. 62521

DANIEL NELUS
1541 NO CHURCH
DECATUR, IL 62522

MARGARETMENNEL
225 W OAK
DECATUR, IL 62526

WILLIS PHILLIPS
4018 N WARREN
DECATUR, IL 62526

JAMES STEPHENS
635 W HICKORY POINT RD
DECATUR, IL 62526

DOUG & NORMA VAN SELOW
2181 BARDINGAVE
DECATUR, IL 62526

JOHNMALBERTS
1001 W FRANKLIN ST
TA'^ORVILLE, IL 62568

STEVEN CARLS
RR#1
ARENZV1LLE,IL 62611

RODNEY BARTH
1028WVANBURENST
AUBURN, IL 62615

SUE SPICER
1043BNWESTST
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62640

ANDREWKAUFMANN
800 W DOUGLAS
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650

JEFFREY QUIGG
RR#2
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650

DON BEHLE
16 ILLINI DR
LINCOLN, IL 62656

RONALD YOUNG
265 MAYFAIR DR
LINCOLN. IL 62656

BARBARA DALY KENT
R#l BOX 71

PLAINVIEW, IL 62676

FRANK BORTH III

RR 1 BOX R63
VIRDEN, IL 62690

SUEALDAG
2921 SUTHERLAND RD
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702

MERLYN EARNEST
1 1 MELODY LN
SPRINGRELD, IL 62702

DOUGLAS LEE
1 1 SYCAMORE ROW
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702

BRUCE W OLSON
1405 NO GRANT WEST #12

SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702

GEORGE VEENSTRA
2612 DELAWARE ST
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702

ASHISH PAL CHOUDRY
2300 HUNTINGTON
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703

JACK GENSKOW
19I6CLAREMONTST
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703

JANIS BROWN GRONER
32 GLEN AIRE DR
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703

BRICE HUDDLESTON
2249 SO lOTH ST
SPRINGHELD, IL 62703

JOHN C JOHNSON
20I2SO4TH
SPRINGFIELD. E. 62703

RONJUDKINS
35 10 ST FRANCIS DR
SPRINGFIELD. IL 62703

JAMES SOLENBERGER
1324 E CAPITOL ST
SPRINGFIELD. IL 62703

BARBARA BEAM
3217 B CLARENDON DR
SPRINGFIELD. IL 62704

DEBORAH GERSTENBERGER
405 WILLIAMS ST APT 113

SPRINGFIELD. IL 62704

GLORIA GIBBONS
2107 SO STATE ST
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704

ROBERT GLEASON
1729SOGLENWOOD
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704

CAROL GORTAT
2328 NOBLE
SPRINGHELD, IL 62704

ANNETTE HENSON
2908 CLIFTON DR
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704

DARLENE & LOWELL HILL
1 523 SO COLLEGE ST
SPRINGHELD, IL 62704

SUZANNE JENNINGS
632 SO WALNUT #1

SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704

JEANMcCAY
117 SO GRAND AVE WEST #1E
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704

SAUL MORSE
1701 ILLINI RD
SPRINGHELD, IL 62704

RICHARD RUSH
BOX 232 DICKINSON RD
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704

GERALD SPINNER
2129 BARBERRY
SPRINGFIELD. IL 62704

NANCY SPINNER
2129 BARBERRY
SPRINGHELD, IL 62704

JACK L SPRING
800 SO DURBIN DR APT 450

SPRINGHELD, IL 62704

CARL & SUSAN SUTER
2405 COUNTRY CLUB DR
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704

MARKCONARD
2884 J DAVID JONES
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62707

MATTHEW MAURER
5 127 W WASHINGTON ST RD
SPRINGHELD, IL 62707

GARYANDERSON
16 RANDOLPH DR BOX 26
CENTRALIA,IL 62801

JOSEPH P LAVITE
323 NO BENNETT AVE
CENTRALIA,IL 62801

MICHELLE WESSELMANN
RR#1
HO'VXETON, IL 62803

JEFFREY BUNTING
RR #3 BOX 72

ALBION. IL 62806

JAMES CONLEY
301 SO WALNUT ST
CARMI.IL 62821

ROBERTDRONE
RR#4
CARMI.IL 62821
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JOHN C ROBISON JR
308 W CENTER ST
FAIRFIELD, IL 62837

LLOYD WEBER
909 S FIRST ST
FAIRFIELD, IL 62837

VALERY CLARK
2 LINVIEW
MT VERNON. IL 62864

C. KELLER REDMOND
400 E JACKSON ST
DE SOTO, IL 62924

FRANK CONCl
PO BOX 216

ELIZABETHTOWN, IL 62931

ROSE MARIE BENECKE
2122 WILD HORSE CREEK RD
GLENCOE, IL 63038

KENNETH KROLL
mi WILD HORSE CREEK RD
GLENCOE, IL 63038

THEODORE KRAMME
RR#4
SULLIVAN.MO 63080

WILLIAM GOUTY
120 JEFFERSON AVE
VALLEY PARK.MO 63088

CHARLES R MILLNER
2610 JONATHAN
ST LOUIS, MO 63125

ROBERT HALE
4841 LANGTREE DR
ST LOUIS, MO 63128

BRYAN HALL
4705 MORESTEAD
ST LOUIS, MO 63128

VIRGIL L MALMBERG MD
3009 N BALLAS RD SUITE 1 10

ST LOUIS. MO 63131

ROBERT L HUSKEY
326 PEBBLE ACRES DR
ST LOUIS, MO 63141

ANDREW HYATT
227CHAMONIXCT
.ST LOUIS, MO 63 141

DIANA HUMPHREY
I210HYANN1S
ST LOUIS, MO 63146

MR & MRS DEAN NOSKER
11591 PATTY ANN DR
ST LOUIS, MO 63 1 46

CHARLES WHITMAN
RR #2 4 LEJER LN
SAINT PETERS, MO 63376

HAROU) DEAN KUEHLE
1725 GEORGIA ST
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701

CHERYL SUMMERS GROSSER
6009 ELM ST
RAYTOWN, MO 64133

CAROLE SURGI
BOX 178 RR#1
WEBB CITY, MO 64870

MICHAEL FINKELSTEIN
120DOEHLADR
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65101

ANNE G EDWARDS
1801 ROSEDR
COLUMBIA, MO 65202

CHARLES GRAHAM
102 GREEN MEADOWS
COLUMBIA, MO 65203

DANIEL SULLIVAN
1 320 E WALNUT
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65800

PADAMA KOTAMRAJU
2443 SO CLAY
SPRINGFIELD. MO 65807

CANDACE TROGOLO
2715 WCAMINO ALTO
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65807

LINDA WILSON
COVENTRY MANOR BLDGJJ#102
LAWRENCE, KS 66044

GENE DREYER
4601 W 83RD ST
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66208

MARGARETALLISON
1001 W MAIN ST
CHERRYVALE, KS 67335

DWIGHT JOHNSON
no N 93RD ST
OMAHA, NB 68 114

BARBARA BRUNCKHORST
605 E BLUFF
NORFOLK, NE 68701

FRANCES LUTHER
8803 OAK HAVEN DR
N LITTLE ROCK, AR 72 116

PATRICIA K RITTENHOUSE
11814 ST CHARLES BLVD
LITTLE ROCK. AR 72212

JOHN HOLLIMAN MD
6409 NO HILLCREST
OKLAHOMA CITY. OK 731 16

SAMUEL HANKINS
1516NW47TH
OKLAHOMA CITY. OK 73125

PHIIJJP BURCH
3021 CEMETERY HILL RD
CARROLLTON. TX 75007

JEFFREY E CHRISTIANSEN
1 0000 WALNUT ST APT 1052

DALLAS. TX 75243

MARY PAT 4 ERNIE HODGE
3655 SNOW CREEK DR
ALEDO. TX 76008

FRAiNK VECERA
2708 MARQUIS CIRCLEW
ARLINGTON. TX 76016

PATRICKADELL
1 12 COLONIAL PARKWAY
BURLESON, TX 76208

STEVEN GERDES
1111 HER.VIA.NN DR NO IE

HOUSTON, TX 77004

GLENN HEBERT
3201 DREXEL DR
HOUSTON, TX 77027

LYNDA KOOPMAN
7917KENDALIA
HOUSTON. TX 77036

BILL RICHARD
622 BAYVIEW
EL LAGO. TX 77586

DANNEUMAN
7030 SNOWFLAKE
SAN ANTONIO. TX 78238

5r£V£ BODNAR
408 NIMITZ ST
FREDERICKSBURG. TX 78624

HANK TORRES
1 RIDGEMEADOW WAY
ROUND ROCK. TX 78664

DONALD L FOX
7803 ELKHORN MT TRAIL
AUSTIN. TX 78733

BRIAN WEBER
9446 SPRING HOLLOW DR
AUSTIN, TX 78750

BARBARA FROCK
6609 JAMAICA CT
AUSTIN. TX 78757

MARILYN ROGERS
8309 BON\XING GREEN
AUSTIN. TX 78757

PAUL JENSEN
12315 INT)IAN MOUND
AUSTIN. TX 78758

MILES W O'LOUGHUN
2705 TECKLA BLVD
AMARILLO.TX 79106

JOSEPH ARCESE
8612 E KETTLE CIR
ENGLEWOOD. CO 801 12

TOMELKINS
6550 ALPINE DR
PARKER. CO 80134

SHERRIE RKMSEY
3600 S PIERCE ST BLDG 2 "lO?
DENVER. CO 80235

HANKATKINSON
50SO31STST
BOULDER. CO 80303

GERALD URICH
1146 2100 RD
AUSTIN. CO 81410

EAML <t JUDITH HUSTON
507 W CASTLE CT
GLENWOOD SPRINGS. CO 81601

LYNN DICKEY
387 ADKINS
SHERIDAN. WY82MI

BEATRICE KROESCHE
369 EAST BLT?TON A\E
SALT LAKE Cmr. UT 841 1

5

CUEFORD CRASE
6855 NO 17THPL
PHOENIX. AZ 85016

UNDA ECKHARDT
4208 NO 43RD ST
PHOENIX. AZ 85018

HARRY ROCHE
14409 NO 28THA\'E
PHOENTX. AZ 85023

KAYJACKSON
2345 E MAIN ST #107

MESA. AZ 8521

3

ALIANJANDERA
156I0NO56THPL
SCOTTSDALE. AZ 85254

ANDREW HARIED
19.X) E PEBBLE BEACH DR
TEMPE. .\Z 85282

RICHARD NOLAN
2022 E BENDLX DR
TEMPE. AZ 85283

RAYMOND HUNT
5511 W BELMONT A\E
GLENDALE. AZ 85301

MARILYN KIRSCH
1U23N lO.'RDANE
SLTh cm'. AZ 85351

BRUCE KLAVAN
I :fH">6 BLLE BON-NET DR
SUN cm WEST AZ 85375

MARY BR.AINARD
602 N ROOK AN^E

TICSON. AZ8.^7|I

MR A MRS fiENT KLOEmSG
7660 E ADAMS DR
TL'CSONAZ 85715

H ED»ARD REE\ES
1<M5 RAREST VIEW
PRESCOTT. AZ W>.V>1

RAYMOND PARKER JR
7223 VVHIPP1X>RW ILL LN NE
ALBUQIERQIE, N^M 87109
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REGISA USK
3104BRITTNE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87 1 1

1

RHONDA JARVIS
RT #9 BOX 54A
SANTA FE, NM 87505

DAVID BUSE
3508 NORTHPOINTE ST
LAS CRUCES, NM 88012

JOANADAMS
1921 EST LOUIS ST
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104

CATHLEEN FAULX
6870 FALLONA AVE
LAS VEGAS, NV 891 15

KYUDUNG HWANG
1730 S WESTERN BEAUTY
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006

GARY P OSWALT
4755 W 165TH ST
LAWNDALE, CA 90260

PARVIS PARHAMI
1167 CHESTNUT ST
MANHATTAN BEACH, CA 90266

MURRAY GUCK
2791 NREDONDOAVE
CAMARILLO, CA 90404

DANIAL SCHNEIDER
1333 CENTINELA AVE APT 6

SANTA MONICA, CA 90404

PENELOPE A MAIN
4712 HAYTER AVE
LAKEWOOD. CA90712

WALLACE FROST
2206 OCANA AVE
LONG BEACH, CA 90815

JEFFREY GALPIN, MD
6037 JOHN MUIR RD
HIDDEN HILLS, CA 91302

MICHAEL D POLLACK
10447 RUFfT^R ST
GRANADA HILLS, CA 91344

C ECKMAN NOGGLE
1926 COVENTRY CT
THOUSAND OAKS. CA 91360

PAULA INGERMAN TELLER
8549 WILLIS AVE
PANORAMA CITY. CA 91402

BARBARA HANLEY MEYER
15511 SHERMAN WAY #2

VAN NUYS.CA 91406

ROGER ROBINSON
1040 E CYPRESS AVE
BURBANK.CA 91501

MELVIN GREENE
9382ALTALOMADR
ALTALOMA,CA 91701

RICHARD MILLER
1858 WIND ROVER
EL CAJON, CA 92020

GLORIA CHIN LEE
2098 GOLDEN CIRCLE DR
ESCONDIDO, CA 92026

MARKADAMSON
260 NO MIDWAY APT D-7

ESCONDIDO, CA 92027

STACY ELLEDGE CHIANG
31 10 H VIA ALICANTE DR.

LA JOLLA, CA 92037

CONNIE SOUCY
2453 COWLEY WAY
SAN DIEGO. CA 921 10

JOHN O'NEILL
3794 BUDD ST
SAN DIEGO. CA 921 11

HARRIET NISSENBAUM
8482 HARWELL DR
SAN DIEGO. CA 921 19

CYNTHIA ALLEN
19798 MODOC RD
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308

JEAN HOWE GOULD
28344 ALESSANDRO
SUNNYMEAD, CA 92388

LEAH TAGG
2123 WEST AVE
FULLERTON, CA 92633

MRS ARDYTH RIECHERS
10592 ORANGEWOOD AVE
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92640

FRED W SPRINGE
9552 BRYNMAR DR
VILLA PARK, CA 92667

MICHAEL KRAMER
5752 ABRAHAM AVE
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683

MARK CURLEY
9613 REDWOOD BLVD
CALIFORNIA CITY, CA 93505

PAUL OGDEN
6316 NO NINTH ST
FRESNO, CA 93710

CHRISTOPHER FALCONE
1228WESCABAR
FRESNO. CA 937 1

1

JUDYRIEDER SQUIER
41 13 ALPINE RD
PORTOLA VALLEY, CA 94028

REX HINKLE JR
438 BRYANT AVE
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040

CURTIS LEASE
655 S FAIR OAKS AVE #P-216

SUNNYVALE, CA 94086

DANIEL COOLEY
306 2ND AVE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 941 18

MRS HELEN JONES
1030 GREENWOOD AVE
PALO ALTO, CA 94301

GARYERVIN
3285 ROUND HILL DR
HAYWARD, CA 94542

SHARON BONNEY
4780 SPINNAKER WAY
BYRON, CA 94549

THOMAS COMPTON
3057 HILLEGASS
BERKELEY, CA 94705

SUSAN SCHAPRIO
2921 FULTON ST
BERKELEY, CA 94705

DANIEL CHECKMAN
7597 KIRWIN LN
CUPERTINO, CA 95014

JOHN PRESTON
lOIOOTOREEAVE APT 22

CUPERTINO, CA 95014

CHI-WEN CHANG
19310 PORTOSCT
SARATOGA, CA 95070

JUDITH BENOIT
1512 MINNESOTA AVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95 125

NICKEY KEYES
300 CREEKSIDE DR APT 4

WILLITS, CA 95490

ROBERTARHELGER
44132 SO EL MACERO DR
EL MACERO,CA 95618

DEBORAH DILLON
LIGHTFOOT
1 1 1 E NINTH ST
LINCOLN. CA 95648

MARIANNE R CHUNG
1717MOTT-SMITHDR #507

HONOLULU. HI 96822

CRAIG CHAMPION
4960 SW GALEN
LAKE OSWEGO. OR 97035

SUSAN S INGERSON
7302 S E INSLEY
PORTLAND, OR 97206

BARBARA MENDIUS
627SE62NDAVE
PORTLAND. OR 97215

JANET KRAUSE
15420 16THSTNE.
SALEM. OR 97303

JACK CHASE
2310 NW HIGHLAND DR
CORVALLIS. OR 97330

WENDY MILLER
1486 E25TH AVE #A
EUGENE, OR 97403

ROLAND G SOORUS
P O BOX 7075

BROOKINGS, OR 97415

JOANNA CORNETTDUNN
1 160 CLEVELAND LOOP DR
ROSEBURG, OR 97470

DR C BENJAMIN GRAHAM
5116KENILWORTHPL NE
SEATTLE, WA 98105

KEIKO MARUKO NAMEKATA
19412 49TH PL NE
SEATTLE, WA 98155

AL LARSON
517 SIXTH ST
ANACORTES, WA 98221

JOHN DENOOYER
4807 FREMONT ST
BELLINGHAM, WA 98226

VICTOR MORNINGSTAR
2805 MONTWOOD LN
BREMERTON, WA 98312

JON O NESTOR
7034 2 12TH Apt 3606

TACOMA, WA 98465

FRANK GARRATT
8515 49THSTWEST
TACOMA. WA 98467

DAVID TERRY
3 734 38TH AVE
SPOKANE, WA 99203
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Lost Alumni

We know that this Hst is not complete. So if you know of anyone not receiving Sigma Signs, or if their name appears here or

anywhere in Sigma Signs misspelled, or if they are deceased, we would appreciate it if you would either have them contact us

with a current name and mailing address, or contact us yourself. With the upcoming 50th Anniversary, we are trying to locate

as many alumni as possible to make this event better than the IS"" Anniversary. Thank you in advance for your help.

Keith Ahone

Larry Andersopn

Gunnar Arlind

Bill Barnes

Tom Bernard

Elson Bettner

Les Blankenship

Ron Blomgren

Wayne Broeren

Tom Brown

Jeff Brown

Marty Bumham
Roger Carroll

Steve Chess

Kenneth Clark

John Courtright

Clarence Crooks

Pat Daley

Chris Davis

Dave Dixon

Chuck Donnell

Marl in Doty

Jerry Dyer

Clark Edwards

Chuck Blander

Brian Estes

Gibb Fink

Frank Fiorello

Jim Giamelta

John Garrell

Matt Gerritty

Joe Gerardi

Steve Grohs

Dale Hcinrich

Tom Hcin

Rob Holdcn

Terry Hurst

Paul Ingle

Al Jandera

Paul Jarboe

Tom Joyce

Bruce Karr

Leon Keller

Jim Kiser

Walter Kinney

Dan Kotter

Jerry Kortness

Hal Krause

Kim Kyung

Gordon Law
Pat Lavitt

Jim Lee

Tom Luttier

Mike Makeever

Ken Niarven

Kenny Matthias

Bob McGregor

Dave Mitchell

Jeff Montag

Don Morecraft

Jeff Munsell

Mike O'Mara

Al Oeschlegel

Ed Owens

Perry Persons

Jorgen Phillips

Randy Rimnac

Harold Reichers

Bill Richards

Jim Rose

John Ross

Don Schmidt

Jim Scihold

Jeff Shuck

Bill Simmons

Bill Smith

Ron Smoot

Tony Sokol

Wayne Spader

Jim Stephan

Harry Stewart

Ron Stein

Glenn Stone

Don Stone

Paul Stones

Dan Sullivan

Steve Vitto

Steve Von Nordheim

Jerry Voight

Ken Wagonr

Jerry Watson

Bill Whiteneck

Tom Williams

Bill Wilkin

Steve Wolf

Paul Wyness

Richard Zook

Paul Zucker

Debbie Archer

Jeni Axtell

Lynn Boyle

Dawn Bragg

Barb Bresner

Linda Cody

Patti Fulkerson

Gail Hradek

Ronda July

Rene Keres

Laura Ottoboni

Debbie Russell

Barb Stanck

BarbYoss

Duane Christiansen

Susannah Smith Brvant

Fernando Arais

Vlnce Parker

Janna Johnson

Cynthia Hardy

Kathenne Ferguson

Michael Noe

Patrick Vau^ui

Terrence Johnson

Michael Odie

Robert Anderson

David Raica

Terry Phillips

Albert Turner. Jr.

Maureen Karsten

Ann Byrne

William Galivan

Fneda Valentine

Jennifer Piazza

Jolie Rickman

Jennifer Kieta

Chery I Young\»erth

Joseph Kutil

Clinton Allen

Amy Ceisel

Adam Eynng

Ray Fitzpatnck

Laune Benz

Scott Duong

Lisa Tenhouse

Holly Femalld

Steven Attrill

John Duvall

Gerald Paric

James Chnstensen

Robert Wnght

»' ¥ i' i' ^' %'
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On the College campus with the most fraternities and sororities

in the country, how do you find one to suit your needs?

One run by and for students with disabilities?

You've found it!

Delta Sigma Omicrox
We're not your typical University ofIllinois fraternity !

Delta Sigma Omicron was established at the U of I in the late 1940's. It

has been a strong voice on campus for students with disabilities and their

needs ever since.

But today, D.S.O. provides much more than just a voice for issues and

concerns. Here are just a few things Delta Sigma Omicron can offer you:

S
g

Social Events including annual Halloween and Holiday parties

^ I Leadership opportunities

F)|r I
Help with classes and scheduling

Anyone is invited to join Delta Sigma Omicron. We have meetings the

first Monday of every month at Beckwith Hall at 201 E. John St. Champaign.

D.S.O. needs your participation to continue to prosper and be one of the

several outstanding registered organizations on campus.

For more information call: 333-7697

Delta

Sigma

Omicron
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Driving Ambition
By Martin Zabell Reprinted with Permission of The Beacon News

There is no question that Tony

Iniguez is a world-class athlete.

His fiery temperament in com-

petition proves it. So does his grueling

schedule of races. Certainly, some of

Iniguez's performances prove he is one of

the best at what he does.

On weekdays, Iniguez is East Aurora

High's cheerful and optimistic art teacher

and a laid-back husband. On weekends,

he is an aggressive and accomplished

wheelchair marathon racer.

Iniguez, 25, won the Pittsburgh and

Fox Cities marathons in 1994 and 1995.

He also was third in the Chicago Mara-

thon both years and was second in the 367-

mile ultra-marathon in Ala.ska in 1993. His

performances in shorter races also have

been good, including second-place in the

15,000 meters at the 1994 Mobil USA
Track and Field Championships.

He is .so good he might qualify for the

1,500 at the 1996 Olympics (the only

men's wheelchair race at the Games) and

for several events at the 1 996 Paralympics,

which are also being held in Atlanta.

Training partner James Lilly, a Program

Specialist for the Rehabilitation Institute

of Chicago's sports program and a success-

ful marathoner in himself, and it is amaz-

ing that Iniguez can perform at a world-

class level while he has a full-time job.

"He is the most competitive racer I've

ever seen," Lilly said. "Before we begin our

workouts, he'll talk about the next race. He
gets charged up by thinking about winning."

Polio Won't Stop Iniguez
Iniguez views himself as an athlete, just

like Carl Lewis views himself as an athlete.

He bristles when someone asks if his abil-

ity inspires him to compete. He said his love

of racing is what drives him.

"He's not out to prove he can do some-

thing with a disability," said his wife,

Kristcn, a University of Illinois graduate stu-

dent in exercise physiology.

Yet, Iniguez, who lives in Morris, is an

inspiration for anyone with a disability. An in-

spiration for dozens of Aurora youngsters who
watch him every day. An inspiration for any-

one who thinks there are too many obstacles

blocking their path to success.

Bom in Mexico City, Iniguez contracted po-

lio at the age of 2 after being inoculated against

it (the oral polio vaccine includes the live vi-

rus; one in every nine million people who are

vaccinated get the disease).

When Iniguez was 8, his family moved to

Aurora to be near relatives. As a youngster, he

often played soccer on crutches with his brother

Victor, now 26. Prior to his senior year at East

Aurora High School, he enrolled in a summer

camp for wheelchair athletes at the University

of Illinois' Urbana/Champaign Campus.

Morse said Iniguez's use of crutches and

his active life-style gave him "exceptional" up-

per body strength. Soon he was competing in

wheelchair basketball and track. Upon gradu-

ating high school, Iniguez enrolled at the Uni-

versity of Illinois as an art education major.

He graduated in 1993.

In college, Iniguez's quickness and aggres-

siveness made him a starter and top rebounder

on a team that won two national collegiate

wheelchair basketball titles. He also finished

24th in the 1992 Paralympics marathon in

Barcelona. Spain.

In wheelchair track, upper body strengths

is crucial. Iniguez has it. When you watch him

in the classroom with his long-sleeve shirt, he

appears to have the very slight build typical of

a marathoner. In fact, he is only 5 feet. 7 inches

tall and weighs just 130 pounds. When he is

racing in his short-sleeve shirt, he looks much
heavier. His arms are massive.

Iniguez lifts weights three times a week. He
also pushes his wheelchair on stationary roll-

ers in his home 15-20 miles per day like an

exercise cyclist when the weather is bad and

spends about an hour racing his wheelchair on

country roads in good weather. Lilly said

Iniquez is disciplined. When the two work out

together. Iniguez makes sure they're all busi-

ness. They must start and finish at the sched-

uled time.

Because of his conditiomng. Iniguez is

confident m races. Often umes. he chal-

lenges his competitors.

"He's very aggressive." said Morse.

who has been in a wheelchair since he

broke his back in a nKHorocIc accident

"Hell force the pace in a lot of races."

Imquezs conditioning has also made

him a force in races where sprinting is more

important— the 800 meters, the 1 .500; the

5.000 and the lO.OOOi

Wheelch-air Mar.\thoners
Stay Busy

Runners generally need a fe« moolhs

to recover from a marathon. Thus, they race

only two or three omes a year \M)eelchairs

actually help marathoners. Iniguez's best

time of I hour. 29 minutes is more than

half an hour better than the able-bodied

record.

Iniquez is also busier He already com-

pleted the March 3 Los .Angeles Marathon.

finishing 1 7th. In May. he will defend his

Pittsburgh title and compete in middle dis-

tance races in the US Paral>Tnpic Tnais

in San Diego.

Then he goes to Atlanta. On July J. he's

in the lO-kilometer Peachtree Classic The

Olympics are later that month. The

Paralympics. a competition that should not

be confused with the Special Olympics for

the developmentally disabled, are from

August 16-26

"In the Paralympics. there's only one

winner per event." Iniguez said.

Iniguez said the constant compeooon

helps him.

"If you tram all winter and all spnng.

you want to test the waters. " he said "You

get a feel for w hat woris and what doesn't"

InigiKZ also earns about S6.000 per yor
racing That's not ciHMigh for his wife to

accompany him to races His sponsort— i

Eagle Sports Chain and the RehabUitattom I

Institute of Chicago—help pay his costs

Because of his disability. Iniguez said

he has a responsibility to the commuiuty

.
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In 1993, he cofounded "Wheels For the

World" to promote wheelchair sports in

developing countries and went to Ecua-

dor to do so. He also goes out of his way

to help local wheelchair athletes.

"He's a very positive role model,"

Morse said. "I've been coaching here

since 1983. He's one of the most natu-

rally gifted teachers we've had here. He's

very patient and nurturing.

An Inspiration in Art Class
Iniguez demonstrates those quali-

ties at East Aurora. In the past two years,

he has taught dozens of high school stu-

dents there. They've learned art. More im-

portantly, they've learned about life.

"Just by my being here, the students real-

ize that a person with a disabihty can make a

living," Iniguez said.

On this day, class is about to end and about

20 students are cleaning their desks. Iniguez

is talking cheerfully to one student. Then, he

moves rapidly to the other side of class to

speak to a second student. After the bell rings,

two students stick around to seek advice on

their art.

Bob Miller, East Aurora's fine arts direc-

tor, said the students like Iniguez because he

demonstrates his concern for them every day.

They don't discuss his disability, he

said.

"If any kid has any interest in why

he is in a wheelchair, he tells them and

it's no longer an issue," Miller said.

Iniguez regards his own polio as a

non-issue. It's part of who he is. That

will never change. Life is great, as long

as he is pursuing his athletic dream and

helping others.

"You have to have a purpose in

life," he said. "If you find that purpose

and pursue it, that's the only way your

life will be complete."

€ Personal Medical Supply, Inc«

¥j^
151 East Decatur Street

Suites 101 &102
Decatur, IL 62521-2683

Hours: 9 -5 - Mon-Fri

After Hours & Saturday

By Appointment

vi

if
A Full Line of:

• Diabetic Supplies

• Industrial Safety Supplies

• Industrial Supports

• Mastectomy Supplies

• Ortho Supports

• Ostomy Supplies

• Sport Supports

• Urological Supplies

• Wound Care

The Personal Touch
• Professionally Trained Staff

• Ostomy Nurse on Staff

• Certified Mastectomy Fitters

• Certified Jobst Stocking Fitters

• Certified Brace Fitters

• Private Fitting Rooms
• FREE Billing Service for F^tients

• FREE Estimates to Industry

• FREE Delivery Within Decatur

422-1271

1 -800-445-1 672 (outside Decatur)

• 24-Hour Emergency Phone (217) 429-7769 •

• Medicare, Medicaid, Other Insurance

• Authorized Caterpillar & Firestone Providers

• UPS Outside Decatur

o©d Luc'

on your

upcoming

seasons!

We support

you.

100 West

University Avenue

Champaign

Illinois

61820

351.6500

Member FDIC

V Banklllinois
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Sigma Signs 1995-1996 Contributors

Friends

Randolph W. Axt

Superior, WI

Barbie Baum
Pittsburgh, PA

Mr. & Nrs. Stephen J. Bodnar

Fredericksburg, TX

Mr & Mrs. William R. Boston

Louisville, KY

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Carlson

Erie, PA

Doris Desrosiers

Hernando, FL

Mr. & Mrs. Richard Feltes

Lisle, IL

John S. Fine

Cincinnatti, OH

Mrs. George Frock

Austin. TX

Mr & Mrs. Jack Genskow
Springfield, IL

Mr. & Mrs. D.L. Glossop, Jr.

Dearborn Heights, MI

Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Hawkes
Jacksonville, FL

Scot HoUenbeck
Smyrna, GA

Mr & Mrs. Ben F Lee

Escondido, CA

Charles A. Linster

Chicago, IL

Norma J. Matthias

Crown Point, IN

Mr. & Mrs. Philip Mirell

Champaign. IL

Dale A. Prochaska

Woodridge, IL

Alice M. Sporar

Mayfield Heights. OH

Barbara Surbcr

Dayton, OH

Mr. & Mrs. Marshall Wall

Lexington, KY

Mr & Mrs. William Webb
Grinnell, lA

Mr. & Mrs Bruce B. Wiemer

East Peoria. IL

Mr. & Mrs. Daniel R Winkler

Brown Deer. WI

Karen Wold
Glenview. IL

Mr. & Mrs. J.D. Woolidge

Cincinnati. OH

Mary Wuensch (in memoriam)

Encino. CA

Conrad Zierdt. Ill

Allentown, PA

Patrons
Joseph Arcese

Englewood. CO

Mr. & Mrs. Glen L. Bellows

Normal. IL

Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Berthold

Park Ridge. IL

Mary L. Bramer

Elgin. IL

Susan J. Chaplinsky

Charlottesville. VA

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Dahncke

Danville. IL

Mr. & Mrs. Paul Delahunt

Lake Forest. IL

Anne G. Edwards

Columbia. MO

Mr. & Mrs. Timothy Ehlebracht

Homewood. IL

Douglas M. Karien

Chicago. IL

David S. Mundy
Stamford. CT

Mr. & Mrs. David Raihofer

North Chatham, NY

Paul L. Scher

River Forest. IL

Roben G. Sjostrom

Oak Park. IL

Mr. & Mrs Fred W Springe

ViUa Park. CA

Mr & Mrs Carl A. Suter

Spnngfield. IL

Benef.\ctors

Mr & Mrs Roben M. Arbdger

El Macero. CA

Mr & .Mrs CaniuDC Coneni

Joliet. IL

Merlyn G. Earnest

Spnngfield. IL

Carl F Faust. Jr.

River Forest. IL

Tnidy Easley Harms
Chicago. IL

John H HoUiman. M D
Oklahoma City. OK

Helen B Jones

Palo Alto. CA

Mr. & Mrs Tom Jones

Champaign. IL

L>Tida L Koopman
Houston. TX

Miles WO" Loughlin

Amanllo. TX

Glen R Perez

Chicago. IL

Mr & Mrs Paul D Sooes

Cariisle. MA

Mr. & Mrs Charles Stenberig

Hinsdale. IL

James N Taylor

Elmhurst. IL

Mr & Mrs Jack WhitnuB
Champiagn. IL
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Meet the Faculty and Staff of ORES

Office of Director
Reginald Alston, Interim Director, Academic Programs

Bradley Hedrick, Interim Director, Services

Nancy Mansfield, Coordinator, Budget, Facilities, and

Support Staff

Dennis Cable, Business Manager

Faculty
Reginald Alston, Associate Professor

Jocelyn Armstrong, Associate Professor

Gregory Garske, Assistant Professor

Jon Gunderson, Visiting Assistant Professor

Bradley Hedrick, Assistant Professor

Paul Leung, Professor

Janet Macomber, Assistant Professor

Michelle Marme, Visiting Assistant Professor

Marty Morse, Teaching Associate

Chrisann Schiro-Geist, Professor

Mark Strauss, Assistant Professor

Sarah Weaver, Assistant Professor

John Trach, Assistant Professor

Emeriti Faculty
Charles D. Elmer

Joseph F. Konitski

Frank D. Maglione

Timothy J. Nugent

Secretaries
Angela Anderson, Terrie Brewer-Grindley, Elizabeth

Fleming, Janet Fredrick, Goldie Jones, Phyllis Jones,

Christine Pierson, Margaret Swanson

Illinois Department of Rehabilitation

Robert Galbreath, Rehabilitation Counselor

Helen Shepeard, Rehabilitation Case Worker

Service Staff

Ellen Bowie, Maid, Beckwith Hall

Ralph Cook, Equipment Specialist III, Shop

Robert Corum, Transportation Operator

Fred Divan, Transportation Operator

Bill Goodman, Computer Assisted Instruction Specialist

Patti Goyen, Visiting Specialist in Education, Project

PURSUIT

Barb Harmon, Transportation Operator

Beth Hutchcraft-Smith, Coordinator, Driver Education

John Kamradt, Supervisor, Transportation, Facilities, &
Equipment

Paige Lindahl-Lewis, Adapted Sports Specialist

Janet Macomber, Learning Disabilities Specialist

Kathleen Madayag, Interim Supervisor, Rehabilitation

Services (Beckwith Hall)

Maureen Mausser, Visiting Adapted Sports Specialist

Bryan McMurray, Supervisor, Sensory Accommodations

& Adaptive Technology

Betsy Meyer, Computer Assisted Instruction Specialist

John Miles, Maintenance Worker, Beckwith Hall

Timothy Millikan, Supervisor, Physical Therapy &
Functional Training

Marty Morse, Interim Supervisor of Recreation &
Athletics

Andrea Reitmeier, Maid, Beckwith Hall

Stacie Robertson, Interim Resident Director (Beckwith

Hall)

Chrisann Schiro-Geist, Supervisor, Counseling

Boyd Smith, Head Transportation Operator

Mark Strauss, Rehabilitation Engineering

Brian Thompson, Rehabilitation Athletic Trainer

Sarah Weaver, Project Coordinator, Project PURSUIT
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Thanks to our

Advertisers & Loyal DSO Supporters.

We would like to make grateful thanks to:

Greater Champaign County Ambucs

Champaign-Urbana Optimist Club

Bill & Judy Cain-Blossom Basket

Hollister Corporation

University Inn

Robbie Edwards, ,9?oxford DTPubiishing

A

Committed to you,

your family and your

community.

BUSEY BANK
Member FDIC

RCOLA

LUMBER CO., INC.

Rex Willisos
Owner

25 West Main
Areola, IL 61910

(217) 268-3686
Fax (217) 268-4131

Linda Mastandrea
Attorney at Law

• Specializing in

the area of

Disability Law

266 Michigan Street

Elmhum.IL 601 26

Tel: (708) 78209 1

3

Fax: (312)908-1051

E-Mail l-mastand@counsel cor"

Your Best Choice. .

.

BARR
APARTMENTS

1710 Neil Street

Champaign. Illinois
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FINALLY IT'S HERE!!!
This revolutionary new product will eliminate the

need to tie your shoes or sneakers again!

Interlace® allows you to simply slide on your footwear.

Never tie your shoes again, and get the ultimate in

comfort of a custom fit during your daily activities.

InterLace®
SHOE LACES

Never Tie Your
Shoes Again
No more tying and retying

No more fighting with knots and bows

• Expandable laces for easy on & off

• Patented hidden interlocking system
,

7r

For

technical

information,

please contact

David Desrosiers^

Tel: (603) 465-9693

Fax: (603) 465-9693

For sales &
information

on how you

can become a

distributor, contact

Doris Desrosiers

Tel: (352) 746-9127

American Limb

andOrtftopedic

ofUrSana; Inc.

MAIN OFFICE

806W UNIVERSITY AVE.

URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801

217/367-977!

BRANCH OFFICE

415 N. MAIN ST.

DECATUR, ILLINOIS 62523

217/429-6656

Trostfietic Orthotic

Services
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Even after

24 years,

Garcia's Pan

Pizza by

the Slice

is still the

BEST BARGAIN
in town.

Four different

1/2 lb. slices...

ready when you walk in the door.

Second & Green • Wnghl ic Green • 900 S. Mallis

313 N. Mattis • Lincoln & Nevada

/?e/if€rfir^ Tke hr^^ Pizia/

Jim Foster
Genpr^l Mansger

BestofTi, Inc.

An Independently

Ov*ned & Operated

Franchise

106 East Green Scieet

CKampaign. It 61820

Store: (217) 355-5858
Fax: (217)355-6050

on people who happen
to have a disability

Accent On Living Magazine

• Accent On Information

• Accent Special Publications

• NEW — Accent Products

Wrrte Now (or Information

PC Box 700. Bloomington. IL 61702

Whaf can you expect
from Sank One^

Complete Banking Services
Ij)ans: Real Estate

Home Equity

Checking Accounts

Business Accounts

Investments

Trust Services

The One Phont^
24'HourC'^ustofftfrAccount tnfi^fyrujtion

.ni-IKS

Eight Hanking Centers to Serve You
Cntnptrtf TriterSfniicf 7a. m. -Midninhi.

7IMys a W^fk at Our Country Fair /^cation

For More Information, Call 351 1600

BANKEONE
Wliatever it lakes

Whatever

it takes.

K BAMKfoMe

LENDER

r N

X
ADOBE POSTSCRIPT LEVEL 1 OR 2 RIP

mGHREULRTBCDKRnna
EXTENSIVE SOFTWARE SUPPORT

^COLORPMOnnG
LASER OR FILM OUTPUT

mfl(flnDUjmDoimnui

MODEM AND FAX

(onuriTfiTionvcjvifn

nno

THE SAME HIGH QUALITY PRINTING AND FWBHNG
SERVICES YOUVE COME TO RELY ON.

m[ninGMniiRni[»t
WITH CONTEMPORARY TECHNaOGY

3102 RESEARCH ROAD • CHAMPAIGN. ILUNOS 61821

(IN INTEi?STATt RES£AI?CH WVWQ

PHOnC (21 7) 356-9115 • fflX (21 7) 356-1381

[ mflll, CrousePmt@ool.com
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Arrow

Medivan:

The Taxi

with a

Twist.

if someone you know needs help getting to and from a hospital or

other health care facility, call Arrow Ambulance and ask for

Medivan.

Medivan works like a specialized taxi, providing non-emergency

medical transportation for everything from routine dental and doctor

appointments to orthopaedic fittings at a medical supply store.

Medivan features:

• A professionally trained driver to provide assistance.

• Door-to-door service.

• A wheelchair lift for easy access.

• Room for four ambulatory and three wheelchair riders.

$10, one-way transportation anywhere in Champaign-Urbana and

parts of Savoy (Champaign County residents outside the zone, add

$.S0 extra per mile.)

Regular hours: Monday-Saturday 7:.30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

^^ade Medivan

Call 337-3911
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SPOK'IS' Al'l'AKi;i.

Now YOU Can Wear Apparel of DSO
or Your Favorite Sports. .

.

Rugby, Basketball, Track and Field, Sports!

^

Delta Sigma Omicron/Wheelchair Sports Apparel Order Form



SPORTS- APPARhL

Anarok Jacket: 2 ply Supplex. Windproof, water resistant,

cottony-soft durable nylon. Coxy brushed poly/nylon lining.

29" back length, attached bucket hood with drawstring. Extra

large "Kangaroo" pocket, plus handwarmer pockets. Elastisized

wrists and drawcord with adjustable fastener wrist. Double

needle construction for long wear and good looks.

Unisex Sizes: M-XXXL.

Supplex Pants: Shell has same qualities as jacket. Wide elastic

waist with drawcord, 2 side entry pockets. Bottom has 6" zipper

and elastic band.

Unisex Sizes: M-XXXL

Supplex Shorts: Shell has same qualities as jacket. Offers full

comfort with ample coverage. Wide elastic waistband has

concealed drawstring. Full cut leg offer freedom of movement.

Two side pockets, 7" inseam, 1 1/4" notch on leg opening.

Unisex Sizes: M-XXXL

Polo Shirt: 50/50 combed cotton and polyester pique knit

fabric enhanced by a soil release finish for easy care. Classic

two button Allen Solley Placket with wood tone buttons. Soft

collar with rib knit banded sleeve for comfort.

Unisex Sizes: M-XXXL

Long-Sleeve Polo Shirt: 50/50 combed cotton and DuPont

Dacron polyester interlock heavier knit fabric. Soft fashion knit

collar and long sleeves with knit cuffs. 2 button clean finished

placket with reinforced bottom box. Bottom hem vented for

easy in or out wear. Reinforced single needle top-stitched

shoulder seams.

Unisex Sizes: M-XXXL

Rugby Shirt: Vertical pieced long sleeve rugby made of super

heavy cotton jersey. Features white woven stiched down banded

collar, three button hidden fly front twill placket with true

rugby buttons, 2" rib cuffs, white twill neck tape and side vents,

clean finished side vents, single needle top stitched shoulders

and armholes, triangle yoke, 2 needle hemmed bottom and 2"

extended tail. All panels are pieced and top stitched.

Unisex Sizes: M-XXL, full sized relaxedfit

Golf Hat: Low rise cotton hat with adjustable back.

One size fits all

Video Tape: "Gifts Beyond Healing" a video depiction of the

services of the Division which was underwritten and produced

by the Hollister Corporation is being made available for you to

purchase. It will be premiered at the 1996-1997 Annual Awards

Banquet.
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the Action

Excelerator-X

MedicalSupplv
1208 N. Cunningham Avenue
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Action Top End has taken

cycling to the edge and

Heyond with the all new

Excelerator-X Hand Cycle.

Designed for the serious cyclist,

the Excelerator-X's low, ground

hugging profile delivers stabil!r>-

and aerodynamic performance

that are rare in recreational

hand-crank cycles. This

lightweight, high-performance

machine is perfectly suited for

both serious athletes and people

who are looking for a great way to

exercise or to just have fun.

The Excelerator-X can be found

at Carle Medical Supply, along

with many other hand cycles for

adults and kids.

To take a spin on the

Excelerator-X or tor mc»re

information on hand cycles, call

Carle Medical Supply today at

(217) 383-3487 or toll-free at

(800)851-3373.


